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4 A My name's Hannah, not Anna 

6 B All over the world 

8 C Open your books, please 

10 ;.: PRACTICALENGl.ISH Arriving in London 

11 A A writer's room 

13 B Stars and Stripes 

15 C After 300 feet, turn left 

17 A Things I love about the US 

19 B Work and play 

21 c Meeting online 

23 PRAC-TIC.Al.ENGL~~ :At a coffee shop 

24 A Is she his wife or his sister? 

26 B What a lifel 

28 C Short life, long life? 

30 A Are you the next American Idol? 

32 B Love your neighbors 

34 c Sun and the City 

36 PaACTmt ENGLISH In a clothing store 

37 A Reading in English 

39 0 Times we love 

41 C Musi<: is changing their lives 

43 A At the National Portrait Gallery 

45 B Chelsea girls 

47 c A night to remember 

49 fR,ACTICAl ENGLISH Getting lost 

50 A A murder story 

52 B A house with a history 

54 c A night In a haunted hotel 

56 A What I ate yesterday 

58 B White gold 

60 c Quiz night 

62 PR~~ ~USH At a restaurant 

63 A The most dangerous road._ 

65 B CouchSurf around the world! 

67 C What's going to happen? 

69 ,.\ First impressions 

71 B What do you want to do? 

73 c Men, women, and the Internet 

75 PRACTICAL ENGLISH Going home 

76 A Books and movies 

78 B I've never been there! 

··---·---·-

-------------

- ------

80 C The American English File questionnaire 

82 
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STUDY l•l:l:J :-:~SELF-ASSESSMENT CD-ROM 

Powerful listening and interactive assessment CD·ROM 

Your iChecker disc on the inside back cover of this Workbook 
includes: 

• AUDIO - Download AU of the audio files for the Listening 
and Pronunciation activities in this Workbook for on-the
go listening practice. 

• FILE TESTS - Check your progress by taking a self
assessment test after you complete each File. 

Audio: When you see this symbol .~~·.go to the iChecker 

disc in the back of this Workbook. Load the disc in your computer. 

1 At1arka11 

ENGLISH FILE 1 .~--" """' iChocker 
... . ~ ·- ... -- .. - . -... .._ ........ 

Type your name and press "ENTER." 

2 

r\Hl@l§iiii#M11Hii*'91 if Pi 
t,!IVOJ)o.•AIJOIO&Ar+K W1•~'/t'1."ki.lr.Kd.-W.. 

I tn TfSJSt.>l.\b>•\~ldJo'ftMI 

i ~~ 

0· 

Choose "AUDIO BANK." 

3 
Am1'1(C'~U 

ENGLISH FILE 1 .. ~ .. '""~ 1Ch•cko1 
"'. . . .. . . ... .. -~ -..... -. " ........ ... ~ ,. 

~©c::::::::::: :::r::-·;~:;_.; '~~ .. .,,..,., ........ ~ ...... , 
V>'~)\lt .. ~~fl'i",..(,:t.~ 

Click on the exercise for the File. Then use the media 
player to listen . 

You can transfer the audio to a mobile device from the 
"audio" folder on the disc. 

File test: At the end of every File, there is a test. To do the 
test, load the iChecker and select "Tests." Select the test 
for the File you have just finished. 

·--~MO!'I 

ENGLISH FILE 1 ·~·--···w iChecke1 -. - - - --- ... --· 

-
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1 GRAMMAR verb be[±], subject pronouns 

-

a Complete column 1 with the words in the box. Then 
write the contractions in column 2. 

she are they is + are is are 

1 full form 2 Contraction 
·· .. 
:·::·::: .·.·. 

Lam I'm 
you 2 ___ _ 

he• ___ _ 

____ is 

it 8 ___ _ 

we to ___ _ u 

youu ___ _ l3 

L< ____ are LS 

b Complete the sentences with be. Use a contraction. 

I.:mfour. 2 ____ students. 

5 in a taxi. 6 tourists. 

My name's Bond. James Bond. 

2 VOCABULARY days of the week, 
numbers 0-20, greetings 

a Put the letters in order to make days of the week. 

b 

3 

7 

Remember to start with a CAPITAL LETTER. 

1 ARSAYDUT 
2 NYAUDS 

Saturday 

3 HRDYTUSA 
4 ODNYMA 

5 DFARYI 
6 DSYEEAWND 
7 EUASDTY 

Continue the series. 

I five, six, seven, 

2 six, eight, ten, 

3 twenty, nineteen, 

4 five, seven, nine, 

~iah' 

____ in room 2. 

____ io room 317. 

. ' ni~ ten 

4 ____ Thursday. 

8 Hello. ____ in my 

class. 
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c Complete the dialogues. 

:.~:~tf l. A Hi, Emily. . r
1 
his is Daniel. 

.- 8 Hell~ Danie. ·. to ____ you. .. 
: 2 A Hi, I'm Paulo. .::: 's your ______ ? 

~ Bt91.Jise-. 

~ 3 :~:~i:_? . a~you? 
:: B·l'm fine, thanks. And ? 
;~~~=~:~ .. A Ver}Fwe(l, thank you. 

;~ 
4. A W.hat's your phone ______ ? 

;==·=·=~~= 
s tt's 118-555-0l23. 

d Complete the words with a, e, i, o, or u. 

Q_ S..e_..e.. Y..Q.JL. 

2 S __ y ___ n Fr_d_~ 

"[ssy_. 

3 PRONUNCIATION vowel sounds, word 
stress 

a Write the words in the chart. 

meet fine six am ten eight three nice in 
thanks day twelve very 

/ 

' " r 
fish tree cat egg 

b .~'3'~$ Listen and check. Then listen again and 
·· repeat the words. 

c !..l:gderline the stressed syllable in these words. 

1 sandlwich 

2 te{nnis 

3 eigh~een 

4 thirlteen 

5 basjketjball 

6 good!bye 

7 ejmail 

8 ln!ter!net 

9 com!pu!ter 

10 ho!tel 

d ~ Listen and check. Then listen again 
and repeat the words. 

4 LISTENING 
~ Listen to three conversations. 
Choose a, b, or c. 

Sarah's phone number is ... 

a 917-555-6942. 
b 917-555-6542. 

c 917-555-6524. 

2 The class on Thursday is in ... 

a roomtwo. 

b room three. 

c room five. 

3 A cheese sandwich and a coffee cost ... 

a five dollars and twenty cents. 

b four dollars and twenty cents. 

c five dollars and ten cents. 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases. 

bye ""i 
fine i:nn 

goodbye ·~Jud h<.11: 
hello h.:i"Joo 

hi h:u 

sorry ~a:-.. 

thank you ·o,;:ok yu· 

thanks O.t'• !b· 

very well · · \ ;,r 1 ·.~ f11 
How are you? L, .. •Jr ~ u: 
Nice to meet you. '1:.us t:-> 'n: i: yu' 
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1 GRAMMAR verb be Ill and El 

a Complete B's sentences. 

'.{.)l ~~~~{ i~.in China. 
·" :· Q ::\lffoi'.t In China. it's in South Korea. 

··::::-.,:-:' :·:··. 
2 ... ~A ~yGa~~is British. 
./·:- r(.<':•· . •·:· 

----·-···········American. 

b 

i .. :A::~·s·MeXican. ·. ·• ::: :·· 
:·:'.:: B.:·:·.:.:: , .. · 

... · ...... . 

·4 :;:k)~tanbul;i:md Ankara are in Greece. .4. • . 
:·:·: B-.."~:::~· _:·• __ 

:~ :·:l:i'.~;.~e:i~ room 219. 
·::. :·:·Jl...- ·.· .· .. 
. : .•.•, :~:::.:>:.: 
~f· A::l?iimesan·f$ from France. \··a::\:·: .. :·· .. 

'.&,;: A Y®'re &i-azilian. 
) ·a."···:::.: .. . 

k ; Enr~~~~- lgl~~i~s is American. 
: . ~... •. . . . . . 

. :::~ -:~-4.~~-; ~. ~~-- ----.. ... :.. 

Order the words to make questions. 

your / 's / name/ What 
WhGt '.£,XQUT nam11 

2 she / Where/ 's / from 

3 America/ from/ they/ South/ Are 

4 five / room /we / in / Are 

5 vacation/ you./ Are/ on 

6 from/ he/ Vietnam/ Is 

Peruvian . 

Turkey. 

room 309 . 

Italy. 

_____ . Argentinian. 

Spanish . 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

c Match these answers to the questions in b. . 

a Yes, he is. 0 
b No, I'm not. 
c She's from Italy. 
d No, we aren't. 
e Yes, rhey are. 

f Michael. 

D 
D 
D 
D 
ITI 

How can you govern a country 
which has 246 varieties of cheese? 

2 VOCABULARY t he world, numbers 21-100 

a Complete the sentences with a country or a nationality. 

1 Luz is from Peru. She's Peruvian. 

2 Bratwurst is German. It's from Germany 
3 Aki is from Japan. He's-------
4 My friends are Iranian. They're from ____ _ 

5 Maria is from Mexico. She's--------
6 Kia cars are South Korean. They're from. 

7 Paella is from Spain. It's ____ _ 

8 We're Thai. We're from ______ _ 

9 She's from the United States. She's-------
10 They're Brazilian. They're from ______ _ 

b Complete the dialogues with a continent. 
,·;·;: 

l. A Wher.~·s Spain? 

•·: a lt.'sin:_• _"· --··-.-. -~--

a- ,· A W~'s Japa~? 
:· .. s"'its f~ _::;· ..... : _....._....._~ ..... · 

:~ A Where's Bran{? 
•' ~ lt;'$ifl._~--·-· ._. 

:.: 
4 k 'Where!s C~nada? 

·B tt'sin~-~-~-
:.: .:: :~.... .·:::::::::::~ .. 

.,.,..,,-,------~--

/ .. /'" ----~ 
/' ',,\ 

c Complete the compass. / + \ 
d Write the numbers \., } 

in words. \ / 

I 27 twenty-seven ·~"-,..._ /.// 

2 33 -------- ------------
3 40 
4 48 
5 56 
6 62 
7 74 

8 85 

9 99 
10 100 
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3 PRONUNCIATION /di, ltJI, !JI, Id'?) 5 LISTENING 
a @the syllable with /~ in these words. 

1 A!fri1ca 

2 Chilna 

3 Ger1ma!ny 

4 lrelland 

5 Euriope 

6 Bra!zit 

7 1.taty 

8 Ja:pan 

b ~§ ~ Listen and check. Then listen 
again and repeat the words. 

c @the word with a different sound. 

tf
, ' -· 

-..., ,J ... I 

1 Chinese Engli,. frenchl 
i 

chess 

s 2 Turkish Russian Vietnamese 

shower 

3 Spanish Japanese Argentinian 

jazz __ ..._ 

d ~ ~:. ___ -;J Listen and check. Then listen 
again and repeat the words. 

4 READING 

Read about three people: 
Yin, Moira, and Carlos. 
Mark the sentences T (true) 
or F (false). 

Moira is a teacher. L 
2 Carlos is a student. 

3 Moira is twenty-eight. 
4 Yin is a teacher. 

5 Yin is from Asia. 

6 Carlos is nineteen. 
7 Yin is twenty-eight. 

8 Moira is American. 

This is Yin. He's 19 and 
he's a student. Yin is 
Chinese. He's from 
Shanghai, a big city in 
the east of China. 

2 A Where at':e you from? 
. We're from 

. We're on vacation in South America. 

? 
. He's from Cancun. 

? 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases. 

flag I I 

language »t'~''' t.:} 

Excuse me.. . :i. ,!\.~. t:z "" 
I'm from . .. 
All over the world. ~·l \),)'.;>r ·') v, 1ii,i 

I'm not sure. · ·u :n :HH _:, " 

Where areyoufrom? w::r ll' ''l '.1u.i1 

This is Carlos. He's Mexican. 
He's from Monterrey, an 
important city in the North 
of Mexico. Carlos is 25 and 

~ 

This is Moira. She's an 
English teacher and she's 
28. Moira is Canadian. 
She's from Vancouver, a 
city in the west of Canada. he's a receptionist in a hotel. :; 

-
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1 GRAMMAR possessive adjectives: my, 
your; etc. 

-

a Complete the chart. 

Sub~ct pronouns :-·: ··.: .. :;. Possessive adjectives 

your 

he 

her 

we 

you 

b Complete the sentences with a possessive adjective. 

Her name's Teresa. 
2 name's Edward. 

3 We're students.------teacher's name 
is Matt. 

4 I'm Brazilian. ___ . _ ___ family is from 
Sao Paulo. 

5 It's a Chinese restaurant. name 
is Merry City. 

6 A What's phone number? 
B My cell phone number? It's 917-555-0156. 

7 They're Canadian. last name's Baker. 

c Order the words to make questions. 

!:::. ? 
; 
,· 

? 

Anyone who stops learning is old, 
whether at twenty or eighty. 

2 INSTRUCTIONS IN YOUR BOOK 
Match the words to the pictures. 

a complete rn f putanX 0 
b underline D g cover the text 0 
c match D h number D 
d circle D check 0 
e ask your partner D cross out D 

2 

AMERICAN 

@BC 
6 

7 

9 
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3 VOCABULARY classroom language 

a Complete the sentences. 

1 Cla.s:f the door. 
2 L. _____ andrepeat. 

3 a _____ your books, please. 

4 w _____ in pairs. 

5 A the question. 

6 T off your cell phone. 

7 L at the board. 

8 G to page 94. 

b Order the words to make sentences. 

1 don't / I / know 
I don't know. 

2 do/ How / it /you / spell 

3 don't/ I/ understand 

4 you / that /can / please / repeat /Sorry, 

5 in/ English f Excuse f what's f me,/ "vacaciones" 

6 remember f I / can't 

4 PRONUNCIATION !ou/, /u/, far!; 
the alphabet 

a @the word with a different vowel sound. 

w know don't north 

phone 
,._-_ .. ,,... 
U! 

i -; 11 
~:..;:J two south you 

boot 

,,~ . '~_:.:_ Argentinian start vocabulary 

car 
,,_ . ..._ 

~~ go close do 

phone 

b ~!ft Listen and check. Then listen again and 
repeat the words. 

c @the letter with a different vowel sound. 

~,~ / --\ "-· J, ~I \.i) ,.,qi e.;6 ):;""~')~+ 

~=-=~ 
train tree boot egg bike 

H c Q F E 
J p u A I 

G s 0 M y 

d . ~ Listen and check. Then listen again and 
· repeat the letters. 

5 LISTENING 
~ Listen to the dialogue at a hotel reception 
deS'k."EOmplete the form. 

1 Erik 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 

Learn these words and phrases . 

address iJJn;s 

age .'~id:J' 

zipcode 1 'z1p k.ocd' 

receptionist · n'sq>.f.mht! 

student 'stud,11/ 

last name / test ne:rn:' 

first name ,''for:,t t1e1m;' 

cell phone ''sd foun.1 

phone number "won H·Hnb;w 

How old are you? !Mc• o:>ld \tr yu, 
I'm22 . . i.~ .. 11 f\\f.nt. ·r..,; 

-
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1 VOCABULARY In a hotel 

Complete the words. 

the elevator 4 r-------·-··--
2 as _ ____ room 5 the f fl_ __ _ 

3 ad. ______ room 

2 CHECKING IN 

Complete the conversation with phrases in the box. 

Can you sign here, please? I Rave a reservation 
Just a second... Thank you That's right 

A Goqd evening, sir. 
B f.iello. i. l 1lav~ a re$ervation . My name's Carl Zimmerman. 

~. :·cai'i you spell that> please? 
& l-1-M~M-E-R-M-A.-N. 

A Thank you. For three- nights? 

B Y~~~---·~~--~~ 
~ Cant have your passport, please? 
8 a:· • ~~Here you are. 
A. Thankyou. • _ Thank you . 

... Hefe's y~r key, It's room 403, on the fourth floor. The 
·:··. ' e!e~ator is over there . .Enjoy your stay, Mr. Zimmerman. 

$ :·: ~ .. ~-'--::::-;·7;:·:::;::: :-:.7-;-;.---·.--·"· ·--· 

3 .SOCIAL ENGLISH 
Complete the missing words in the dialogue. 

l A Who Is this? 
.... a. Jhtt::.. ls 6avid aarnstey. 

2'. A Whe~~~e.you from? 
:': B:fm from Boston. What a __ , _____________ you? 

.-3 :··A. SQrry; 
.:B No Pf ·:· .. :,:,:,· :. 

4· A. tte\lQ? :fo<: · 
8 ~sth ·.· Tom? 

::s' ~: .N~.YQl:J on vaqition? 
B 'NO.l'm:here-on b _____ _ 

' • " ! ~ . ' ..,. • ' t- : • • • : 

:·:§:;:;~~-:!& 10:30 OK for you? 

.......... !) That's P·--'--'-'..:.;_..c..;.._ 

::~::::::~;:~~<l'):o~'li~ :cmot:h~r <,irin~? 
···••. :·:.;·;·!·;·:·;•,·:·.·~···~ .... ~ ..... ;·.·;•.•,•:·;· . 
·::•:·:::•::&No thanks. It's t for bed. 
::::;:::::::!:!:~!;:::;~, ··:·;. .•: •;• '.' 

4 READING 
a Match the hotels to the people. Write the numbers 

in the boxes. 

1 Antonia and James want to have a relaxing weekend. 

2 Mr. Edwards wants co have a two-day meeting 
with managers from other US offices. 

3 The Scott family wants to go to Boston and visit 
the city. 

One Audubon Road 

Wakefield, MA 01880 

· Conference center 

Restaurant 

· Wi-fi connection 

12 miles from Logan 
International Ai!,P.~! _____ _ 

~;=~iilliii 22 suites. 96lulCU1y .rooms 

2S Edwin H. Land 
Boulevard 

Cambridge, MA 02141 

Room service 
Spa 
J firSH:lass restaurants 
.13eautiful views of Eoston 
Harbor 
2.5 miles from central Boston 

Wi-fi connection I 
Fitness center 

Free morninq coffee and tea 1 

2.1 miles from the central Boston I 
b Underline five words or phrases you don't know. 

Use your dictionary to look up their meaning and 
pronunciation. 
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1 VOCABULARY things 

Complete the crossword. 

,4 

----,----· 
I 

2 GRAMMAR a I an, plurals; this I that I 
these I those 

a Write It's+ a/ an or They're. 

l It's a change purse. 

2 _Ihey.:m_ pens. 

3 dictionary. 
_______ umbrella. 4 

s 
6 
7 
8 

_______ stamps. 
_______ keys. 

_______ ID card. 

_______ pencil. 

b Write each word in its plural form in the correct column. 

pencil eiey eeift ticket nationality watch window 
adefess sandwich country class dictionary 

-~~--_; . ..,..~--....------.-... -.......... 
·ies ·;·=:;::::· -es ·· . _____ ._.:.:_ 

coins addresses cities 

6 

My favorite things in life 
don't cost any money. 

c Complete the sentences with this, that, these, or those. 

1 Iha.l's a French newspaper. 

2 watch 
is American. 

_______ are my 

headphones! 

_______ book 

is good. 

-------···· are 
your keys. 

-
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d Complete the chart. 

Singular Plural 

man 

women 

person 

children 

e Complete the sentences with a word from the chart ind. 

l Her mother is a very nice person 
2 My English teacher is a . His name's 

William. 
3 I have two . My first _ ____ is six 

years old. 

4 Many American drink coffee. 
5 Not that restroom, Mr. Davis! It's for 

_ __ _, not ___ _ 

3 PRONUNCIATION final-sand -es; th 

a @the word that ends in /Jz/. 

I coins wallets ~ 
2 classes files scissors 

3 stamps books addresses 
4 photos watches headphones 

5 tissues pens sandwiches 

6 magazines glasses newspapers 

b ~~;) Listen and check. Then listen again and 
repeat the words. 

c @the word with a different sound. 

--p, 
1 that they thanks ~'" -. 

'~'J, 

mother 

,B. 
2 thing thirty these -~.--· 

4 • ..... ~ 

thumb 

o. 
3 three this the .. .. 

mother 

.. B 
4 Thursday those thirteen •, 

., 

thumb 

d ~g~ T.isren and check. Then listen again and 
repeat the words. 

---

4 READING 
Read the text and label the pictures. 

Keys are at the top of the list. They can be house keys, 
car keys, or office keys. Next are pens, to write down names, 
numbers. and email addresses. Number three on the list is 
a package of tissues. These can be white or different colors. 
like pink or yellow. Next is medicine, for example aspirin for 
a bad head. Receipts are number five on the list. These are 
small pieces of paper from stores. 

medicine 

5 LISTENING 

. ~ Listen to four people talking about things 
~vein their bags. Which person ... ? 

I has a book in his / her bag that helps him / her speak 
to people 

2 has something to listen to music 

3 changes bags every day 

4 has a computer in his/ her bag 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases. 

lamp i:tmp 

room .;um . 

neat nit 
messy 'mcst 

What's this in English? wo t:; 01:; m 
0

HJ~;l1J .. 
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1 GRAMMAR adjectives 

a @the correct words. 

1 They're jeans blue / blue jeans. 
2 It's a nice day / day nice. 
3 My sisters are very tall / very tails. 

4 That's a car fast/ fast car. 

5 These are goods photos /good photos. 
6 Those boots are really cheap / really cheaps. 

7 It's a big house/ house big. 

8 Her children aren't very olds /very old. 

b Order the words to make sentences. 

l blue / This / is / a / pen 
This is a blue pen 

2 expensive/ an /That's /watch 

3 very / My / long/ hair / is 

4 rich /very /is/ woman /That 

S boots/ really/ Your / dirty/ are 

6 city/ This/ a/ dangerous / is 

7 very /book / good /That / isn't / a 

8 big f house/ very/ is f His 

2 VOCABULARY colors, 
adjectives, modifiers: 
very I really 

a Write the colors. 

blue+ yellow = ~e.n ___ _ 
2 black+ white = ______ _ 

3 red + yellow 
4 white + red = 
5 red+ green 

Not merely a nation, but a nation of nations. 

b Complete the crossword. Write the opposite adjectives. 

S T 

g 10 

12 

·: .. : 

Clues across -+ Clues down+ 

2 slow 12 cold l dangerous 7 small 
4 cheap 13 weak 3 easy 9 new 
8 rich 14 clean s far 10 right 

11 bad 6 full 13 tall 

c Match the pictures to the sentences. Write the letter in the box. 

l She's thin, with long hair. [fil 
2 He's tall, wi.th short hair. D 
3 He's old, and good-

looking. 0 

4 She's young, with blond hair. 
S He's short, with dark hair. 

6 She's fat, and she's 
beautiful. 

D 
0 

0 -
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1 GRAMMAR imperatives, let's 

a Complete the sentences with a verb in the box. 
Use a 1±1 or a B imperative. 

· ···· ···--------ee close come drink park slow speak turn worry 

I The city is dangerous at night. Please _b.e _ careful. 

2 lt's cold in here. Please the window. 

3 It isn't a problem. Please _ about it. 

4 This is an English class. Please __ Spanish. 
5 Their house is on this street. Please . down. 
6 on! We're late! 

7 This is a bus stop. Please -~here. 

8 that water it's dirty. 

9 This music is terrible. Please it off. 

b Match the sentences to the pictures. 

A Let's park here. 
B Let's go heme: 
C Let's eat lunch there. 

D Let's cross the road here. 
E Let's go to a hotel. 
F Let's turn on the air conditioning. 

Don't worry, be happy. 

2 VOCABULARY feelings 

Write a sentence from the box. 

I'm aAgry. I'm bored I'm cold. I'm happy. 
I'm hot. I'm hungry I'm sad. I'm stressed. 
I'm tired. I'm thirsty. I'm worried. 

I My friend is late. 

2 It's 37° F. 

3 It's my birthday! 

4 My mother is in the hospital. 

5 It's time for dinner. 

6 I don't know what to <lo. 

7 It's 100° F. 

8 It's very late. 

9 My husband is very far away. 

10 I want water. 

11 I have a lot of work. 

3 PRONUNCIATION understanding 
connected speech 

a Practice saying the sentences. 

b 

I Look at those children. 
v 

2 Turn off the TV. 
v 

3 Let's ask that man. 
v 

4 Don't open the window. 
v 

5 Let's eat at home. 
v v 

6 Sit on this chair. 
v 

~~· -;, ;,, . Listen and check. Then listen 
. "" ~--- .. 

again and repeat the sentences. 

-
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c Complete the chart with the words in the box. 

ltftgfY fat happy have hungry matter Monday one 
sad ugly does young 

r,---·:=ij 
::..At-:/' ;: A : 
f'e: :: : : + : ~ II ·, I 

.,_ -· ,l ___ ·: .. _.~t 

cat up 

angry 

d ~ Listen and check. Then listen again and repeat 
the words. 

4 READING 
a Read the article about tips for a long car trip. Match the 

headings to the paragraphs. 

Have fun! Is your car ready? Pieri yeur trif). 
Make sure everything is in the car. Keep awake! 

.I!!!~ 
:~:· look ·a~ a ·~rt befor~ you 90, lh~nk about tb~·lime you ~e.ecf :i 

to- arrive at your destination and pt.aces wh~re 'perhaps'the~e ·'. 
:·, IS a 1ot of traffle : . . . ., . .: 
~. ' • '»:·:::::::·:::·~:::=:::::::::::::::::::;.; ... : ... ;.;.;.:·:·:·:·:·:;:·:·:·.;:;.:::.:·:~:=·:·:·:·:·:::~::::::::fl~ 

AccJdeots somet)~es hapJ)en because ca~ are 111 b~d .. , .. >m~m~ 
condition. (heck the engine, the iights, and the wheels. ~:::::;:;:: 

• ~alee th.e car to the gar~ge if necessary. ···:··· .· ........... :.:·: .;.::::)lj~jjljllj 

Put your bags and everything you want to take with you 

-

in the hall the night before. Don't forget essential documents 
like passports or 10 cards, and of course your driver's license. 

. 0 -----------------~---
Being tired is very dangerous for drivers. If you are tired, stop 
at a service station. Have a coffee or sleep for 15 minutes. 
In the car, open the windows and turn the radio on. 

•E ________________ _ 

Children are often difficult during long trips. Take games, for 
example, computer games or word games, and iPods to listen 
to music. And don't forget things to eat and drink. 

b Underline five words you don't know. Use your dictionary 
to look up their meaning and pronunciation. 

5 LISTENING 
~ Listen to the dialogues and choose 
a, b, ore. 

1 Where are they? 
a at an airport 
b at home 
c in a restaurant 

2 Where are they? 
a in a hotel 
b in a car 
c in a restaurant 

3 Where are they? 
a in a plane 
b inahotel 
c in a car 

4 Where are they? 
a in a restaurant 
b athome 
c in a car 

5 Where are they? 
a in a hotel 
b at an airport 
c athome 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases. 

jacket •'d3;.cbt1 

pants ·pa:nts.' 
sign :sam! 
skirt 1sk;irt, 

uniform /'yun;i,brm1 

great (opposite terrible) 1grt:HI 
left (opposite right) •h;f(/ 

park (verb) .'purk/ 

stop :stop/ 

trip /tnp1 

with !w10/ 

Bequiet! 1bi 'k\.,:u;,t/ 

Don't worry. .1'Joont '\.\ ·' rj,· 

Slow down. 1sloo ·daon' 

turn on (opposite turn off) ;"t;irn on:' 
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1 VOCABULARY verb phrases 

Complete the verb phrases. 

animals difmef economics homework German 
glasses a new car a newspaper sorry an umbrella 

cook __.d,..in ..... n...,e~r ___ _ 

2 study 

3 speak 
4 read 

5 say 
6 wear 
7 do 

8 like 
9 want 

10 take 

2 GRAMMAR simple present l±l and B 

a @the correct words. 

1 A lot of American people has /~pets. 
2 It don't rain / doesn't rain a lot in my country. 
3 You live/ lives in a beautiful house. 

4 The sun shine f shines a lot in Southern California. 

5 My father don't cook / doesn't cook. 

6 My brother don't wear/ doesn't wear glasses. 
7 Americans don't eat / doesn't eat fast food every day. 

8 We need / needs a new computer. 
9 My Canadian friend make/ makes good coffee. 

10 I don't do f doesn't do housework. 

b Look at the chart and complete the sentences. 

Ryan Kim 

eat fast food ./ x 
wear jeans x ./ 

drink water ./ ./ 
do housework ,/ x 
play the guitar x x 

Ryan eats fast food. 
2 Ryan _______ jeans. 
3 Ryan and Kim _______ water. 

4 Kim housework. 
5 Ryan and Kim the guitar. 

A perfect summer day is when the sun is shining, the breeze is 
blowing, the birds are singing, and the lawn mower is broken. 

6 Kim _______ fast food. 

7 Kim jeans. 

8 Ryan housework. 

c Complete the sentences. 

1 I don't play (not play) tennis. 

2 They (not go) to the movies. 
3 She (have) two children. 

4 Her father (not work) in an office. 

5 It (rain) a lot. 
6 We (live) in a big apartment. 

7 My friend (not speak) English. 
8 My friends (study) at Tufts University. 
9 You (not do) your homework. 

3 PRONUNCIATION vowel sounds, 
third person -s 

a Say the words. Is the vowel sound the same or different? 
Write S (the same) or D (different). 

say 
2 do 
3 drink 
4 want 

5 give 

6 call 
7 read 
8 feel 

9 play 
10 buy 

take []] 
go [QJ 
live D 
have D 
drive D 
walk D 
eat D 
wear D 
watch D 
like D 

b -~;m Listen and check. Then listen again and 
repeat the words. 

c @the word which ends in /xz/. 

I likes works ~ 
2 lives drinks watches 

3 drives finishes plays 
4 uses takes speaks 

5 studies listens kisses 
6 changes gives wears 

d ,;~~~ Listen and check. Then listen again and 
·repeat the words. 

-
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4 READING 

-

a Read the text. Match the headings (A-D) to the paragraphs. 

A Enjoy your dinner. 
B Shopping on the street 
C Traveling is so easy! 
D We can find that for you. 

Carly Hamilton is American, but she lives 
in Seoul, South Korea. Here are some 
things she loves about living there. 
1 _____ _ 

In South Korea. the customer is really important. When 
you walk into a store, the salespeople greet you with 
a smile and say, "Hello." As you shop. they ask you if 
you need help. If you can't find something you want. 
the salespeople try to find it for you. They want you to 
be happy. 

2 ___ _____________ _ 

I love restaurants that serve South Korean meat. It's so 
delicious. The servers grill the meat. and then they cut 
it for you! They also serve banchan-little side dishes of 
vegetables. The servers are very busy in South Korean 
restaurants. They don't talk as much as servers in the 
US, but they make sure that you have a great meal! 

3 -----------------
There are so many places to shop in South Korea! People 
sell things like clothes and jewelry on the street. There 
are shopping booths in the subway stations. too! When I 
take the subway to work. I often buy a pretty bracelet or 
necklace because they're so cheap. It's really nice! 

4 ____ _ 

The transportation 
system is great here! 
It's easy to get around 
because there are signs. 
and a lot of them are in 
English! You can use your 
cell phone on the subway 
here, too. You can't do 
that in the US! 

b Guess the meaning of the WghJi.g~~ words. Check in 
your dictionary. 

5 LISTENING 
·tii;I <',~ Listen to the three speakers talking about 
Britain. Answer the questions with H (Hannah), 
L (Lina), or J (Julianna). 

Who ... ? 

1 doesn't like the food 

2 Ii kes eating food from many different countries 

3 likes the atmosphere at work 

4 likes the parks 

5 thinks the traffic is terrible 

0 
0-

c 
6 chinks chat people are nice to foreigners LJ 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases. 

love ! '' 
rain 

buy (opposite sell) h;.: 1 

call ' . 
change : f<:tn~i31 
feel : . : 

need .111d· 

pay ·f"~?' 

prefer l't! 1:1· 
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1 VOCABULARY jobs '"···•:?\. 
a Complete the crossword. . :: f.i.~ 

·~~~f ~111,•1 
. . . · .. J f .I ; ~f I <:. I· 

6 

.:·. 
:0 8 

··~· .·. 

b Complete the job descriptions with a verb from the list. 

W6fk earn speak drive have work travel wear 

:;l +1J::~j~ inside and ovtside during the day or at night. 
. · ·'·:::r~: · .'·' ·· . . . ........ ~ a car and sometimes I walk along the street. 

:m :::.:.t<ldrff1 .. :JJf. . . a lot of money. 1 • ... a uniform.'" 

:~:~1:5~;fjj:~~:9ffi8~:4ltli a computer, or outside with other people. 

~;i::·:·)~;\..;;;~;:~;/\?;;:r::::.~~l¥~~ch ~nd spanis.h and 1 sometimes . 
. ;;;;;;;;·.~::·:· . ,·;.;· :·;·. :. : ; ..... · ·:-:·: t-o:d1U€rent countries. I don't wear a uniform. 
~:::::!:: :-.-.. :;:~::·:::::· .... : . . . .;. ~· ... :··. ·_ ·. - . 
;::~:::::l~'-'. ............... '•'·" ... :· ... ,.; .. fW.jit newspaper." 
·::i:;:;:;:,..:.;:;,;·: e:·:·;· ·::;·:·:···· :-·· ;·: -.· ··::~ •• ;·~· - ::: :·: 

3 ,., "lw~~r·~ voifo~m .and 1 work with other people. 1" a 

. . '·~bllege degree, t>vt I don't 9 a lot of money . 

. '.'. .... I W6~-d!!£jngJhe day or at night, but I don't work outside. 

;;;;;.:.,:~::.~:.,:,.:.,.,, .:.'.:;:;.;.;:::t?:·:·'•tli a hospital." 

c Match the descriptions to a job. 

a journalist D a nurse D a police officer D 

I like to work: it fascinates me. 
I can sit and look at it for hours. 

c Write -er or -or. 

1 soccer playcr 4 hairdress __ 

2 manag___ 5 doct __ 

3 teach __ 6 lawy __ 

d Complete the sentences with these words. 

a an et for in retired unemployed 

1 He studies economics --1lL school. 
2 My brother is engineer . 

3 We work _. an American 
company. 

4 I don't have a job. I'm -·--·-
5 Paola is__ receptionist . 

6 My grandparents are 75. They're 

7 They work------- a factory. 

-
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e Complete the words. 

1 jacket 2 sh ___ _ 3 t ___ _ 

4 sk ___ _ 5 t ___ _ 6p __ _ 

2 GRAMMAR simple present [1] 

-

a Complete the questions with Do or Does. 

1 Do you work in an office? 
2 your parents speak foreign languages? 
3 your sister drive? 
4 you have a college degree? 
5 your mother work? 
6 James travel a lot? 
7 your father earn a lot of money? 
8 _______ theywearauniform? 

9 Ann walk to work? 
10 you work on the weekend? 

b Complete the questions with does, do, is, or are. Then match 
the questions to the answers. 

1 What does she do? [£] a He's an actor. 
2 What they do? D b In a restaurant- she's a waitress. 
3 he an architect? 0 c She's a doeto[. 
4 What you do? D d No, they're lawyers. 
5 they police 

officers? D e I'm a hairstylist. 
6 Where she work? D f No, he's an engineer. 
7 she a student? D g They're pilots. 
8 What he do? D h No, she's a teacher. 

3 PRONUNCIATION l'Jrl 

a Underline the stressed syllable. 

1 arJchi~ect 5 jourJnaJlist 9 reJce*ionlist 
2 den~ist 6 rnojdel 10 solJdier 
3 enlgilneer 7 mulsilcian 
4 teaJcher 8 pillot 

b ~ Listen and check. Then listen again and 
repeat the words. 

c ~five more words with /'Jr/ and write them 
in the chart. 

airport ~ engineer Europe far here nurse 
journalist service short sure thirsty tired 
worker 

l 
-l 

d ~~ Listen and check. Then listen 
again and repeat the words. 

4 LISTENING 

a .~ Listen to a contestant on a quiz 
show.and~ his job. 

administrative assistant dentist flight attendant 
lawyer nurse receptionist veterinarian 

b ~~~ Complete the questions with the 
verbs in the box. Then listen again rnd check. 

earn have make speak travel wear work 

1 Do you make things? 
2 a college degree? 
3 foreign languages? 
4 a uniform? 
5 for your work? 
6 _ a lot of money? 
7 with other people? 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases. 

degree .. 'J1"j1i· 

jacket · J3a:;kJ: 

pants . p<~m~. 
skirt ~i..,)r t 

comfortable 'kl\mft~bl' 

foreign (languages) 'br;m' 
earnmoney ·Jrn mi.ni· 

It depends. 'Jt d1'prnd,~.' 
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1 GRAMMAR word order in questions 

a Order the words to make questions. 

I heavy / like / you / metal / Do 
Doyou like heaey musfr. 

2 the / do / on / do / What /weekend / you 

3 kind/ What/ do/ books/ read/ you/ of 

4 drink /want / another / you / Do 

5 a/ Are / flight / you / atcendant 

6 live/ Where/ do/ Seattle/ you/ in 

7 is / favorite /Who / writer/ your 

8 old / How /you / are 

9 iPad / have /you / an / Do 

10 your/ good /Is/ salad 

b Martin and Beth are new friends. They go for a coffee. 

It's relaxing to go out with my ex-wife 
because she already knows t'm an idiot. 

2 VOCABULARY question words 

Complete the questions with the questions words in 
the box. 

Hew How many What What kind When 
Where Which Who Why 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

A . l.:J.ow do you go to work? 
~ aycar: 
A "" :: car do you drive? 

of music do you like? 

Complete the questions. '.: 

any 

3 PRONUNCIATION question words; 
sentence stress 

a Match the question words 1-7 to the words with the 
same sounds a-g. 

1 why D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

2 which 
3 who 
4 what 
5 how 
6 when 

7 where 

a you 
b but 
c there 

d my 
c ten 
f rich 

g now 

b 'i. '....'. . r.-. Listen and check. Then listen again and 
repeat the words. 

-
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c Underline the stressed words. 
•' ':;:::;::::~:.- ,•,: "":n::~:·:: ' o 
: .. , :··=;~ A WM.t do yciu do? ::, : .. : .. 

t:<~ ·~. _b)'t11 ~~gctor. : .. 
:\:: g:· .. :=A ·: y,!t}_er~ d"O ypv work? 
L >A} ~:Jwortdn a.nospitat 
·:·!· -: ·-:.: ····::: :-:-: 

d .~4~ Listen and check. Then listen again and repeat 
· the sentences. 

4 READING 

b Read the article again. Match the headings 
A-D to the paragraphs 1-4. 

A No secrets on Facebook 
B Popularity is dangerous 

C Too 1nnch information 

D What does he really feel? 

5 LISTENING 
a ~~-~ Max and Jessica meet in a 

restaurant for dinner. Listen to the 
a Read the article. Is Facebook good for your love life? conversation. Are they a good ,:natch? __ _ 

-

Is Facebook good for your love life? 
Read on to find the answer. 
1 [Q 
You don't want to see your ex- friend when your relationship 
finishes. And you really don't want to know about his new friend. 
But Facebook tells you everything, including how happy he is with 
his new friend. 

20 
Your friend doesn't write on your "wall" one day. You're worried. 
Does it mean he doesn't like you? Another day, he sends you ten 
messages. You feel stressed. Does he like you too much? 

30 
Your friends know you have a new friend because you change your 
status from "single" to "in a relationship." The problem is they know 
when it finishes too, because you change It back to "single" again. 

40 
You get a lot of messages from boys, but this isn't good for your 
relationship. When your friend sees you writing to so many other 
boys, he feels worried. And that can mean the beginning of the end. 

... · .. ·, 

b ~1!~; Listen again and mark the 
sentences T (true) or F (false). 

I Max and Jessica meet in a Japanese 
restaurant. 

2 They have the same job, 

3 They work for the same airline. 
4 They like the same movies. 
S Jessica lives near the movie theater. 

6 Max wants to go to the movies 
next Sunday. 

L 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases. 

movies · mm·i.z: 
TV shows •'iivi J0uz 1 

Me too. :mi ru. 
meet a partner ,'1111t ;i 'p1lrtnN' 

Really? ·'rdi· 

Who's your favorite (actor)? ,'hn.: ~·.1r le; v.-ir:-11 ' 

How interesting! :;:,:o mt1~1~t lJ 

Whataboutyou? 1\»;,lt ';,l•<>,;t ;·u· 

:~~· ~~ FILE 3 .. ~ 
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1 VOCABULARY Telling the time 

Write the times. 

• ·= •·=-=.·-.· ·; ~ ~: ·· : · ... ;-:{".. :- . ' 

. : . . . . 
2 3 __ _ 

4 -·---

••••• . . . ' ' 

. ·... : ·, . : .. . . : 

s 6 7 __ _ 

2 BUYING A COFFEE 

Order the dialogue. 

A Can I help you? 
B No thanks. How much is that? 
A Anything else? 
B Thanks. 
.A ~3.65, 'Thank you. And your change. 
B Sorry, how much? 
-' Regular Of large? 
a Yes. Can I have a latte, please? 
A That's $3.65, please. 
& To take away. 
A TQ h~ve here or to go? 
B Large, please. 

3 SOCIAL ENGLISH PHRASES 

8 __ _ 

Complete the sentences with the words in the box. 

a seat first time to drink to you we-are 
------

Here ~.This is the office. 

2 Is this your in Brazil? 
3 Would you like something _______ ? 

4 Talk later. 
5 Take ______ _ 

4 READING 
a Read about some coffee shops in Seattle, Washington. 

In which shop can you ... ? 

1 celebrate a friend's birthday 

2 pay nothing to bear music 

3 get your coffee very quickly 

4 buy things for your house 
5 learn about different kinds of coffee 

II BAUHAUS BOOKS AND COFFEE 301 East Pine Street 

Tllis coffee shop serves some of the best coffee in Seattle It 
atso sells books and paintings-you can shop and drink coffee 
at the same time! Not interested in shopping? Stt at a table and 
use the wi-fi connection. 

II TRABAHT COFFEE AND CHAI 1309 Northeast 45th Street 

T<abant Coffee and Chai is opt!n every day for breakfast 
brunt.1t, S.flitks, lunch, and dinner. All the food is bomtmadit 
an.d ~gan food 1s available, too. This coffee shop also gives 
classes about coffee. 

II ZEITGEIST 171 South Jackson Street 

This coffee shop 1s popular because 1t serves great coffee The 
frtendly baristas can make drinks very fast. And they don't make 
mistak'!s. Zeitgeist is also a fun place to be with friends There's a 
lot of spac;e and many comfortable chairs. 

b Guess the meaning of the hig@ghted food word.s 
Check the meaning and pronunciation in your dictionary. 

-
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1 VOCABULARY family 

a Complete the chart. 

1 grandmother grandfather 

mother 

uncle 

wife 
--

5 brother 

daughter 

nephew 

cousin 

b Complete the sentences. 

I My father's brother is my unde. 
2 My sister's daughter is my 

3 My mother's sister is my 

4 My father's mother is my 

5 My aunt's daughter is my 

6 My brother's son is my 

-

A celebrity is a person who works hard all his life to become well-known, 
then wears dark glasses to avoid being recognized. 

2 GRAMMAR Whose ... ?, possessive 's 

a Order the words to make sentences. 

l in/ work / father's / my / store / I 

I work in "9'Jather's store. 

2 Japanese / husband's / My / car / is 

3 friend's / is / His / Argentinian / mother 

4 Sandra's / Do / know / you / brother 

S live / wife's / with J parents / my / We 

6 of/ money / earns J friend / son's / a/ Their / lot 

7 dangerous / I~ /job / Adam's 

8 uniform / very / Rosa's / ugly / is 

b Add an apostrophe (') in the correct place in these sentences. 

1 Carlos is my brother's friend. 

2 That is my parents car. 

3 I think this is that womans pen. 

4 They drink coffee in the teachers room. 

5 Do you know Barbaras sister? 

6 My grandparents house is in Canada. 

7 James wife is Brazilian. 

c Look at the 'sin these sentences. Write a letter in the box: 
A = possessive, B = is. 
1 Kate's sister is a lawyer. Gil 5 Their uncle's a pilot. 0 
2 His mother's very short. [ID 6 Jim's children wear glasses. 0 
3 My cousin's car is very big. 0 7 My brother's wife plays the piano. 0 
4 Our grandfather's 70 today. 0 8 Her name's Christina. 0 

d Complete the sentences with whose or who's. 

1 Whose is that bag? 

2 Wha'.s the woman in the red dress? 

3 umbrella is this? 

4 her friend? 

S the man with the sunglasses? 

6 are those keys? 
7 ________ your English teacher? 

8 headphones are those? 
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3 PRONUNCIATION the letter o; 's 

a Match the sentences 1-4 to the sounds a-d. 

1 Those phones are old. D a fjr~ 
up 

2 Who do you choose? D b 
~<) 
L:...1 
phone 

3 Their son comes every Monday. D c a 
clock 

4 That blond model is a doctor. 
D I 

d 
_u 

/' ' '~ 
.;.; .. /~-~. 

boot 

b ~~ Listen and check. Then listen again and 
repeat the words. 

c ~:.·~·.: .. :· Listen to the sentences. Then listen 
again and repeat. 

S That's Mark's niece. They're Kate's parents. 

2 '~~1 He's Sandra's husband. She's Andy's cousin. 

3 /Iz/ I'm Grace's friend. Are you Charles's wife? 

4 READING 
a Read the article and complete the sentence. 

Mason is Kim Kardashian's --------

5 LISTENING 
~· Listen to Jessie showing photos to her friend. 
~any photos does she show? Then listen again. 
Write T (true) or F (false). 

1 Jessie's sister has a son. ..E 
2 Jessie's sister is short. 

3 Jessie's sister plays basketball. 

4 The beach in the photo is in Canada. 
5 Jessie went to a music festival with her sister. 
6 Rosie has blond hair. 

7 Rosie sees her friend all the time. 

8 Pete is Jessie's boss. 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 

Learn these words and phrases. 

friend · frt:nd 
celebrity .;s.,'lc:br<>t i / 

ex-husband 1f.h 'h,"zb:mdf 

politician ·pob'11jn1 

be interested in bi 'mtr<)SlJd/ 

private life ,"pramlt l:uf/ 

the other (person) •()i ',\6Jrl 

A Celebrity Family 

a he Kardashian family is one of 
the very famous celebrity 
families in the US. Kim Kardashian 

is probably the most famous of them. 

daughters, Kim, Khloe, and Kourtney, and a son, 
Rob. Kris and Robert were divorced in 1990. In 
1991, Kris married a famous sports star, Bruce 
Jenner. Bruce had two sons, Brody and Brandon. 
Then he had two daughters wrth Kris, Kendall 
and Kylie. 

babies named Mason and Penelope. 
Kim married basketball player Kris 
Humphries in 2011, but they were 
divorced by the end of the year 

Kim's mother is Kris. Her father is 
Robert. Together, they had three 

Kim's sister Khloe married basketball player 
Lamar Odom. Kim's other sister, Kourtney, has 

b Read the article again and complete the names in the family tree. -
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-

1 GRAMMAR prepositions of time (at, in, 
on) and place (at, in, to) 

a Write the words in the correct column. 

Maren Oeeember 6ttl &.3e the winter Monday night 
the afternoon noon Saturday evening 1984 
breakfast August 21st 

In ···.·. :·· at 
.:'- ·:.·· 

March December 6th 6:30 

b @the correct preposition. 

1 I take a shower@)/ on/ at the morning. 

2 They go on holiday in/ on/ at August. 
3 My sister studies economics at/ in / to college. 
4 My brother goes to bed in/ on/ at midnight. 

5 Do you work at/ in/ to a hospital? 
6 We have English classes in / on / at Tuesdays 

and Thursdays. 

7 The children have lunch at / in / to school. 
8 Tina works in / on / at the weekend. 

9 Jack goes at/ in / to the gym after work. 
10 It's very hot in / on / at the summer. 

c Complete the text with the correct prepositions. 

:::····:·::::: 
:·:·: :·: :~; 

6 
__________ quarter to nine and I have lunch'---work. 

0 __________ the summer, I work different hours because 

" _________ June 15th, we change to the summer timetable. 

It's very hot in New York City '" 

people go on vacation. 

August, so most 

Three o'clock is always too late or too early 
for anything you want to do. 

2 VOCABULARY everyday activities 

a @the action that you usually do first. 

1 getup/~ 
2 get dressed / take a shower 

3 have lunch / have breakfast 

4 go to work / start work 

5 go home / get home 
6 make dinner / go shopping 

b Complete the text with have, BO, or Bet. 

Many people think that students have a very easy life. 
We ask two, Elena and Yejoon, about their typical day. 

"I 1~to a college in Texas in the US, so _ ,--::;:;~?_.. ···~::::;:~ 
.•.•.• •.•.j 

I don't live at home. Every day, I 2 
•• :::;:~:~:~ • 

up at 7:30 and I take a shower. m~H . :/> 
I don't hav:~~7:ef~ ::::~f::!~~~:,'asses iq~!?. ~r 

)~'. 
start. I 4 lunch at school, and then ... 

I 5 to my afternoon classes. I 6 shopping 

on my way home, so I 7 home late. 

I do some housework and study in the evening, and then 

I 8 to bed at 11:30. I'm very tired at night!" 

"I 9 to Seoul National University, 

so I live at home. My mother wakes me up 

every morning and we 10 
__ _ 

breakfast together. Then, 111 
__ _ 

dressed. 112 _______ to school by bus. 

I 13 
___ to classes in the morning and 

then 114 home for lunch. My mother is a good cook 

and we 15 lunch together. In the afternoon, I study 
for an hour or two and then I watch TV. I take a bath after 

dinner. I'm relaxed when 116 to bed." 
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c Match the words to make phrases. 

have 

2 go 

3 check 

4 do 

5 get 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

a work 

b emails 

c dressed 

d to school 

e breakfast 

3 PRONUNCIATION linking and sentence 
stress 

a Mark the connected words in each sentence. 

l You get UP. late. 
\J 

b 

c 

2 ltake a shower. 

3 We check emails. 

4 He has a coffee. 

5 She goes home early. 

6 They have lunch at work. 

C1tP';» Listen and check. Then listen again and 
repeat the sentences. Try to connect words. 

~~;) Listen and underline the stressed words. 
CQ'PYti'ie !.h):'.thm. 

1 I wake up at six. 

2 I take a bath. 

3 I go to work by bus. 

4 I do the housework. 

S I have a pizza for dinner. 

6 I go to bed at midnight. 

d ~1.:,:W Listen again and repeat the sentences. 
·.c2i>0iie !.h):'.thm. 

4 LISTENING 
a @..'.~~ Listen to an interview with Mark. 

Answer the questions. 

l What does he do? 

2 Does he like his job? _ 

3 When does he work? _ _________ _ 

b ~tsJ:.;·~m Listen again. Number the activities in the 
order M'ark does them. 

ITJ Mark starts work at 7 p.m. 

D He goes to bed. · 

D He goes to the gym. 

D He goes home. 

D He has a hamburger or a pizza. 

D He watches TV or checks his emails. 

D Hegetsup. 

D He has breakfast. 

D He sleeps for eight hours. 

D He has dinner. 

0 He finishes work. 

0 He takes a shower. 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases. 

customers 
everyone c, r;\; \O 

everything ' '1 ,(l , q 

menu mni' 'l 
busy ; ni:ti: 

ready 'n.Ji. 

acoupleof(hours) .• 'k .pl ,1\ 

go back g. · h;\ •• 

preparefood ,'t:r~1 iu:: 

enjoy ". -.l:;.~; 

-
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1 GRAMMAR position of adverbs and 
expressions of frequency 

a Complete the You column in the chart. Then complete 
the sentences with a verb and an adverb of frequency. 

<llways ././.IN 
l)SUally ./,/.ft/ 
often ./.t./ 
so~etimes ./.I 
hardly ever ./ ..... nevar _. 

sleep f-Or eight hours 

be relaxed 

play sports or ·:. 
e)(e(cise 

Matt Becky You 

eat healthy food ./N ./ 

be sick 

2 

3 
4 

5 

Matt usually sleeps ~=~~=.,....~for eight hours. 

----------- relaxed. 
___________ sports or exercises. 

He 

He 

He 

He 

__________ healthy food. 
___________ sick. 

6 Becky ___________ for eight hours. 

7 She relaxed. 

8 She sports and exercises. 

9 She healthy food. 

10 She-------- sick. 

11 for eight hours. 
12 I ___________ relaxed. 

13 I sports and exercises. 

14 I healthy food. 
15 I _ ____________ sick. 

b Write the adverb of frequency in the correct place in 
the sentence. 

1 Pilots sleep in hotels. (often) 

Pilots often sleep in hotels 
2 The children walk to school. (every day) 

The children walk to schf.WJ.e_11~r,y.<fay.,_ _____ _ 

3 Mike rides his motorcycle to work. (sometimes) 

4 My sister is late. (never) 

The man who works and is not bored is never old. 
Pablo Casals, Spanish cellist 

5 I see my grandparents. (every weekend) 

6 Ellie drinks coffee. (three times a day) 

7 I'm hungry. (always) 

8 We study English. (twice a week) 

2 VOCABULARY adverbs and expressions 
of frequency 

a Answer the questions. 

b Complete the sentences with one or two words. 

1 Leo goes to the gym all week and on weekends. 

Leo goes to the gym every day . 
2 Torno usually takes a vacation in the summer and winter. 

Torno usually takes a vacation a year. 

3 We usually see one new film a month. 

We go to the movie theater a month. 

4 Adele doesn't do any homework at all. 
Adele does homework. 

5 They have English classes on Mondays, Wednesdays, 
and Fridays. 

They have English classes a week. 

6 My mother goes to the hair salon once a week, on a Friday. 
My mother goes to the hair salon ____ __ ____ Friday. 

7 Sofia walks to work once a year. 
Sofia __ _ ever walks to work. 

8 l always buy a new pair of sunglasses in the summer. 

I buy a new pair of sunglasses summer. 
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3 PRONUNCIATION the letter h 

a Match the words to their pronunciation. In which word 

is the h not pronounced? -·------

1 half [!] a ;hrr: 

2 high 

3 how 
D 
D 

b ·'t.1•.1dt 

c hat• 

4 hour 0 
S hardly 0 
6 here 

7 hurry 

8 happy 

D 
D 
D 

f 'h;q)i' 

g ·'!11JrJl;' 

h 

b ~m Listen and check. Then listen again 
and repeat the words. 

4 READING 
a Read the interview. 

Interview with 
Esther Armstrong, 94 

Interviewer How do you spend your day, Esther? 

Esther My day is very normal, really. I get up, I get 
dressed, I have breakfast. Then I go to work. 

Interviewer What do you do? 

Esther I'm an accountant. 

Interviewer Why do you still work, Esther? 

Esther To have an interest. Also, my job is very 
exciting. 

Interviewer What time do you start work? 

Esther I start between 9 and 10 every day and I finish 
at 4 o'clock. It isn't very stressful, really. 

Interviewer What do you usually do after work, Esther? 

Esther I go out for dinner with friends two or three 
times a week, and we go to the movies or the 
theater, or to the ballet. 

Interviewer 

Esther 

Interviewer 

Esther 

Do you live alone? 

Yes, I do. I have qufte a big apartment and 
someone helps me with the housework for four 
hours a week. I do everything else myself. 

Do you have children, Esther? 

Yes, I do. Both of my daughters live here in 
New York. One daughter works nearby, and 
she comes and has lunch with me. And I work 
with the other daughter, so we eat together 
two or three times a week, too. I'm very, very 
happy with my life. 

; Gl~~~~.:y--· ----------------············ ... . -- l 
Qi1:118Jo'l:l~. an accountant= a person whose job it ls to make lists of ! 

! all the money that people or businesses receive and pay ; 
·---· ------- -- - - ----------~-----------··········-········ ·····' 

b Read the interview again. Write T (true) or F (false). 

1 Esther thinks her day is normal. .E. 
2 She doesn't like her job. 

3 She sometimes starts work at 10 o'clock. 

4 She thinks her job is difficult. 

5 She of ten sees friends after work. 

6 She lives with one of her children. 

7 She never does housework. 

8 She has two children. 

c Underline five words you don't know. Use your 
dictionary to look up their meaning and pronunciation. 

5 LISTENING 
a M.~: Listen to a radio program about being 

healthy. Who does the doctor say is healthy: Marge, 
Robbie, or Marge and Robbie? 

b ~ Listen again. Write T (true) or F (false). 

1 Robbie doesn't think he's healthy. E. 
2 Marge hardly ever eats fast food. 

3 Marge always has breakfast. 

4 Marge often goes to the gym. 

5 Marge goes to bed late. 

6 Robbie sometimes has breakfast. 

7 Robbie plays soccer three times a week. 

8 Robbie sleeps for six hours every night. 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases. 

hours . 'ao;:.rz· 

minutes : min;it~.t 

seconds 'scb11d1, 

teenager : tiiw1d3.,r· 

healthy (opposite unhealthy) · "he!fli · 

normally 1Prm~ll: 

relax n hck~! 

be in a hurry 'bi in ,.) 'h;:11T 

social life ·soo.fl Luf' 

spend time \p:,nd 'ta!m. 

~~ ~4:~r.& FILE 4 .. :~~ ~~ 

-
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2 VOCABULARY verb phrases 

b Complete the sentences. 

buy fiRd hear help took for play run talk 

1 He can't find any parking spaces. There are a lot of cars. 
2 I often __ __ _ chess with my nephew. He's very good. 

3 Please me. I can't open the door. 

4 I _ most of my clothes from Zara. 

5 I want to in the Boston Marathon chis year. 
6 Hi, this is Paul. Can you__ _ _______ me? 

7 I don't understand this. I need to to the teacher. 

8 Where are my keys? Can you them? 

3 PRONUNCIATION sentence stress 

a ~z~~ Listen and repeat the sentences. Stress 
the bold words . 

A Can you speak German? 
B Yes, lean. 

2 I can't find the keys. 

3 She can sing. 

4 Where can r buy a newspaper? 

5 A Can your father cook? 
8 No, he can't. 

6 My sister can't swim. 

b Write the words in the chart. 

are bad can card far fat 
have park stamp start 

---------- -------
bad 

cat 

or are 

car 

\-r:~ , ~. Listen and check. Then listen 
again-and repeat the words. 

4 LISTENING 

~~!_W Listen to the dialogues and 
choose a, b, or c. 

When can they go to the swimming pool? 

a On Saturday morning. 
b On Saturday afternoon. 

c On Sunday afternoon. 

2 Where can the man park? 

a Outside the hospital. 

b Outside the restaurant. 

c Outside the movie theater. 

3 When can she help her brother? 

a This morning. 

b This afternoon. 
c This evening. 

4 Why can't they send the postcard? 

a They don't have a pen. 

b They don't have the address. 

c They don't have a stamp. 

5 Why can't they go in? 
a He can't open the door. 

b He can hear his boss. 

c He can't find his keys. 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 

Learn these words and phrases. 

audience x: : .•.. ~ 

concerts .~._i;,s:::ir:' 

entrance <::r,,r:i.1 

judges d; .. ,t;;:, 
lace (opposite early) ' 11 • 

nervous ·n~rv.)~ · 

a hit record ,, !tit 1 d .. ll d 

parking lot '.-..:fld!J i<.!: 

G ood luck! ~' 1 • I. 
lc'syourturnnow. ;~·· ',,. ·:·r:: :i}1;. 

-
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1 VOCABULARY verb phrases 

Complete the text with these verbs in the 
simple present. 

argue sftet:tt bark cry talk have 
have play play 

My neighbors are very noisy. A young couple wit 

a baby and a dog live upstairs. They aren't happy 

together, so they ' shout all the time. Their dog 

___ when they aren't at home, and their 

baby 1 ___ when they are. An old couple 

lives downstairs. They can't hear, so they 

always ' ___ the TV on very loud. They 

-

___ loudly because the TV is loud, and 

they 6 ____ a lot about which shows 

to watch. Some students live next door. They all 

___ musical instruments and they aren't 

very good! Every night, they 8 noisy 

parties and 9 
___ very loud music. I want 

a new apartment or some new neighbors! 

Hell is other people. 

2 GRAMMAR present continuous 

a Order the words to make sentences. 

1 sister's/ My/ exams/ for/ studying/ her. 
M;y sister's stutfyingfor her exams 

2 with / staying / week / her / friends / this / are / Sarah's 

3 tonight / party/ We / a/ aren't / having 

4 I'm / cup / coffee / drinking / a / the/ of/ kitchen / in 

5 for / looking / job / is / a/ Marco / Why 

6 because/ aren't/ They / jogging / today / cold / it's / too 

7 computer / Are / using / you / the 

8 soccer / Is / park / Adam / playing / in/ the 

b Complete the dialogue. 

A What r ateyou doitt.8 , (you I do) Andy? 
El ~ ...,.,..,....,.._.. ____ (I I make) the coffee. Why? 

: A I can heat.a noise. It's people's voices. 

:'B :-: I kno~. That's the couple upstairs. 

A ' ............ ·. ...... (they I argue)? 
·a No,• (they I not shout). It's the TV. They're very 

otcJ, SQ they can't hear it. 5 _ (they I watch) a movie. 

A Oh. What's that music? Is it a party? 

.. B It's the boy next door. 6 (he I not have) a party' 

.,.,.,....,...........,....,........_ (he/ listen) to music. He likes heavy music. 

A ::Your apartment is very noisy, Andy. 

8 l know •. ' (I / look for) a new one! 

c Look at the picture on page 33. What are the people doing? 
Complete 1-9 with a verb or verb phrase in the present continuous. 

I The woman's talking on her cell phone, 

2 Thecouple~~~~~~~---------~ 
3 The children _________________ _ 

4 Thewoman~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· 

5 Thebabr~~~~~~~~~~~~-~-~~ 
6 Thedog~----------~----~~ 
7 Theboy ________________ ~ 
8 The girl _______________________ _ 
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... ::: .;., .. : ..... · ... :~· : 

3 PRONUNCIATION /IJ/ 

a :~la Listen and repeat the words. 

<\"-··-\ 

; I) P<f arguing 
~-"-~f playing 
singer 1 

barking crying having 
shouting studying talking 

b @the word with /fJ/ in each pair. 

! 1 ® play ... ________ 

2 pink brown 

3 thin long 

4 aunt uncle 

5 drink find 

6 France England 

7 young blond 
-·------·-··· 

8 think want 

c .~'JD: Listen and check. Then listen again 
. and repeat the words. 

4 LISTENING 
.~~ Listen to four speakers talking about 
· problems with their neighbors. Match the speakers to the 

problems. There are two problems you don't need to use. 

Speaker 1 D A They argue a lot. 

Speaker 2 D B Their dogs bark. 

Speaker 3 0 C They have noisy parties. 
Speaker 4 D D They have the TV on very loud. 

E Their baby cries. 
F They play musical instruments . 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases. 

furniture .' f:lrnit.f~r:· 

neighbors ."ne1b,11 z: 
noise :n ;)ll' 

noisy ."n.111.v' 

strict :~t;Jkt 

upstairs (opposite downstairs) \p ,;t~n: 

now •L!": 

complain · k;m1 pkm; 

apartment building ;~ t;m: m:mt b1id1111 

washing machine · '-'.ifl~l m,<fi n 
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1 GRAMMAR simple present or present 
continuous? 

-

a ®the correct form. 

]=::;\~\~;hatafe you dorng here? 

:-:·: ... :n_;~'.M'.or>,"C·ijtjon. lsightsee /~. 
:~f \\ :c~;:yol) ~l1C? 
\ . :-~ ·NQ~:~·havt{ctiriner / I'm having dinner right now. 

·:f ·i :Wh~~e ~~he~ usually go I are they usually going 
_:=:.:.:.,=-= ·i-n·~ac~itin? ·· 

:; :::~:. B:;f~·fuiridEi: .... :· 
;;~ .. · ' ·:;:;:·. '.~ . ··~ 

::4 ~ :8Ciw oft~n<loes ywr husband go abroad? 
'.~'.;· :::: t.•ijft;tifV\tls t'He'straveling to Asia four times a year. :::: .. ,;: . ·.·,. ·~·~· :·: 

:;5: .. A .:~~at-d~ your friend do I is your friend doing? 

:; .. ·;:,, 8,;;~!=!'S (l'~ravel gt.lid~. 
' ·,· ····:;:· .• '.• 

::~.-:. A .. Do you work I Ate you working this week? 
}:·:O:::ifNQ. fm on.vacation. 

::1::': .A Wh~t~·does the museum close? 
'.'..· ;:;::~ . ifC\o"~ _I it'$-~1osing at 6 p.m .. 1 think . 
. •. . . 

:'~ ·:·::A ~s lt J'OJi~ !ts it raining today? 
_ .· .. :·: e. NQ. Wi>:.hot and sunny. 
:~;: :-: ' ' ' ' ::·· . . . . :· 

b Complete the sentences. Use the simple present or 
present continuous. 

1 My parents don't like (not like) their hotel. 
2 They (argue) about money all the time. 

3 I'm 18 now, so I (learn) to drive. My father 
___ (teach) me. 

4 When you usually (go) to the gym? 

5 My brother (go out) almost every night. 
6 The sun _. __ (not shine) today. It's quite cold. 
7 you (use) your computer right 

now? I __________ (want) to check something on 
the Internet. 

8 My sister (love) ice skating but she __ _ 
(not do) it very often. 

I'm leaving because the weather is too good. 
I hate London when it's not raining. 

2 VOCABULARY the weather and seasons 

a Write the seasons in the correct order. 

winter , _ _____ __ _ 

b Complete the sentences with words in the box. What's 
the weather like? 

cloudy cold foggy flet raining snowing sunny windy 

It's hot 2 It's ______ _ 

3 It's _ _ ____ _ 4 It's _ _ ____ _ 

5 It's 6 It's 

7 It's ______ _ 8 It's ______ _ 
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3 PRONUNCIATION places in New York City 

a Underline the stressed syllable. 

1 Ro ckefe:tler Center 

2 Yan:kee Stadium 

3 E:llis lsiland 

4 St. Pa trick's Ca the:dral 

5 Grand Central Terminal 

6 the Broo:ktyn Bridge 

7 the Sta,tue of Li ber,ty 

8 Washing ton Square Park 

b ~~.:'..:P Listen and check. Then listen again 
and repeat the words. 

4 READING 
Read the guidebook extract about things to do in 
Denver. Write T (true) or P (false). 

1 The Molly Brown House Museum is outside the city. .E.. 
2 Molly Brown is famous because she is an actress. 

3 You can see clothes from one of Molly's trips. 

4 You can see the city very well from Red Rocks Park. 

5 You can use a camera in the park. 

6 The theater at Red Rocks Park is very small. 

7 Glennwood Hot Springs is in the center of Denver. _ 

8 One pool is big. 

9 The water is different in the summer 
and the winccr. 

S LISTENING 

~G~~~ Listen to the descriptions of places 
to visit in Victoria, British Columbia and write the 
number of the tour. 

Which tour do you need to take if you want to ... ? 

A see some old Asian art 

B learn about insects 

C see some animals and play sports 

D listen to music 

E have a drink and take a swim 

D 
D 
D 
m 
D 

F see a place that is famous because 
of a movie D 

G see a lot of books D 
H learn about a famous Canadian D 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases. 

building L. 
guidebook . 1,:h ,;;. 

parks 

statue · 11 

enormous l.)frl•.1·. 

fascinating [ t-.;:ine•t10 

wonderful . rndJrl ! 
including . ::: l,.li:i;JJ 

open-air swimming pool •:" 'f"~" ;;r \v. ID11!) r<; L 

-
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1 VOCABULARY clot hes 

-

Write the words. 

1 ~a..,_t-=·a=cke=t __ _ 5 
2 6 ______ _ 

3 7 ______ _ 

4 8 -------

2 BUYING CLOTHES 
Complete the missing words in the dialogue . 

. :.: A ··· c;n t i.h....... you? 
< g Yes. What 2s is this T-shirt? 

. A Jt'S a medium. What size do you need? 
a J n~ed a 3l. __ _ 

.. ,,: He~e you 4 a,-~-
:: .. s Thanks. Where can I try it on? 
' A. The ~f~-- rooms are over there. 

B { y t)·: you. 

A ttoW. i~dt? 
:·e 1t'.s fffle. How 1 m__ is it? 

'•: A: :: 1t>$ $l5.$9. 

3 SOCIAL ENGLISH 
Match the words to make Social English phrases. 

1 It's so @] a way! 

2 Right 
3 Don't 
4 Wait 
5 [have to 
6 Have 

7 What's 

8 No 

D 
D 
D 

b wrong? 

c be silly! 
d eooH 

D e fun! 

D 
D 
D 

f now. 

g go. 
h a minute. 

4 READING 
a Read the article. Match the questions A-0 to paragraphs 1-4. 

A What can you do there? []] 

B How do you get there? D 
C Where can you eat there? 0 
D What time does it open? D 

Shopping in the US 
, One of the best places to shop in the US these days is at the Fashion 

Island mall in Newport Beach, California-this open-air shopping 
mall is the nicest of its kind in California. 

i D Customers at Fashion Island can buy fashion, food, home, and 
~ beauty products from more than 150 different stores. There are three 
~ ~ge department stores and a large supermarket. It has a seven-
~ screen movie theater, four hotels, and a view of the Pacific Ocean. 

~ Bl Fashion Island has more than 35 different restaurants and food 
,~ bars. There are take-out restaurants and sit-down restaurants, 

including Hawaiian food and a bakery that sells vegan desserts and 
salads. Many of the restaurants stay open after the stores close. 

IJ Most of the stores in the shopping mall open from 10 am. to 9 p.m. 
during the week, and from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Saturday. The opening 
hours on Sunday are from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. The restaurants dose 
around midnight and the movie theater doses at 11 p.m. 

IJ Fashion Island has more than 6,000 parking spaces and three 
vaiet_patkingstatl(!~s You can get to this shopping mall by public 
transportation, too. Fashion Island is only one-half mile from 
the .Pacific Coast Highway and about 5 minutes from John Wayne 
Airport. 

b Guess the meaning of the highjj~*~~ words. Check the 
meaning and pronunciation in your ·dictionary. 
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1 GRAMMAR object pronouns 

a Complete the chart . 

Subject pronouns 
.. 

Object pronouns 
-.·.-

I 1me 
- ---· 

2 you 
-·-----

he 3 

she • 
s it 

we 6 

7 you 

they 8 

·--
b Complete the sentences with object pronouns. 

My sister has a new friend. She's on vacation 
with her right now. 

2 Can you hear , or do I need to shout? 

3 This book is very exciting. I'm really enjoying----· 
4 He works near his wife's office. He has lunch with 

___ every day. 

5 Are you at home? Can I call later? 
6 Alberto doesn't live with his parents, but he talks 

to once a week. 
7 Excuse me, we have a problem. Can you help ? 
8 I can't find my bag. Can you see ? 
9 These shoes are new. Do you like _ _ ? 

10 Where's Charlie? I want to talk to ___ _ 

c Complete the text with these words. 

he her her him him she them they 

........ .. .. ........ - . 
Lily is worried about her friend, Jamie. She calls 

'_him every day, but he doesn't call 2 __ _ 

· When she wants to talk to Jamie, 3 always says 

he's busy. She waits for•_ after work, but he's 

! usually with some friends. Jamie's friends don't like Lily, 

! and she doesn't like'__ . Liiy says hello, but 
: 6 won't look at her. Now she knows that Jamie 

doesn't love' _. But she's happy because she 

knows that 8 
____ can find a new friend. 

l 

Reading is a basic tool in the living of a good life. 

2 VOCABULARY phone language 

Complete the dialogues with these words. 

answer It's message 
Press tnere this wrong 

·.· 
.1 A Hello.ls Marta~_? 
::. 
::~ tJ No, l'm sorry. She isn't. ... 
~·2 A What number is this? 

11i/;;:;~ 917-555-9832. 

. 3 A The phone's ringing. 

. : 8 Can you it. please? 

~.~: A Hello, is this Sophie? 
:-:··· ".:·· 8 No. I'm sorry, is Grace. 
:::.:.: 
:·5··· A How do I end this call? 

~:~ B the red button. .. 
i 6 A This is 714-555-3822. 

8 I'm very sorry. It's the number. 

7 ... A l'm sorry, the manager 1s in a meeting. 

:::~. 8 Oh. Can you give him a ? 

3 PRONUNCIATION /a1/, Iii, and III 

a '!:~~ Listen and repeat the sentences. Stress 
the bold words. 

1 Call me tonight. 
2 Can you help us? 

3 Don't listen to her. 
4 See you later. 
5 I don't like them. 

6 Don't think about it. 
7 Give it to him. 

-
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b @the word with a different sound. 

·-: ... 

~l 1 him live nice 'l~ 4 ~ 
... ·;~ . these his ring 

. · ... , 
fish fish 
.-

'. '• i . ' . I 

T 2 she this meet '1 5 we leave it I 

! 
tree tree : 

ar 3 me I my :at 6 smile niece buy I .- ... •, .. , 
·:..._~:'. \:.~- -~- .. ~ . ./ 

bike 
I 
l bike .... _______ ; 

c ;-~~~ Listen and check. Then listen and repeat 
·· the words. 

4 READING 
Read some more of Sally's Phone and answer the questions. 

1 Who's Katharine? --------------
2 What does Louise suggest to Sally? 

3 Why doesn't Paul know his phone number? 

4 Who tells him what his number is? _______ _ 
.. ~ ...... -.............. _ .... __ ....... _ ... _________ ~ 

Sally's Phone 

Sally talks to Claire and Louise. 
"I have a message for Paul - but who's Paul? Do you know 

a Paul, Claire?" she asks. 
"No. What's the message?" Claire asks. 
"It's his sister Katharine's birthday, and she's having a 

party tonight. Do you think it's a wrong number?" 
"Yes, I think it is," Claire says. 
"Hey, Sally!" Louise says. "Put on your red skirt and go 

to the party. Forget Andrew!" 
Paul talks to a friend at work. 

"This is Sally's phone - and Sally has my phone." !; 
"B~1t who is Sally?" ::. 
"1 don't know," says Paul. j:: 
"Why don't you call her?" .. 
"What's my number?" Paul asks. "1 don't know my number." :;· 
"Why not?" ~: t "Because I never call my number!" :;: 

Paul calls his mother. 
"Mom, what's the number of my phone?" 
"Why do you want your phone number, Paul?" 
"Because Sally has my phone." 
"Who's Sally?" his mother asks. 
"I don't know, but she has my phone, and I have her phone." 
"l don't understand." 
"I know,'' says Paul. "Ir doesn't matter. Do you have 

my number?" 
"Here it is. 0781 644834." 
"Thanks, Mom." ~· 

:•: ... 
'•' •.. 
~·· 
'( 

5 LISTENING 

i:t£:~~' Listen to the phone conversation. 
· Choose a or b. 

1 Who does Holly want to talk to? 

a Beth b Emily 
2 Where is Emily? 

a at home b out 

3 Where is Holly's bag? 

a in Emily's car b in Emily's house 

4 What is Holly's phone number? 

a 606-555-4923 b 606-555-9423 
5 What does Beth give Emily? 

a the message b the phone 

6 Which keys are in Holly's bag? 

a her car keys b her apartment keys 

7 Who is Holly with? 

a a neighbor b a friend 

8 Where do Holly and Emily meet? 

a at Holly's house b in a cafe 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases . 

voice \':"I'S· 

fall ·bl. 
happening •'!t:-ep;mny 
ring :1·11}' 

smile ·~ma:!' 

give a message (to somebody) ,w> :• rror,,,;,t?/ 
pick up : pik ,;p 

press the button . prr., :~~ h.\rn. 

put down ·put :::wu. 

It's the wrong number. ·it·· o;-i r:i1.1 ·n ,mrqr/ 

Extract from Oxford Bookworms Library Starter: 
Sally's Phone by Christine Lindop © Oxford University Press 2008. 
Reproduced by Permission. 
ISBN 978-0-19-423426-9 
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1 GRAMMAR like + (verb + -ing) 

a Write the verb + -in8 form of the verbs in the box in the 
correct column. 

btiy come draw f ind get have give run stop 
swim take wait 

verb+•ing 

buying 

e +-ing double consonant 
+-ing 

b Look at the chart and complete the sentences. 

©©=love 
©=like 
© = don't mind 
® = don't like 

®®=hate 

play at parties 

do housework 

drive at night 

sit incafes 

®® ©© 

© ®® 
© ® -----·---· .. 

:© J© 
-

-- ... ---~-

swim in the ocean ©© ® 
watch soccer ® ©© 

William •. hates dancing . at parties. 
Amanda at parties. 

2 William_________ housework. 

Amanda housework. 
3 William __________ at night. 

Amanda at night. 

4 William in cafes. 
Amanda __ . _ in cafes. 

5 William in the ocean. 
Amanda _ _ in the ocean. 

6 William _ _ . - ·- c;occer. 
Amanda __ _ _ _____ soccer. 

If we had no winter, the spring 
would not be so pleasant. 

2 VOCABULARY the date; ordinal numbers 

a Continue the series. 

l September, October, --1'1.ovemlm:_, Decemb.er _ 
2 May.June, _ ______ -------
3 January, February, ____________ _ 
4 spring.summer, _______ ____ _ 

S first, second, 
6 sixth, seventh, ___________ _ 

7 eighteenth, nineteenth, __ _ 

b Complete the chart. 

1/1 2/14 7/4 10/31 5fi 

Day 
... .. 

Date 
.. . 

You say.~ . •;":: .. • . .. .. 
. · . '· 

May Day ~l- M a~jir.s.t 

Halloween 

New Year's Day - ----

US Independence Day 
I 

-
Valentine's Day - -·---

-

3 PRONUNCIATION consonant clusters; 
saying the date 

a !lnderline the stressed syllable in the multisyllable words. 

I Jfiliuary 7 July 
2 February 8 August 
3 March 9 September 
4 April 10 October 

S May 11 November 

6 June 12 December 

b ~'_Y'{i- Listen and check. Then listen and 
repeat the words. 
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c :~~ Listen and repeat the dates. 

4/3 
2 12 / 26 

3 s / 11 
4 1/5 
5 3 / 18 

4 READING 

6 6/14 
7 2 / 1 

8 11/7 

9 10 / 22 

10 7 / 12 

Read the article about important dates in the US and find 
the answers to the questions. Write A, B, C, or D. 

On which day or days ... ? 
1 do some people watch sports on TV? 

2 do people think about a man who helped others 

3 do people help the earth 

4 do people go to work 

S do people hear or read stories that aren't true 

6 do some people walk outside in big groups 

[Q] 
D 
D 
DD 
D 
D 

-~ •• ~~~;:;] 
\~i1i~;~;;;'::·':: · · ··· I 

;,::;·:··A. ¥rti'i=o0li'$·0ay ii> on April 1st. It isn't a nation.al ~~(:~ 
~v· hoaday, but it'~.a day wtttm ~()pfe play jokes on friends M 
~·~!·· .md famtly. Some.good joke~_are pn the httemet, in the ···~ 

I
~! newspapers, QfOn TV-for ~x.ample, one year on the Internet, fa 
~ f- a ctimpn~y that sells gtasse-s put an advertisement for dog t~ 
~ j w,~l~sses on l~s website. !'-1. any people believed it was true. ~~~ 
~i ' ' . ~·~ l 1 :-Bo:..:Eartla ~isn't a national US holiday, but it is day the f~j 

_; ~ }JS:~~ci the r~st_ of die world thinks about the eMth and how ~-.:·:1:.·: .. 

·1 ~ W hetp it. l>e9pfo QQ ttiings like clean up parks, ride their 1: 
:: :: bi~, or·pfant tre.es;·The first Earth Day was in 1970. .;: 

;· Ct")-~rti~_ LUther King, Jr. Day is a us national 
: ~; .. ~oiid~y. Pti foe thftdMotiday i·n January, Americans 
l :: /~membe< Efr. King and hls'work helping Americans in the 
· ~ "l96o~:· Most s.ch6ols and some businesses close for the day. 
· ~· fh~re'.~te also ~arades and talks to celebrate Or. Kin9. 

-

~-: 

~··o··, ntank$givlng is a us na~onal holiday 01) the fourth 

·; Tll~t~dmf pf Jfovero6er. A traditional Thanksgiving activity is 
:: co~k.~·~· t~rkay and ·ea.tin9 a bfg meal with family and friends . 

.... Aft~. ~~e meal, many people watcfl Arn.l!rican football on TV or 
:::::sibiF.0.~nd:the:tabie.aod .tel! stoties bt play games. 
'-····~~·::::::::;~::::~;::·:::~::'.:~::·····"····:·~::::::·~·:·····~ :~·'·'·· "'.>: ' :·: 

5 LISTENING 
a ~ Listen to four speakers talk about 

their favorite times of year. Match the speakers to 
the seasons. 

Speaker I 

Speaker2 

Speaker 3 

Speaker4 

spring 

fall 

winter 

summer 

b -~· Listen again. Match the speakers to 
· the ac.tivities they enjoy doing at that time of year. 

Speaker 1 D 
Speaker2 D 
Speaker3 D 
Speaker4 D 
a walking 

b planning 

c taking photos 

d traveling 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases. 

birthday ."h~rOdeu' 

asleep /~'slip/ 

depressing /dt'pn:stl)1 

outside (opposite inside) /aot\a1<l/ 

hate /hert/ 

in a good mood 1m ;} god 'mud.I 

When's your birthday? iwwz y;;ir 'b~r&dcl/ 
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1 GRAMMAR review: be or do? 

a Complete the sentences with the correct form 
of be or do. 

1 What are you listening to? 
2 Which instrument _______ you play? 

3 The singer Spanish. She's 
Argentinian. 

4 [ _______ buy CDs. All my music is 

onmyiPod. 

S We watching a movie. 
We're watching the news. 

6 ______ your friend like pop? 

7 Which song _______ your brother 

downloading? 
8 He _______ sing in a group. He's a 

solo artist. 

9 They go to concerts 
because they're too expensive. 

I 0 you a member of a fan dub? 

b Rewrite the sentences as questions. 

1 They listen to music online. 

__.D==o~th=ey~l=4=~=n~t=o~m~us""""ic~o~n~l=in~e~ _____ ? 

2 Bai sings karaoke. 

3 She's singing in the shower. 

4 That guitar's expensive. 
_______ ? 

5 They go to a lot of musicals. 
_________________? 

6 I'm waiting in the right place. 
_________________? 

7 Kathy likes folk. 
__ ? 

8 You go fishing on the weekend. 
________ ? 

9 He listens to classical music when he's stressed. 
_________________ ? 

10 They're in an orchestra. 
_____ ? 

Ah, music. A magic beyond all we do here! 

2 VOCABULARY music 

1 Justin Bieber is a pop singer from canada. 
2 Kings of Leon is an American r _______ band. 

3 Black Eyed Peas is a famous h. ___ _ 
h group. 

4 Iron Maiden is an English h. ______ _ 
m band. 

5 John Lee Hooker is famous for b _______ music. 

6 Rach and Beethoven arc two German composers of 

c m ----------
? Marc Anthony is a popular singer ofL music. 
8 Many r._ ____________________ musicians are from Jamaica. 

9 Jamie Cullum plays modern j ______ _ -
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b Complete the sentences with the words in 
the box. 

concert ga eaAeiAg download fan club 
karaoke lyrics music channels online 

My friends and I often 90 walKi111J on a 
Saturday night. 

2 My sister loves Green Day and she's a member 
of their 

3 I ·-- new music onro my 
MP3 player almost every day. 

4 My children love watching ______ _ 
especially MTV. 

5 When she's using her laptop, she often listens 

to music··-· 
6 I like the song, but I don't understand the 

7 Many Japanese people love singing 

8 Would you like to come to a ______ _ 
tonight? I have two tickets for Michael Buble 

3 PRONUNCIATION /y/ 

-

a @the word which doesn't have /y/. 

y 
yacht 

1 use beautiful umbrella 

2 young journalist yellow 

3 nurse use music 

4 musician lunch usually 

5 January university summer 

b ~~' Listen and check. Then listen and 
repeat the words. 

4 LISTENING 
~ Listen to the dialogues and choose a, b, or c. 

I Raul thinks pop is ... 

a loud. 
b slow. 

c great. 
2 The people who sing on the woman's favorite CD are ... 

a a classical choir. 
b a folk band. 

c actors. 
3 Wendy usually listens to music ... 

a online. 

b onCDs. 
c on the radio. 

4 The second man really likes ... 
a Rihanna. 

b Beyonce. 
c Justin Bieber. 

5 John ... the song. 
a likes 

b doesn't mind 

c hates 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases. 

a band " h :n1.t. 

conductor · ~ :::n'd.,tt:irt 

karaoke 'L••n'c• .. kJ! 

orchestra "0

)rb<,tr;-./ 

soundtrack '~a{ •ndt: w.k/ 

awful / 1fl/ 

fantastic ·f~n't:<'st1k/ 

be a fan (of...) ·ht ' 'fan (J'·V 

Be a member (of...) :i:.1 ;, 'm<.mb~;/ 

download music · d •tmlood 'my1.iz:k1 

go fishing '4<>< fisaJ• 
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GRAMMAR simple past of be: was I were 

a Complete the sentences with was, were, wasn't, or weren't. 

!r··who~th<it? 
~:e . It's EdithWhait-on. 

\f'.;:~hY~~ }19~$ . :she famous? 
· 8 . ·,:she . ~ •. · a writer. 
A·'·:'.!;:;:;;-: •.• : .. :,:> · she Canadian? 

·e .)lo, she~ .:-.:{::: ·. ________ . 
··: .. s~\.· ·> .-. • . . American. She 6 born 

: .. tin$~~9rkcity~n 1862. ------·-·- · 

A Anif' "" . ·· she married? 
. ~- . . . 

8 Yes, she .. <:---------.. ---· 
:·: :-:· 

b Write questions and answers. 

Alexander Graham Bell/ sportsman? Jt 

~\,\.{i,_,_,,a~s~A~k~xuawnwd~er'-""G~r=ah~a=m,,,,,..B=e=ll~a~s~p~owrt~sm"""'aun _ ____ ? 

No he wasn't . 
2 Richard Burton and Elizabeth Taylor/ actors?./ 

Were Richard.Iiti.r..toJJ_and Elizabeth Tavlor actors -
__ Yes. they were . 

3 Jorge Luis Borges/ writer?./ 

? 

~----------~? 

4 The Beatles/ from the US? Jt 

S Robert Frost/ politician? Jt 

----~--------------~? 

6 I.M. Pei/ composer? Jt 

---------------~? 

My life is a simple thing that would interest nobody. 
It is a known fact that I was born, and that is all that is necessary. 

ld;\h \\'h.011():1 

I tu: (_a~tont of dh: ( nu!Hr\• 

7 Sofia Vergara / born f Columbia? ./ 

8 Frank Sinatra/ singer?./ 
_ _______ ? 

9 J.R.R. Tolkien and C.S. Lewis/ painters? Jt 
____________________? 

10 Michael Jackson f born/ Britain? Jt 
__________________ ? 

c Complete the dialogues with present or past forms of be. 

1 A What day-1.t,_ it today? 

9·:·Monday. Yesterday was Sunday. 
. .. :.: 

·:z:: :·/!\ Hi. ·· your sister at home? 

:= :·& NP,She ....;.;.~~~ .. · .She -·-··· ·-· __ _ 

=: .. :·~··· here this rnnrn.ing, but now she ___ _ 
:=:~:: '.·'.·atwork. :·. 

:-: 
•s:· .~. I can't find rny keys. Where____ _ _ .. they? 

=·::: 9· I don'fknow._They ------·on your desk 
:;: .. : .•. :this mor~i~: 

~·· =.: ..... 
4 :·A Where. your new friend from? 

::. ·. fl He . born in the US, but his 

j,t1~{;~(;'; you~::,: :~::::::te,day? 
... ..fS:::~~~~:~~··"_.,._--'-' ___ very late for work. 
!-!·!;:=:~! ::::::~::::::::::·::!·!·:~·::·~,···-

-
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2 VOCABULARY word formation 

a Make professions from these words. Use a or an. 

1 invent 

2 write 

3 play 

4 compose 

5 music 

6 paint 

7 business 

8 act 

9 science 

10 sail 

an inventor 

----~----

b !.lnderline the stressed syllables, e.g. an inl!mtor. 

c Practice saying the words in a. 

d Complete the sentences with was / were and a 
noun from a. 

Francis Drake _J~fil.Jtsailo.r_ 

2 Beethoven and Mozart were composers 
3 James Dean ____________ _ 
4 Galileo ______________ . 

5 Freddie Mercury -~--------------
6 The Wright brothers----------
7 F. Score Fitzgerald _ ________ _ 
8 Howard Hughes _________ _ _ 

9 Degas and Toulouse-Lautrec ______ _ 

3 PRONUNCIATION sentence stress 

-

~'~~ Listen and repeat the conversation. 

,A WhQ was Aaron Copland? 
: 8 He was a composer. 
A W~s he aritish7 
& No. he wasr'l't. He was American. 
A When was he born? 
8 He was born in 1900. 
A Were his parents composers? 
8 ·:·NO: they weren't. ... • ........ . 

4 LISTENING 
a 4W:t..~ Listen to a radio program about the greatest Americans o 

all time. Number the people in the order they come on the list. 

b ~'fl? Listen again. Write T (true) or F (false). 

1 Ben Franklin was a young newspaper owner. 

2 George Washington was born on February 12, 1732. 

3 He was 76 when he died. 
4 Martin Luther King, Jr. was born on January 15th, 1929. 

5 He was young when he died. 
6 Abraham Lincoln was a painter. 

7 He was 56 when he died. 
8 The greatest American of all time was a singer. 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 

Learn these words and phrases. 

the (16th) century .. } · ..... :r.: 

killed 
between (1816 and 1820) b1'tw::1 

be against (something) ,.., ~ !-Ji:n"! 

be in love (with someone) "1 m t \\ 
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1 GRAMMAR simple past: regular verbs 

a Complete the sentences with a regular verb in the simple 
past, first in the affirmative and then in the negative. 

book download listen miss- play study watch work 

Yesterday I missed my bus, but I didn't miss my 
train. 

2 We ______ to the news, but we 

------·to the weather. 
3 My parents _ ______ French at school, but 

they. Spanish or Japanese. 

4 My sister the movie with me, 
but she che soccer game. 

5 The secretary .--a table for lunch, 
but she a taxi. 

6 1 some music onto my laptop, 
but I any movies. 

7 The salesperson _ last Saturday, 
but she ____ on Sunday. 

8 My brother tennis at school, 
but he basketball. 

b Order the words to make questions. 

1 you/ did/ night/ TV / What/ on/ last/ watch? 

A What didyou watch on TY ...... las"""'"'t n...,iB'gh...,t~ ____ ? 

B 1 watched the news. 

2 did / game / the / time / end /What 
A ________ _ 

B At six o'clock. 

3 your / presents /birthday / like / you / Did 
A _______ _ 

B Yes, I did. They were great! 

4 did/ college/ your/ in/ brother/ What/ study 

A -------------- _____ ? 

B Modern Languages. 

5 parents /your / arrive / late / Did 

A ----------- ______ ? 

B No, they didn't. They were early. 

6 Brazil /your / in/ friends J did / Where / live 
A _______ _ ? 

B Rio de Janeiro. 

7 of/ you/ Did J at/ the/ cry J movie/ end/ the 
A___ ? 
B Yes, l did. It was very sad. 

Girls just want to have fun. 

8 time/ work/ did /What/ arrive/ Luisa/ yesterday/ at 

A J 
B At ten o'clock. 

c Complete the questions and answers. 

1990 1997 i998 2001 2004 2007 2009 

2 when l Michael Jackson I die 
? 

He died in _. __.;;...,...,---. 

? 

She died in-~-

when I the first tourist I travel into space 
=::·::. ? 

? 

They appeared in ___ ~· 

. . ., when I Tim Bemers·Lee I create the World Wide Web 
? 

•·•············· :~:@::;:;:~:lte created it in __ _ 
~::~~:::·.·:·:.;-

? 

-
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2 VOCABULARY past time expressions 5 LISTENING 

@the correct answer. 

1 I chatted with my friends for an hour~/ 
yesterday night. 

2 My friend finished college ago two years/ 
two years ago. 

3 They traveled abroad last month / the last month. 
4 Did you call me last morning/ yesterday morning? 
5 It stopped raining two hours ago / two ago hours. 
6 My brother worked in the city last July / the last July. 
7 We watched that movie before two weeks/ 

two weeks ago. 
8 David booked the tickets yesterday afternoon/ 

last afternoon. 
9 Steve was born in 1990 /on 1990. 

10 l played golf the day yesterday before / 
the day before yesterday. 

a ~flt Listen to four speakers describing bad 
trips. How did they travel (e.g., by car, etc.)? 

1 3 _______ _ 

2 4 

b ~,y~~ Listen again and match the speakers 1-4 
to the sentences a- d. 

Speaker 1 D 
Speaker2 D 
Speaker3 D 
Speaker4 D 
A A stranger helped me. 
B Someone in my family helped me. 
C I started my trip twice. 
D I didn't arrive at my destination. 

3 PRONUNCIATION -ed endings USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 

-

a ~-m Listen to the words. Underline the word Learn these words and phrases. 
where -ed is pronounced /rd/. 

1 booked checked wanted 

2 painted arrived finished 

3 asked waited looked 

4 called played chatted 

s missed watched cooked 

6 followed decided lived 

walked 
traveled 
stopped 
listened 
started 
relaxed 

surprised ~.--r'p: dl7-.. .t 
arrive ~ ·· ... \ 
cry ,~Lt!' 

miss ;ni-, 
text 1;:!-,~t 

travel · t; :~·' ! 

b .~~ Listen again and repeat the words. country house k \:ll:' 'J::l•P· 

4 READING 
a Read the article and choose the best title. 

1 The wrong match 
2 The wrong destination 
3 The wrong player 

b Read the article again and answer 
the questions. 

How old was Bojana when the 
incident happened? 

2 Where was the tennis tournament? 
3 How did she travel to Carlsbad? 
4 Where did Bojana travel to first? 
5 When did she arrive at the tournament? 
6 Who did she play in her first match? 
7 Did she win? 

~1~~~w····· ··:· ... ·:·: ·.· ·.· 
:@: s erbian tennis player Bojana Jovanovski 
•:·~ was only 19 when she played in the "· .~, ! San Diego Open. However, she almost ~ ~~•'i . '];~i_ 

i1 ::Z~E~:~~::T~Eg::k~t 1J.W, ,_ 
to Carlsbad. It was a long trip because :~}:;fa~'1(T:' .. · .,:.;. 

:==· ...... ·.··················~ 
-~- · Bojana needed to take three different planes. ..;~1}&:}:! 
fa When she finally arrived in Carlsbad, she was surprised .;:;;;;_;;;.;;;::•;:1··1· !MB!!li~ M to find that the airport was empty. She waited for 15 minut~ 
~·~ and then called Tournament Transportation. The problem was that Bojana 
~~ was in Carlsbad, New Mexico and the transportation service was in Carlsbad,~-~ 
;··~ California where the tournament was. So, Bojana stayed in New Mexico for ~!; 
::~ the night and the~ traveled to Carlsbad, California the :ext morning. She ~ 
~ arrived only 30 minutes before the start of her match with the Ital1an player ~ 
::~ Roberta Vinci. Unfortunately, the day finished badly for Bojana because shef-1! 
!::~ 
~=~ lost the match 3-6, 6-4, 6-1. After that, she just wanted to go home! ~ 
~ ~ 
*::&s:!!2!=~==~~s;::~:.::~:~;;:~:~:;::·:· ... ··~·:·:~ .. ;!~~:~:~·'.·~·-·· ... ··~·~:~;~;~.~.::;:;:;:;:;:~:···........... ···~c.~:·:<«w..~::.~ 
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Never be the first to arrive at a party or the 
last to go home, and never, ever be both. 

Anonymous 
• ' • • ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' • ' • ~ • • ' ' ' '• • • ' ' . . . 

7C A night to remember · . · · .• •· · .. ··· · .. ·· H 

l GRAMMAR simple past: irregular verbs 

a Change the sentences from the present to the past. 

l We meet in a cafe. (last night) 

~et in a cafe la~st~n=~6'h=t~. -·-- -------
2 Mateo sees his friends after work. (last night) 

3 Emily loses her keys. (yesterday) 

--- --- --------- -----
4 We don't have dinner at home. (last night) 

5 They leave work at 5:30. (yesterday) 

6 Alex doesn't get up early. (yesterday morning) 

- -------
7 My friend feels sick. (yesterday) 

-------------· - - ---- --
8 Junko doesn't go out during the week. (last week) 

9 I don't wear glasses. (yesterday) 

10 Luciana can't come to my party. (last year) 

b Complete the questions in the dialogue. 

A W.here 1 ___ d(dya(l iiCL..... last night? 

. $ I went to that new sushi restaurant in town. 
~·· .a. good? 

8 Y'.es, it was greqt. 

A Wtfo~ with? 

8 rwentw}~h my friend. 
A '#hat~ ? 
8 I wore je13ns and my new black shirt. 
A What time• ___ home? 

)j: We got home at about midnight. 
,A ~.. a taxi home? 

'a Yes, We-~dn't want to drive. 
A OicF · _ _ __ __a good time? 

: e. Yes, we hacJ a great time. The food was delicious! 

A ~ it expensive? 
••, 

& Yes,~ wds. .. 
:;:. ,··· 

2 VOCABULARY go, have, get 

a Cross 011t the incorrect expression. 

I GO to the beach out to a restaurant a-bm 

2 HAVE lunch a sandwich for a walk a sister 

3 GET dressed a good time up an email 

4 GO to bed a car away on vacation 

5 HAVE breakfast a bike short hair 18 years 

6 GET shopping home a newspaper a taxi 

b Complete the text with went, had, or 80t. 

I
t was my wife's birthday last Saturday. 

so we ' _ \.\.!.tW1- away for the weekend . 

I booked a hotel on the Internet and on 

Friday we '--· __ the train to the coast. 

It was late when we arrived. so we just 
, . ___ a sandwich and• ____ to bed. 

The next day. we~ ·--up early and 
___ breakfast in the hotel. It was a 

beautiful day, so we 1 ____ to the beach. 

We took a swim in the morning. and in the 

afternoon we a for a walk. In the 

...... ; evening. we ' _ dinner in an expensive 
i:!:!:;i french restaurant. The food was deliciO\,lS~ The :-:·:·· . . 

:::.:_·;. next day':"as Sunday, so we 10 
.... back ... 

:···~ 4o~.;agai~~:The wee~d W.<J:. ve-cy ~hort but ··.: 

t·;:::::;:~Jti.~.·=:it~~;!J ;t,~at.~~~~- ;~3j!!!t!tAi!~i~=!if !iik·:::·~;; 

-
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-

3 PRONUNCIATION irregular verbs, 
sentence stress 

a Look at the pairs of irregular verbs. Do they have the 
same vowel sound? Write S (the same) or D (different). 

I came had [Q] 
2 did 

3 taught 

4 lost 
5 met 
6 knew 

7 heard 
8 took 

feel 
wore 

spoke 
went 
saw 

left 

could 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

b ~- Listen and check. Then listen and 
repeat the irregular verbs. 

c ~ Listen and repeat the sentences. Copy 
the~thm. 

~ What did you do last night? 
: B i went to the !!'!QVies. 
:· A Whodidyou go with? 
:· It (~t with a friend. 
~ A Where dld you go after the movies? 
~ B WE) went to a RStaurant. 
:j wedidn•t have an expensive meal. 
~~ we didn't get home late. :::: .... ~ 

4 LISTENING 

a ~~ Listen to an interview about a 
memorable night. What did Melissa do? 

b mmt4 Listen again and answer the questions. 

I When was it? 

2 Who was Melissa with? 

3 Where were they? 

4 When did she arrive in the city? 

5 Where did they have a coffee? 

6 Did they have a good time? Why (not)? 

7 What did they have for dinner? 

8 What time did they get home? 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases. 

goal i\.-Jool · 

moon mun· 

scarf 'skorJi 
screen :'>knn· 
embarrassed :'im'b<eost· 

memorable fl1(;lll;'lr,:;hl.· 

decide /(11 said! 
takeaswim .t.:1k :'1 's\.\rn1' 

know (somebody) a little .nl>O ;1 '!it!' 
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1 VOCABULARY directions :;·.+:1?~{;~ ffi]v~ 
Complete the words. @].[ill mil• m:::~ 

~ ~;,;;ii a iiif ~ 11m 
3 turn r _ ___ _ 

4 go p ____ the train station 
S on the c. ____ _ 
6 across f ____ _ 
7 ab ____ _ 

8 at the tr _ ___ . ____ _ 

2 ASKING FOR DIRECTIONS 
Complete the dialogue with these words. 

exactly ~ miss near say Sorry tell way Where's 
·-------------------------------

" '{ Excuse me. please. 2 ----- the train station? 
8 3 , t don't live here. 

A Excuse me, IS the train station• ----------···-·--·-·--- here? 
·'C The train station? It's near here, but I don't know 

$ where. Sorry. 

A Excuse me. can you 
6 
------------ me the 

1 ·•••••··········-----~.- to the train station, please? 
D Yes, of course. Go past the hotel. Then turn left at the 

traffic; lights. It's at the end of the street. 
A Sorry, <:QU(d you~ that again, please? 
D Yes, GQ past the hotel. Then turn left at the traffic lights 

ancfit's at the eno of the street. You can't 

~--~----it! 
A Thankyou. 

3 SOCIAL ENGLISH 
Complete the sentences with the words in the box. 

could course meet nice Maybe there Wftat: would 
---------·---···-··-- -·--------------

__J!'.lliu_ a view! 
2 What _______ you like to visit? 

3 What is to see? 

4 We go to the art gallery. 

5 Would you like to for lunch? 

6 That's really of you . 

7 another time. 

8 Yes, of _ 

4 READING 
a Read the information about getting around in the US. 

By bus 
0

;;.;·:::::·~:-.-i·:J:~~i·::;~:::::;:. In the US. an ~on'll~t. way for 
traveling long distances is by bus. 
The most important company is 
Greyhound, which has -ffii<l~e~ service 
between big cities. Greyhound is also 

a ~onv~I)~~ way for traveling to smaller cities and towns 
that don't have other forms of transportation like trains or 
airplanes. Traveling by bus is usually cheap if you buy your 

~ ticket early and travel at times of the day that are not busy. 

~ By car 
Many people travel by car in the US. It can 
be expensive. and there is often a lot of 
traffic. However, traveling by car means 
that you can be independent and flexible'.. 
Also, a car with three or more passengers 

can be cheaper than public transportation. You can go quickly 
from one city to the next on freeways. but small roads are often 
more sc;eni¢, and fun. Parking in big cities can be difficult and very 
expensive. Some cities like Denver. Baltimore. and Philadelphia 
have light rail train systems. You can park outside the city in 
a free parking lot and then take a light rail train downtown. 

By train 
Trains are generally faster and more 
comfortable than buses for long distance 
travel, but they can be a lot more expensive, 
There is only one train company that 
operates train service in the US. and 

that is Amtrak. Passengers can get information on timetables 
and fares from the Amtrak website. which also has a way to buy 
tickets. There are three types of tickets: , coat~ ~:ss, business 
class. and first class. Tickets are cheaper if you buy them early. 

b Read the information again. Write T (true) or F (false). 

1 Taking a bus is a slow way to travel. .I.. 
2 The best time to travel by bus is at quiet times. 

3 There isn't much traffic in the US. 

4 You need to pay for parking when you use 
light rail in Denver. 

5 You can buy tickets from Amtrak. 

c Match the highlighted adjectives to their meanings. 

I beautiful 

2 easytodo 

3 cheap 

4 easy to change something 

5 happening often -
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1 GRAMMAR simple past: regular 
and irregular 

a Read this police report. Complete the sentences with 
the simple past form of the verbs in parentheses. 

We 1 arrived (arrive) a.t the ba.nk a.t 

9:36 in the evening, a.nd we 2 ____ _ 

(park) our police car outside. The bank 

i:' • 3 

4 

(be) closed· a.nd a.11 the 
lights (be) off, but we 
6 (look) through the 

window. We 6 ____ (see) a. 

person inside the ba.nk. At first, we 
7 

_ (not ca.n) see who it 

wa.s, but then he 8 ______ (open) 

the door and ca.me out - it was Steven 

Potter. He 9 (not run) 

a.way - he just wa.lked slowly to his car, 

a.nd then drove a.way. The next morning, 

we 10 (go) to his house 

a.t 6:00 a..m. We 11 (find) 

him in bed. He 12 (not 

·.;:·. want) to speak to us, but we 13 
___ _ 

(take) him to the police station. 

Elementary, my dear Watson. 

b Complete the questions with the correct form of the 
verbs in parentheses. 

.DETEC1'1VE :-. Where.l wereyou at about 9:30 yesterday 

evening? (be) 

::$T~$ Poii'ER l was at the movies. The movie 2 started 
··;·:.::·: 

. . ·:::: ,., ··· ·. at 9:00. (start} 

:P:· .•. WJia!. movle 3. ? (see} 

:Sp,_, Jcan'tremember. lt wasn't very good. 

~?' Hmm. Very interesting. And who 4 to the 

}?:? m9:vies\'1{th1'(go) 

·~~:::. Witt\" my friend. 
'I).; ::: $ :·:· . . the movie? (like) 

$~:: Y.e!>. ~~-th,Q1o1ght It was very good. 

.:o . .:· What time 6 the movie ? 

'.> :·: (encil: ., · ·::· :" .. ·::" .. 
!••:,' 

•SP.: At~b<>Ut 1.0.:30. . .. 
:·o?' Ahd ~ha~' after you left the movies? (do) 

'..SP :·: We :Want to a restaurant - La Dolce Vita on Main Street. 
•' ·,·~·: .. 
:P la Dolce Vita? I know it. Very good spaghetti. What time 
.:{;·· :····a. :·:· :::: ·.· ;·· the restaurant? (leave) 

::o --~t·s verr. tate. 9 home after that? (go) 

·sP:·: :NP. we w~nt to a birthday party at Flanagan's. Then we went 

.. '.;/.::.g~m~. 
::::::··:::::. ·:: .. · 

:D .::_ : How?f :' · ·" . a taxi? (get} 

il~lll~~=~:;:=;.;.: ... =·:;:·:·· to bed? (go) 

:·~~·:·;.N;.aqout"4i0€Nt.ffi, e:Clii I go home now? I'm tired. 
, .•...... ·,~··············~·.· . . 
;:o;:;:;~~i~:fd·ll~ft.:j;O.oaSk·)'OU some more questions ... 
····:~:~:1:~:~:~~:~~:::~:~;;:~;~;;;:;~;~:~:::;:~=~=~=~:~:::~: 
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2 VOCABULARY irregular verbs 

a Complete the base form and past forms of these irregular 
verbs with a, e, i , o, or u. 

8aseform · 

l begj n 
2 c_ me 
3 dr _ nk 
4 dr_ ve 
5 g ve 
6 kn_ w 
7 p t 
8 s_ t 
9 sw_ m 

10 w _ ke [up) 
11 w_ n 
12 wr_ te 

I Past 

beg_a_n 
c me 
I dr_ nk 

dr_ ve 
g_ve 
kn_w 
p_ t 
s t 
sw_ m 

w_ ke (up) 
w _n 
wr_ te 

b Complete the sentences with the simple past form of the 
verbs in the box. 

buy find break heaf make take can lose meet think 

Last night we .heard_ a noise downstairs. 

2 They the man's daughter was the murderer. 

3 The police officer _ __ the money in an old bag. 
4 They _______ their friends outside the restaurant. 

5 l a detective story in the bookstore. 

6 Mywife ______ her cell phone last night. 

7 The man a window and went into the house. 
8 Somebody __________ my laptop when I was out of 

the room. 

9 We were worried because we _______ see a police 
car outside our house. 

10 [was thirsty l>O I ____ a cup of tea. 

3 PRONUNCIATION simple past verbs 

a Match the verbs with the same vowel sound. 

drove could made said learned bought had 
- ----------------

came ma.de 
2 left 

3 ran 

4 saw 

5 spoke 

6 took 

7 heard 

b ~r;~~·,-,, Listen and check. Then listen and repeat. 

4 LISTENING 
a ~-~:·'·_ .:- Listen to a radio interview with a 

detective. What does he like most about his job? 

------------------------

b iti_~~ Listen again and choose a, b, or c . 

Jeremy Downs decided he ,,.,.~ 
wanted to be a detective.. . ~ 
a when he was a child. 

b when he left school. 

c when he finished college. 

2 His first job in the police 
was as ... 

a a teacher. 

b a police officer. 

c a detective. 

3 Jeremy took a ... co make sure 
he was strong and healthy 
for the job. 

a a Jaw test 

b a running test 

c physical fitness 

4 Jeremy usually works ... 

a outside. 

b in an office. 

c at the police station. 

5 He sometimes feels . .. when he 
is ac work. 

a bored 

b stressed 

c worried 

USEFUL WORDS 
AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases. 

library ..... , 

murder '::: .• rJ •r 

nobody n•) >h.J,: 

secretary <..,;.. r 'l u: 

believe h: 1,, 
kill I .. 

marry 

business partner ''lln ).• :' :: t .. :--r 

-
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1 GRAMMAR there is I there are, some I 
any + plural nouns 

a Complete the dialogue with the correct form of 
there is/ there are and, if necessary, a, some, or any . 
. . • ·~·-·-·.···· 
A Hello. J'm interested in the apartment for rent. 
B Oh,tlk Let me tell you about it. 1 

••• Ihere 's.1.l .. large 

· living -room and~ . small kitchen. 

A :-:~ : .. : table in the kitchen? 

8 No/ . But 
5 
--······. _. 

very nice.i diningroom.with a table and some chairs. 

A,. That's f~, What about the bedrooms? How many 

.bedi'ooms 6 ? 
: ~ 7 ,_.,....,..,......,.;-......~ three bedrooms and a bathroom. 

. ..,.,......._...;..;..:..;..;..c.;..;...._'-'-'-- shower in the bathroom? 

.. 
living coorn? 

·. & No, I'm sony, But 11 cupboards. 

~ . That's OK. I think it's perfect for us. How much is it? 
····:-; 

b Write the sentences in the plural using some or any. 

There's an armchair in the living room. 
There are some armchairs in the living room 

2 Is there a rug downstairs? 

3 There's a CD on the shelf. 

4 Is there a glass in the cupboard? 

5 There isn't a light in the study. 

c @the correct form. 

1@/ There's a nice apartment and 2 it isn't/ there 

isn't very expensive. 3 There are /They are two rooms, 

but• there aren't/ they aren't very big. s There's/ It is 

a small kitchen and a bathroom. 6 There isn't / It isn't a 

bathtub in the bathroom, but 7 it's / there's a new shower. 

The apartment is on the 10th floor, so 8 there's / it is 

a great view of the city. And 9 there's/ it's a very large 

balcony with a lot of flowers. 10 They are f There are 

beautiful in the summer! 

If you want breakfast in bed, sleep in the kitchen. 

2 VOCABULARY the house 

a Complete the crossword. 

. , 

::. 'il• ·El . . 

el1· 1· · , 

·: : ~ : ' " : : .. ··~ 
:~l~~W;:;:::::;:::;~:~~~~~~·:;;ti: 

•.. ::·::~:::;.;.:!:.:.:·!·'.·~:·~:?,* .. ::::1.·~ 

: a · ·: 
. . . . l.?I . .... ' .. :: 

s 

,6 
: 

1--~--+~l----l....~·:·~ 

··: 
11 ' 

i~l~l~ 
>:;:;~ 

;;;~;~ 
~:-...... 
::::~~ 

~ 
''•') 

I 
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b Write the room. 

1 You usually take off your coat in the hfilL_. 

2 You usually take a shower in the b 

3 You usually have dinner in the d 
r 

4 You usually use a computer in the st 

s You usually park your car in the 

6 You usually make lunch in the k 

7 You usually watch television in the l 

r 

8 You usually sleep in the b 

9 You usually sit outside in the y 

3 PRONUNCIATION /Erl and /Ir/; sentence 
stress 

a @the word with a different sound. 

lit 
W=f..~ 1 they're there dear 
\ ~ . l 

chair 

~-~ 

)!I\) 
2 cheers stairs near ~ .,J) 

ear 

;~t 
3 where wear we're Nr=··r. tJ r1 

chair 
,-·--. .., ' {ft:) 4 here hair hear 

ear 

b .~Ef~;Qf Listen and repeat the words. 

c Underline the stressed syllable. 

1 ojffice 

2 mirr!or 

3 cujpboard 

4 baljcoiny 

5 bathitub 

6 soifa 

7 arm)chair 

8 ga!rage 

9 cei!ling 

d ~m Listen and check. Then listen and 
repeat the words. 

4 LISTENING 
a ~ Listen to Mrs. Goodings show 

her house to Bradley and Joanna, a couple who are 
interested in renting it. Check./ the three rooms 
Mrs. Goodings shows them. 

1 bathroom D 
2 bedroom D 
3 dining room D 
4 garage D 
s han D 
6 kitchen D 
7 living room 0 
8 study 0 

b ~· Listen again and write T (true) or F (false). 

l Mrs. Goodings always eats in the kitchen. .L 
2 Joanna doesn't like the living room. 

3 There isn't a washing machine in the kitchen. _ 

4 There's a hole in the ceiling of the kitchen. 

5 Joanna likes the windows in the living room. _ 

6 There isn't a TV in the living room. 

7 There are three bedrooms upstairs. 

8 Bradley forgets about the hole in the 
bathroom ceiling. 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 

Learn these words and phrases. 

advertisement 1a:dv;:irta1zmJnt.. 

dishwasher d1JwGrJr! 

lovely '1.wlu 
rent .': };ut.· 

a long time ago :"J brJ t:rnn J oou/ 

Wow! 1wao1 

How horrible! :hJo h:ir;lh!· 
It's perfect! .its 'p;Jrfiktf 

-
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3 PRONUNCIATION silent letters 

a Cross ottt the silent letters. 

1 ghost 

2 cupboard 

3 white 

4 know 

S hour 

6 walk 

b mlf~m. Listen and repeat. ,C&py the ~thm. 

7 builder 

8 wrong 

c ~f!Tf-lJ Listen and underline the s tressed words. 

1 There was a lamp on the table. 

2 There wasn't a bathtub in the bathroom. 

3 Was there a mirror in the bedroom? 

4 There were some books on the shelf. 

5 There weren't any cupboards in the kitchen. 

6 Were there any plants in the study? 

d .~~ Listen again and repeat the sentences. 

4 READING 

Read the text. Write T (true) or F (false). 

l Maesmawr Hall is more than 500 years old. _f_ 

2 People have seen ghosts inside and outside the hotel. 

3 The ghosts are all of people who lived in the house in the past. _ 

4 Robin Drwg's ghost sometimes appears as a bull. 

S Paranormal investigators didn't think that Maesmawr Hall 
was haunted. 

5 LISTENING 

a ~ Listen to four people talking about hotel 
rooms. Which countries did they visit ? 

b ~~: Listen again. Match the s peakers to the rooms. 

Speaker I D Speaker 2 D Speaker 3 D Speaker 4 D 
A The room was under the water. 

B The room had mirrors on the walls and the ceiling. 

C The room wasn't very comfortable. 

0 The room was up a tree. 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases. 

ghosts ,:, , .. 

guest 9•;,i 

owner 'o: in,11 

priest pri~t. 

brave tr:I' 

frightened t'1,:::1:ll 

.~~Q.f\0 FILES 

haunted 1.1lll;lO 

strange ,1:. ••h 
In the middle of the night 

1n .\" ?llt,J: , \ :'\.~ f·J.Jf 

remote cont ro l r·::1<.·· ; I: •11 "De:! 

M aesmawr Hall is a manor house in Powys, 
· Wales. It was built in 1535 and today is a 

20~bedroom hotel and venue for weddings. 
It is famous because people say it is haunted. 

Many guests say that they have seen ghosts. A 
businessman who stayed at the hotel said that when 

he looked out of the window, he saw hundreds of 
Roman soldiers marching. In fact, in Roman times 
there was a road that passed through the grounds 
of Maesmawr Hall. Other guests said they saw the 

ghosts of the Davies sisters who owned the hotel 
in the 1900s, and the ghost of an old housekeeper 
walking through a wall in the hall But perhaps most 

frightening is the story that the ghost of an evil man 
named Robin Drwg haunts the woods around the 

hotel. Some people say that they have seen this ghost 
suddenly change into the shape of a bull. 

Maesmawr was on a TV show about houses with 
ghosts called Most Haunted. The TV show hosts and 
investigators from the Mid Wales Paranormal (MWP) 
reported a lot of strange activity in the hall - seeing 
balls of light, feeling movements, and hearing unusual 

sounds. During the investigation, the floor in one of 
the upstairs rooms moved. The hotel's current owner, 
Nigel Humphryson, sayc; hP often hears voices and 
banging noises that he cannot explain. 

So if you're interested in ghosts, why not stay here? 
But don't go outside at night unless you're feeling 

really brave! 

-
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1 GRAMMAR countable I uncountable nouns; 
a I an, some I any 

a What did Sarah and Martin buy when they went shopping 
yesterday? Write a, an, or some in the blanks. 

1 iQm' 
2 
3 
4 
5 

sausages 

lettuce 

eggs 

carrots 

jam 

6 
7 

8 

9 
10 

______ orange 

______ pineapple 

______ potato chips 
______ cookies 

______ milk 

b Write the sentences in the affirmative G or 
negative G form. 

1 There's some cheese in the refrigerator. 

G There isn't any cheese in the rejrifjerator 
2 There are some strawberries in our garden. 

G There ______________ _ 

3 I didn't have an egg for breakfast. 
GI ________________ ~ 

4 There isn't any sugar in my tea. 
G There _ ______________ _ 

S I didn't eat any snacks yesterday. 

GI~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
6 There weren't any sandwiches ii;i the kitchen. 

G There _________________ _ 

7 I bought a pineapple at the supermarket. 

GI~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
8 There was some bread in the cupboard. 

G There ___________ _ _ _ _ _ 

c Complete the dialogue with a, an, some, or any. 

1!A What do we need to buy for our dinner party? Let's make a list. 

~:B wet~Jwarit tQ make 1 _a_ lasagne. so we need 2 _ _ _ 

: .. ·: ptist9 and ~ meat. 

r,~ : Pasta .... and meat, What about tomatoes? Are there .... 
'.I to~toes in the refrigerator? 

· ll L~t's lQ<;ik} There's !i onion, but there aren't 

:::.: tomatoes. Put those on the list, too. 

;'.~ OK ... tomatoes.}s there 7 ·--------- cheese? 

;~B Y~, th~re'S 8 · mozzarella cheese, so that's perfect. 
:;~~\:\:'OO;§'.~w'9.;;·'.;< ,., :.:.· salad with the lasagna. 

: s ·:·:·ot</ Fher'fwe·need to tJuy IQ lettuce. 

To eat well in England, have breakfast 
three times a day. 

2 VOCABULARY food 

a Complete the crossword. 

b Write the words in the correct column. 

awtes bananas candy carrots chocolate cookies 
mushrooms onions oranges peas pineapple 
potatoes potato chips sandwiches strawberries 

Vegetables 

l-sn_a_ck_s ___ 1..,:'-l'~'"":e.._s __ 

1 _____ l 
----------·-----·---~------~-----
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3 PRONUNCIATION the letters ea 

a @the word with a different sound. 

Ii" \ 
I 

r 1 meat breakfast tea 

• e 

e. 
.. 1$. 2 bread healthy ice cream 

egg 

·-- .. eJ 
!"" .. ~ .i..A .• 

3 eat great steak 

train 
------

b ~~~ Listen and check. Then 
listen and repeat the words. 

4 READING 
a Read the article and match the headings 

to the paragraphs. 

coconut water popsicles roast camel 

b Read the article again. Write T (true) 
or F (false). 

The Bedouin people eat roast 
camel on special occasions. .I_ 

2 There are seven ingredients in 
the Bedouin meal. 

3 Frank Epperson's drink froze 
because the weather was cold. 

4 He sold his first ice pop when 
he was 29 years old. 

S According co the article, you 
can find coconut water in all 
coconuts. 

6 Coconut water has a lot of sugar. 

c Guess the meaning of the highlighted 
words. Check in your dictionary. 

5 LISTENING 

a ~~ Listen to four speakers talking about their 

b 

favorite meal. Complete the meals. 

Speaker 1 roast ____ _ 

Speaker 2 tikka masala 
Speaker 3 hot dog and ____ _ 

Speaker 4 sweet and sour tofu and ____ _ 

~~ Listen again. Match the speakers to the sentences. 

Speaker 1 

Speaker2 

Speaker 3 
Speaker 4 

D 
D 
D 
D 

A I often eat it outside. 

B I always order rice with it. 

C I have it at a local restaurant. 

D I eat it when I visit my parents. 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases. 

cream k11r··· 

dishes J1J1 

ingredients · 1rt'nr1di~1::~: 

popcorn i'oi;~ ~1 .-., 

sauce sis· 

sweet corn . ~\'it !\.~1r n 

(food) to go :ch: ~1,i.i, 

delicious LI 1 <lJ·'>~ 

vegetarian \·, Jv kri;\1~. 

The Bedouin people, who live in the deserts of Africa, sometimes prepare a ve.ry big 
meal to celebrate ~t~~~- The cook uses some eggs, some fish, some chickens, a 
sheep, and a camel to prepare it. He ,st;uff:,s.the fish with the eggs, the chicf<ens with 
the fish, the sheep with the chickens, and the camel with the sheep. Then he cooks 
all the ingredients together in an enormousiQ.i@i.in the ground. . ...... :·.··· 
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Human beings are 70% water. 
With some people, the rest is collagen. 

1 GRAMMAR quantifiers: how much I how many, a lot of, etc. 

a Complete the questions. Then complete the sentences. 

(-~!low much salt do 
~u put on your food? 

Not mu~ 

1 He doesn't put much salt on hisfood. 

(-:;: sugar 
':i:!...you put in your tea? 

Alot2 

0::okies do you eat? 

Not ma~ 

( -:;-. cups 
~coffee do you drink? 

4 He ___ _ S He ___________ ~ 

b Read the information and write questions. 

nwe is .8t'ounces of sugar in an orange. il~i@f: 

:;.I~~~t~i~~:~~~:'.£~&~i~~;;~·~:5~~~~:::;:gini~~~II 
There are ab<M 18 <1ra11ges in a cart09 ef orange Wtce. 

;;1~:,~;;l1~~~~~.~fo~l~.!~~~}i~f~f;~t~~~~:;:;~:~l~~~;[;~;? 
. Tti~e ·;rr~:{we~·eg~~!~~·:~ ~;~&t:::::~; .. :.~ .. ::\~\t;\;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;~; 

i :~:~:w~~;$.;911~::l1i.~m~i~!fj~;:::::*~~:;::;:;~tt~:;:~:;..:-;:;;·.~ 
I :::}:::•!•!:!::.:::•:•!{~•!•!•:::~.:~::!•!•!·~•~•!·~~·!:~.:•.' ~ u , •'.•'. .•:•~ •• %~!:::!::;~~:;:;:~:~:!:;!~ 
\. 

~y~.<~,.~\"~~>~.~.w...,.,.x~.~. ~-~·~=~-=·~=-_.,.,.,.,...;....,..wn•,...,..~.......,.......,_,.,.........,.,.,.,.~ 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

How muc.h s.ugar is. there in an Qraagf 
Answer: .81 ounces. 

Answer: About 125. 

Answer: About 18. 

Answer: .04 ounces. 

------------
Answer: twelve. 

----···------- ..... --
Answer: 16 ounces. 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 
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2 VOCABULARY food containers 

a Unscramble the words to make food containers. 

rja iar 
J 

2 bxo 

3 rncoat 

4 gab 
5 cpeagka 

6 nca 

7 totble 

b Complete the sentences with a container from a. 

1 She was thirsty, so she bought a can of soda. 
2 Do you need the scissors to open the ______ _ 

of juice? 
3 He took the of strawberry jam out 

of the cupboard. 
4 There is a large _______ of potato chips on 

the table. 
S We always take a ___ of water when we 

go for a walk. 
6 Ken feels sick because he ate a big ______ _ 

of cookies. 
7 I gave her a of chocolates to say 

thank you. 

3 PRONUNCIATION IJI and Isl 

a @the word with a different sound. 

s: 
l sugar salad cereal 

snake 

2 sure ·fresh salt 

shower 

4 LISTENING 

a ~~ Listen to the radio program about food 
groups. Complete the examples of the groups. 

1 carbohydrates: bread, pasta,----- • potatoes 
2 fruits and vegetables: apples, oranges, ___ _ 

carrots 

3 protein: meat,-----

4 milk and dairy:------• yogurt 
5 fats and sugars: cake, , candy, chips 

b {: .... ~~ Listen again. Fill in the blanks with 
one word. 

1 Carbohydrates give us __ 

2 Fruits and vegetables contain important 
3 Protein helps our bodies to ____ and repair. 

4 Milk and dairy arc important for our bones 
- ---------·---··---- and ____ _ 

s~ 
3 rice shopping science 

snake I --- I 

J 4 short information center 

l ~~~we·-'~-----
b ~· Listen and check. Then listen and 

repeat the words. 

c =i• )'; t ·~ Listen and repeat the sentences. 

She saw Susan standing outside the study. 
2 Shawn said surr) for singing 111 the shower. 
3 Steve puts six spoons of sugar on his cereal. 
4 Sylvia spends Saturdays in the shopping center. 

5 You should eat fats and sugars _ ____ or 
_ a week. 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases. 

gold ~(IOJ!-l 

spoon "!'L' r· · 
vitamins .111:>r:.)0J/ 

fresh " .. 

spoonful 'f'l· !!•>i 

instead of ,r, "l"! ,1\ 

-
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1 GRAMMAR comparative adjectives 

-

a Write the comparative forms of these adjectives in the 
correct circle. 

we beautiful cheap dry sad difficult dirty 
cold far wet high hungry comfortable thin good 

2 or more s)'.lla~les 
= more + adjective 

1 vowel + 1 consonant 
= double consonant + -er 

b Write sentences using the opposite adjective. 

1 A bike is slower than a car. 
A car is/aster than a bike 

2 Lions are smaller than tigers. 

Tigers-----------------
3 Brazil is wetter than Argentina. 

Argentina----··------------
4 January is longer than February. 

February _______________ _ 

5 A laptop is more expensive than an iPod. 
AniPod ________________ _ 

6 Fridays are better than Mondays. 

Mondays ---·····-- _____ -----------
7 A stove is hotter than a refrigerator. 

A refrigerator -------·------····- __ _ 
8 Spanish is easier than English. 

English ____________ _ 

Imagination is more important than knowledge. 
Albert Einstein, German scientist 

2 VOCABULARY high numbers 

a mmt~~ ~,..·.-.. -~~ Listen and@the correct numbers. 

304 

b 

1 104 

2 586 
3 2,670 
4 8,905 
5 11,750 
6 543,830 
7 1,315,000 
8 25,460,000 

596 
2,660 
9,905 
12,750 
553,830 
1,350,000 
35,460,000 

;~~· Listen and write the numbers in words. 

I 125 
2 895 
3 4,500 
4 12,470 
5 33,930 
6 575,600 
7 6,250,000 
8 34,800,265 

3 PRONUNCIATION /~r/, sentence stress 

a Write the words in the chart. 

better bigger cheaper colder dirtier drier easier 
healthier higher slower thinner worse 

... ~_ 

~ 
,. ~ ~) : ~ I ~~r~ '"r ' x ,,a'.'. 

.w1 .. ~,< -~ ·t~·' _Y;d! 

tree fish bird egg phone bike 
---

better --- --- --- --- --- ---

----- ---- --- --- --- ---

b ~ Listen and repeat. 
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c 1 .... :i-:. ~'?': Listen and underline the 5 LISTENING 
stressed words. 

~':~~ Listen to a conversation between a couple talking 
I A pencil is cheaper than a pen. 

2 China is bigger than Japan. 
about two cities with the same name. Write T (true) or F (false). 

3 The kitchen is dirtier than the living room. 

4 An apple is healthier than a cookie. 

5 Canada is colder than Mexico. 

6 Everest is higher than Kilimanjaro. 

d ~~ Listen again and repeat the 
sentences. Copy the ~thm. 

4 READING 

a Read the sentences. Do you think they are T (true) 
or F (false)? Then read the article and check. 

1 There are fewer car accidents on Tax Day. 

2 Elephants remember more than 
other animals. 

3 South America is bigger than 
North America. 

4 Margarine is healthier than butter. 

b Guess the meaning of the highlighted words. 
Check the meaning and pronunciation in 
your dictionary. 

1 More people live in Birmingham, UK than Birmingham, US. I. 
2 Birmingham, US is bigger than Birmingham, UK. 

3 Birmingham, US is greener than Birmingham, UK. 

4 Birmingham, US is older than Birmingham, UK. 

5 Birmingham, US is wetter than Birmingham, UK. 

6 Birmingham, US is hotter than Birmingham, UK. 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases. 

contestants · bn vsr :mts· 

population pap::- ;i'!e1Jn.' 
prize rra1z. 
approximately ·:i nrnk~Jm,'.l:h 

win a competition , 1~ ,., komp • ., LIJn 

1 Elephants have brains that are bigger than any 3 When the American Medical Assodation studied the 
other land mammal. The expression "an elephant never number of people in)UJ'ed in traffic accidents in the US, 
forgets" suggests that the bigger an animal's brain is, they got a surprise. They discovered that there were 
the better that animal can remember things. Animal more dangerous car accidents on Tax Day. Tax Day is 
researchers discovered that this is actually true for ... · every year around April 15. People in the US are busy 

elephants! These animals can remember details about ··:·.around this time! 

. · areas of land as big as 1,200 square miles! . . 

: ":. ~ .. · .'. '":·;·:· ·: ·4 Experts have different opinions about margarine 

:"·" · ·L There are 12 countries in South America includ!ng ." · · · and butter, and there is a big arg0ment· about which 

.. · ..... 

Argentina and Brazil~ It has an afe1 of 6,888,062 ··· one is better for you. The truth is that margarine today 
square miles and its population is over 371,090,000. Is better than It was in the past because producers use 
North America includes Canada and the US, but it also a different type of vegetable oil. Butter still contains 
contains the countries of Central America. It covers a lot of animat f.at. Marg~rino today contains tess fat 
an area of al:lout 95,401,198 square miles, anct its : ':' :: .. wh'iC:tl° makes it heaftfjjer than butter. . ... 
populatl<in is almost 529 milllori:: Th ls makes 'it bfgger · · · ·::·:~·:::~::::::=:-. · ... ·: · · 
than SQu\h Amerka. 

-
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1 VOCABULARY AND READING 
a Look at the menu and answer the questions. 

Which is the best appetizer for somebody on a diet? 
2 What main course can a vegetarian have? 

3 Can you have fruit for dessert? 

4 How many types of coffee are there? 
5 Do children pay the same as adults? 

Appetizers 
Chicken soup 
Shrimp cocktail 
Grilled vegetables with low-fat cheese (V) 

:- .... 

Salads ,.;;,.:• 

Tossed salad (V) .. 
Seafood salad 

Main courses 
·. •. 

Roast beef served with roast potatoes and vegetables 
Mushroom risotto with Parmesan cheese !V) 
Grilled salmon served with French fries and peas 

Desserts 
Fresh fruit salad 
Chocolate brownie with cream 
New York cheesecake 

Beverages 
Iced tea 
Soda 
Coffee !espresso or latte) 

Today's specials 
$19.95 (see the board for the daily specials) 

I 
I 

$6.50 
$9.25 
$6.75 

$5.50 
$7.25 

$19.25 
$11.50 

$16.75 · 1~ 

s~.95 

$8.50 
$8.25 

$2.75 
$2.75 
$2.25 

25% discount on children's portions I· 
~-(_V_l _su_i_ta_b_le_f_o_r v_e_g_et_a_rl~a-ns _________ ......,..]:_. -~.~. -.. ~: .. ,.,..,.J 

-
b Underline the words or phrases you don't know. Use your 

dictionary to look up their meaning and pronunciation. 

2 ORDERING A MEAL 
Complete the dialogue with one word in 
each blank. 

A ~ood evening. Do you have a 1 ~servation _ ? 

8 Yes:; a 2 for two. My name's 

R€gina Morgan. 

A Ct1methis a ' please. 

A .. Ace you ready to • ? 
B Yes. The gritted vegetables and the mushroom 

. .ilse>tt:o. please. 
C 5': like the shrimp cocktail and 

then therocistbeef, please. 
A What would you 6 _____ _ to drink? 

-C ·~ water for me. 

a .,A."bottle of mineral water, please. 
A .5 or sparkling? 

B ts sparkling OK? 
e Yes, sparkling. 

· A •:tnank you, madam. 

·· B Thank you. 
•'• .... 

3 SOCIAL ENGLISH 
Match the sentences 1-6 to the correct 
responses a-f. 

I What do you do on your birthday? W 
2 Would you like a dessert? 0 
3 A decaf espresso. 0 
4 Can I use your phone? 0 
5 Goodnews? 0 
6 Could we have the bill, please? 0 

a Not for me, thanks. 

b Yes. I got the job! 

c Nothing special. 
d Yes, of course, sir. 
e The same for me, please. 

f Yes, go ahead. 
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l GRAMMAR superlative adjectives 

a Complete the chart. 

Adji!ctive ·r:: CoJl1~~rative Superlative 

1 cold colder the coldest 

2 high 

3 expensive I 
i 

4 dry 
I 
: 
' 

5 dangerous 

6 hot 

7 beautiful 

8 interesting 
------· 

9 good 

10 bad 
·---

b Write the questions. 

What/ small continent /world 
What's the smal~t wntinent in the world 

2 What / big ocean / world 

.. }:=:: 

? 

3 a Canada 

b China 

c Russia 

4 a Mumbai 
b Shanghai 

As soon as there is life there is danger. 

c Buenos Aires 

S a India 

b Ireland 

c Brazil 

6 a The Sahara Desert (Africa) 
b The Painted Desert (The US) 

c The Atacama Desert (South America) 

7 a Mandarin Chinese 

b English 

c Hindi 

8 a The Arctic 

b Alaska 
c The Antarctic 

2 VOCABULARY places and buildings 

___________________ ? a Complete the sentences with a word in each box. 

3 What / large country / world 
? art department parking police post shoppiftg town train 

4 What/ populated city / world 
___________________ ? 

5 What / wet place/ world 

------------------ , ______ ? 
6 What /dry desert/ world 

___________________ ? 

7 What / common native language / world 
____________________ ? 

8 What / cold place / world 
___________________ ? 

c @the correct answer to the questions in b. 

la~ 
b Europe 

c South America 

2 a The Atlantic 
b The Pacific 
c The Indian Ocean 

gallery hall lot mall office station station store 

1 Where can you visit different stores? 

At a shopping mall . 
2 Where can you see paintings? 

lnan _________ ~----

3 Where can you get a train from? 

From a ------------
4 Where can you buy a stamp? 

Ata _____________ _ 

S Where can you talk to a police officer? 
Ata _____________ ~ 

6 Where can you buy clothes for all the family? 
Ata ______ _ 

7 Where can you leave your car? 
At a ...... ___ _ 

8 Where can you speak to a local politician? 
In the _ _____ _ 

-
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b Complete the puzzle. Can you find the hidden word? 

l 

2 

13 

• t 

5 
; . 

I l 
i 

!7 
' ~ 

18 l 

19 I 
10 

111 

3 PRONUNCIATION consonant groups 

.~~: Listen and repeat the sentences. 

I It's the cheapest place to live. 

2 It's the highest mountain in the world. 

3 He's the healthiest person in the family. 

4 It's the prettiest town in the country. 

5 It's the most difficult language to learn. 

6 It's the most polluted city in the area. 

7 They're the most attractive couple I know. 

8 She's the most intelligent person in the class. 

4 LISTENING 
a .~,k:{.~;m: Listen to a radio interview with a travel writer. 

What is his book called? __________ _ 

b ~~ Listen again. Complete the sentences. 

1 Uluru is the music in the world. 

2 It's feet long. 

3 The world's highest waterfall is in 
4 The t;1lk~~• huilding in the world ii> _____ feet high. 

5 The world's oldest city began in BC. 

6 The world's longest train track goes from ____ _ 
to Vladivostok. 

7 The shortest runway in the world is _____ feet long. 

5 READING 
a Read the text and write T (true) or F (false). 

1 Ulm Munster is the world's biggest church. 

2 You can sometimes see the mountains from 
the top of the church. 

3 Ulm Munster was the city's first church. 

4 Construction of the church took over 500 years. _ 

5 The church opens every day at 8 o'clock. 

6 It's very expensive to visit Ulm Munster. 

b Guess the meaning of the highlighted words. 
Check in your dictionary. 

LIMIT 
THE THE 

SKY'S •' .. : . ...... ;c .. ;. 

lf: Ulm Milnster in Germany is the tallest church in the world. 
The tallest part of the church is the steeple, 'i'fhlch is 
52S feet hig}l and contains 768 steps. From the top ............ ,,. 
()f the cnur<;t1. there is a ¥iew of the. city.' and on a·ctear day }ii;f:=:! 

' . ,~-;-...... 
-~~~~ ~ ~' .. :·:·:·:·:~:·:.·-. - - . . - :·:-:-:-:-:-:: ·;:;::::: ' 

Uefore the Munster was bliflt. Ulm already had :l1 churtriJ:;::t =W ... 
·. Out.side the city wal{s. 1-k>Wever. the inhabitants oj the . . · :{ :; 
city decfded tMt they wanted a new cburch in th~ town · W .1~ 
center. and they agreed to pay f<>r the bUJldlng. ... ¥ :~: 

~· ..... · ··'·'· 
Construction of the church began lo 1377, butt~ btiilding':· · :~f B 
wasn't completed. uottl May 31, 1890 .. Attil'St, the w°* ... -. t: ::r 
was difficult because tbe heaviest part$ fell down ~~? :iJ t~ 
th~ bUj(ders had to repair them. Then constniction'ii:fi:i=' ,t· }ij 

. . ' . . .......... .•. . .. 
stoppoo from 1543 to 1917 for potltical reaso11s. · ·= =···=, if ll~ 

Tod9y, touri.sts tan visit the church eve!Y.day of the 
year. tn the winter. the church ts Qpen from 9 a,m. · 
to 4'45 p,m. and the churchfs open in ~he summer!1 
months from 8 a.m, to 7'.45 p.IJl, Admission to mi! 
the church is free, but the price Qf dimb!ng the.; .. f 
steeple ts el for adults and €2 for children. · ::1~~;~;~f 

.·.-.: ...... , ....... ·.·········=·=·~=-·.~.fill~~~~ 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 

Learn these words and phrases. 

accidents ';' :, S,•'c' ); · 

fun ,;, 

region :-.d :>-'·" 
;1ltuus1 ·,; ni•" .. ,t 

popular nt ;;· ~:"1" 

wide (opposite narrow) \\,.,J 

below (opposite above) !· .. :< :·" 
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1 GRAMMAR be going to (plans), 
future time expressions 

a Order the words to make sentences. 

1 are/ there /you / get/ to / How / going 
_..H~o~\~vwar~e~y~ou~awoai~U(Ji+-<><to4B~e~ttwher""'-"e _______ ~? 

2 to/ isn't / He/ a / going/ stay / in /hotel 

3 show/ to /They're/ city /going/ the /me 

4 good / going/ time/ have/ We're/ to / a 

5 is / home / to / she / going / When / go 

6 not/ sights/ going/ I'm/ see/ the/ to 

b Complete the sentences. Use the correct form of BOinB to. 

l Are theygoirJ.8 to leave by train? (they/ leave) 

2 We------ ----our friends the city. (show) 
3 They nice meals in expensive 

restaurants. (have) 
4 with a friend? (you/ stay) 
5 They the museum. (not visit) 

6 --------------- the sights? (they/ see) 
7 He a lot of people. (meet) 
8 She on vacation this year. (not go) 

c Complete the dialogue. Use the correct form of BOinB to. 

A. So, where 1 areyvugoina to go (go) on vacation? 
& 12

,.. • (travel) around the US for a few weeks. 

A :Reall)t? Wnere ~. (stay)? 

; ~ WeH, tffi~ yt19rJ ~ (not/sleep) in hotels. 
····· ln$te8d)m going to CouchSurf. 

:A CouchSurf? What a sreat ideals ______ (travel) 

: :· alori~? 
ia- :Y¢S. l e1m. My best friend 6 

_____ (drive) to San Diego 

j With some (rlen~s. Tney 1 (spend) all day 

~ c:ih the beach, and they 8 ~-----(dance) all night. 
i,. I.don't like that kind of vacation. 19 

__ (meet) a 

:·: .... m.9M1~~j?.r;qple and see a lot of new places. 
;;~;i:;;W.ij~;~~o . ? {visit) 

8 . ·:;;i;&ifli~@®~~~then North Carolina, South Carolina. and 

:::·;::·;· Georgf~~iiy=q~~~1;1rfing hosts 11 (show) 
;::::~:·:·~:~~:g~Mt~~'(i~·: (have) a great time! 
:':·:·~······ ... •.• .... ' . .' , . .. ... •.•.•.• '· . 

To travel hopefully is a better thing than to arrive. 

2 VOCABULARY vacations 

a Write the expressions in the correct column. 

bael< heme by train a good time on vacation 
the sights in a hotel nice meals 
somebody around your town with a friend 

GO back home 

HAVE 

SEE 

SHOW 

STAY 

b Complete the text with the verbs from a. 

Mdria 1$. rt4fly h4ppy beaiuse e,he's 9oin9 to 1 go on 

vaa1tion tomorrow. Sfres 9omg to ~;.;..------.... - ......... --
with her t.()Uslns in ~µeJ'J()s Aires. They'rt 9oln9 to -.::~· 
~ her around tht city, and she-~ r~ 

:~::: 
9oin9 to ~ dll the sights. They'rt I 
going to s a lot ~f nitt mt41s 
together. Shes going to 6 .. ·.. O'{ pldnt, 
and shes going to 1 ....... in f;uenos 

Airt$ for a we~, The s~d weetc, Maria and her wfJSlm 
4rt goin9to trcwel t:o. the ~ast. Thty'rt going to 

· :·:-.: ""'·:·· .. · .. ~Q.,~·~(~nd tbe:(ce gotll'9::!~ · ·· 
9 

· a·g~~~Wine. Mctrtcls go,,{~:'.tq· 
•;•;·~·~·=~:;~:::;:;;;:::~:;:~:~:~:i..-1 •.·. .•.··i._ ~· D:.-,-, A ; ·~~_fl'•'•'•'•·· i,. • 

10_. :.::;::::::~·;""'.. • vq~.,to · v.iJtnos rv'rt$ ~~r.~:~r1e_ 

:·: got$. home. ::;.:_.,;.: ... ;::.:,;:j~)·l!\_l.~l.ll,;:j.'..·l.::.'~.::.·.· .. ·.. . ..... . . . ;:;: :·· :·: ... , ........ ·.·.·.··.·.··_ .. :_::;·;·;·:.· .. : -.•: . ···;~:i:~:~:~:~:1:~:~:~~~;:. :::~ -
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3 PRONUNCIATION sentence stress 

a ~~· Listen and underline the stressed words. 

How are you going to get there? 

2 Where are you going co stay? 

3 We're going to stay for a week. 

4 I'm going to see the sights. 

5 We aren't going to go by car. 

6 I'm not going to stay in a hotel. 

~-'.Lt .. )~ Listen again and repeat the sentences. 
CQpy the ~thm. 

4 LISTENING 
a ~~~~· Listen to four speakers talking about 

their first experience CouchSur fing. How many 
people did n.Q! enjoy the experience? __ _ 

b ~-l~.:~~ Listen again and match the speakers 
to the sentences A-D. 

Speaker I D Speaker 3 D 
Speaker 2 D Speaker 4 D 

Since 1972, backpackers have enjoyed the freedom to 

I 
explore 30 European countries thanks to the lnterRail pass. 
Here, lnterRail travelers say why they love lnterRail so much. 

. Angela Bowman, (23, the US) 

. 
: Amsterdam - Hamburg - Berlin - Warsaw - Krakow - Prague 
! - Vienna - Budapest - Zagreb - Split - Mostar - Sarajevo -

[_~_:~grade 
I love lnterRail because you can go where you want, when 

~ you want! When we started our trip, we had an idea of 
~ where we wanted to go, but as we traveled, we got new ideas. 
~ Changing our plans was easy - you can stay an extra night 

i~i 

or two if you like a place, and if you don't like it, you can go 
somewhere else. The lnterRail pass gives you real freedom. 

~ 
~ ! Amsterdam Bonn - Stuttgart - Salzburg - Ljubljana - Split - ! 

I I 
A CouchSurfing gave me the chance to make friends. 

B CouchSurfing helped me with my work. 

~scara - Ban - Corfu - lgou_~~-~~!sa - Patras - Athens _j ~ 

One of the best things about lnterRail is that you get cheaper, •" f>. 
C My host was also my tour guide to the city. 

D My second experience CouchSurfing was better 
than the first. 

5 READING ~'. 

a Read the text. Answer the questions with A (Angela), 1~ 
J (Jay). S (Sofia), or T (Tomo). .~ 

D~ 
D 

l Which person made new friends while traveling? 

2 Who spent very little on accomodations? 

3 Who used his or her Inter Rail pass on another 
form of transportation? 

4 Who was traveling abroad for the first time? 

S Which person found it easy to make new plans 
while traveling? 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases. 

couch • 

roommate 

., 

D 
ot 
D 

~· 

or even free travel on ferries as well as trains. l traveled to Split ~ 
m Croatia and then took the ferry to Pescara in Italy. Then I ~ 
traveled by lnterRail to the south of Italy and then took the ~ 

-:: 
ferry to the Greek island of Corfu. It was fantastic! You also get ·~ 

discounts on hotels, tourist attractions, and a lot more. 

Sofia Valenzuela (26, Mexico) 

· Paris - Versailles - Epernay - Blois - Angers - Lyons -
, Chamonix - Nice - Monaco - Ventimiglia -· Pisa - Florence -

l_~erugia .-: Assisi - Rome_:_~~-le_s __ 

In six weeks, I met so many new, interesting people and 
made friends from all over the world. It's a cheap way to 

~ ~ 
travel too, especially if you take the night trains - I saved 1 

a lot of money on accomodations this way. I really want to ~ 
go InterRailing again! 

Torno Nagasaki (21, Japan) 
~:~~ . . . ... :· ····-.::-.:-::······ ............ . 
~·m~~~~~:=:=!:«« Ro~e.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1 Innsbruck - Venice - Sienna - Lucca - Pisa - Florence -

Cannes - Monaco Nice - Figueras - Rosas - Barcelona -
Paris - Antwerp 

- -- - --

:=!. 
~ 

I .. •: 
ahosc ti 0 .t " .. This was the first time I'd left Japan, and I loved it. Inter Rail ~ 
create a profile !-.. 1 ,·;i ~ ·1~1 ·.'uiad 

recommend (things to do) 1.;k..i'uic.nd. 

Have a good trip! :.,:-, :: ~· ,.J 'tnf" 

It's free. ilts fri 
Things didn't work out. 

is safe and easy for first-time travelers. I got an InterRail J 
Global Pass so I could take as many trains as I wmtt:cl. I 
saw many amazing places, and learned a lot about Europe's ·~ 

~- .. ~:::::::,:~~:~;:'it'~:::::::J 
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Love cannot save you from your own fate. 

Jim Morrison, singer with The Doors 

l GRAMMAR be going to {predictions) 

a Look at the pictures. Write sentences using these verbs and be aoina to. 

1 Ihey'regQi!!& to eat a pizza. 2 VOCABULARY verb phrases 
2 some money. 

3 a newspaper. Complete the phrases with verbs from the box. 

4 a coffee. 
he become fall get (x3) fteve meet move travel 

5 to music. 

6 a book. 1 _k_lucky 

7 a photo. 2 somebody new 

3 to a different country 8 his passport. 
4 __ married 

b Write a letter in the box: A= plan, B =prediction. 5 a lot of money 
I I'm going to buy some stamps. L1l 6 in love 
2 It's going to be cold tomorrow. 0 7 famous 
3 Jim's going to study tonight. D 8 anew job 
4 Our team is going to lose this game. 0 9 hal!.e ________ a surprise 

5 There's going to be a storm later. D 10 to a new house 
6 I think that restaurant 's going to close. 0 
7 They're going to buy a new TV. 0 
8 I'm going to book a flight online. 0 

-
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3 PRONUNCIATION the letters oo 
a Look at the pairs of words. Check.,/ the pairs with the 

same sound and put an~ on the pairs that are different . 

l choose school ./ 

2 book soon ~ 

3 food moon 

4 good cook 

5 took spoon 

6 look too 

b ~Listen and check. Then listen and repeat. 

4 READING 
a Read the text. Match the headings to the paragraphs. 

1 Give me your hand 3 How do you like your tea? 

2 Let's play cards 4 What's inside the ball? 

b Read the text again and write T (true) or F (false). 

1 The easiest way to read tarot cards is to use 
four cards. 

2 An image of a nurse means bad health. 

3 A strong heart line means you're going to find love. 

4 A shape of a bird means bad luck. 

c Guess the meaning of the hig~J~.gh~ed words. Check in 
your dictionary. 

5 LISTENING 

-

a ~-~"'j) Listen to Pete and Amy's conversation 
about the psychic Uri Geller. Was his trick 

b 

with the spoons real? 

~-; ...... }t'. Listen again and write T (true) or 
F{talse). 

1 A lot of people watched Uri Geller in the past. 

2 Pete and A my see a video of the trick. 

3 Amy doesn't believe the trick at first. 

4 Uri doesn't use a normal spoon. 

5 Uri doesn't speak during the trick. 

6 Today, Uri doesn't appear in public. 

~;;;_p~~-~, 

'f ~kt ~et "~~ 
·;: In tasseography, the fortune-teller uses tea leaves to ~ 
;:: predict the future. You drink a cup of tea and leave 
·l a small amount in the bottom of the cup. Then you 
,j;. move the tea around the cup three times, cover it with r 
l a saucer, and turn it upside dQWn:. The fortune-teller ~ 
" looks at the shape the tea leaves make For example, 

a bird means that you're going to have good news. .Xf 

~n crystallomancy, the fortune-teller uses a glass ·::}: 
ball. She places the ball on the table between you and 
her, and looks into it for a long period of time. At 
first, the ball looks dull and cloudy, but then it clears 
and images start to appear. The fortune-teller uses 
these pictures to predict your future. For example, 
a nurse means that you're going to be sick. 

c 

.:~' .. ... 

:: =·~,·ii 
In tarot reading, the fortune-teller uses a special pack -~ 
of tarot cards to predict the future. There are 78 cards 
in the pack, and there are different ways of using .J 
them. The quickest is to lay three cards on the table .~ 
from left to right. The cards represent the past, the ( 
present, and the future. The fortune-teller turns ovher ~ 
the cards and says what they mean. For example, t e # 
:n means that you're going to become famous. l 
Chiromancy is also called palmistry and it's when !,'.~ 
the fortune-teller studies the lines on the palm. of ·~. 
your hand to predict your future. There are four ::·: 
major lines on the hand: the life line, the head line, ·:=: 
the heart line, and the health line. For example, · \: 
a st~ong heart line means that you're going to find ~ 
the right partner and be happy in your life. ·::J 

{:;,::··:· ....... ······:."":·\···· .. ~~···~·.·.-.·;~~::..·.·~:·;;.::._;;)~ 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases. 

soon "ll'' 
be lucky h1 hf..1· 

Comein! k\rr, :.: 

get married " 1~ · •.fill 

move to another country '11 .. '. tu ;.c• ,,1;)1 ~- \'l: "' 
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You can fall in love at first sight with a place as with a person. 

1 GRAMMAR adverbs (manners and modifiers) 

a Complete the sentences with an adverb. 

1 The French cook perfect meals. 

They cook perfectlJi . 
2 The Americans are careful drivers. 

They drive 
3 The British are very polite. 

They speak very ____ _ 

4 The Brazilians are good at soccer. 
They play soccer ___ _ 

S The Japanese are very hard workers. 
They work very _____ _ 

6 The Canadians eat healthy food. 
They eat _____ _ 

7 The Argentinians are beautiful performers. 
They perform ___ _ 

b ~the correct word. 

1 My brother dresses casual/~. 
2 Shoji cooks real f really well. 
3 It's easy f easily to ride a bike. 
4 They walked quick / quickly to the 

train station. 
S He's very quiet/ quietly. He never 

says anything! 
6 Elena's pizzas are incredible / 

incredibly. 
7 My French is very bad /badly. 
8 Can you speak more slow / slowly? 
9 Mark speaks English good / well. 

10 She eats unhealthily / unhealthy. 
11 They have real/ really stressful jobs. 

2 VOCABULARY common adverbs 

Make adverbs from the adjectives and complete the sentences. 

eareful good easy hard healthy incredible perfect quiet 

In the ideal city ... 
1 ... car drivers drive carefully 
2 ... workers work 
3 . .. familieseat _ _____ _ 

4 ... people speak foreign languages-------
5 ... you can travel around-------
6 ... peopletalk ______ _ 
7 ... everybody treats tourists ______ _ 

8 ... everything is - ------cheap. 

3 PRONUNCIATION word stress 

a !,lgderline the stressed syllable in che adverbs. Which three adverbs 
are nQt stressed on the first syllable? 

- --· ., 

1 beau!tiifullly 4 dan1geJrous!ly 7 per!fectjly 

2 carejfully 5 faJshiojna!bly 8 poilite:ty 

3 caisu·a~ly 6 in;cre di:bty 9 un!hea~thi:ly 

b ~i'.~~ Listen and check. Then listen and repeat the adverbs. 

-
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4 READING 
a Read the text. Match the headings A-D to 

the paragraphs. 

A The Mexican wav oflife , 
B Feeling at home abroad 

C My first impressions 

D Not what l expected 

First-i~pressi~~ 
of Mexico City·-~ r 

,, ; 
..................................................... __ I 

Christina Hornick, from the US. came to Mexico 
for the first time three years ago. She now lives in 
Mexico City where she is a teacher. 
l _ _____ _ 

You always remember your first impressions of 
a new country. When I first came to Mexico City, 
I didn't know much about Mexico at all. I didn't 
know anything about the cultil~; I didn't think 
the food was very different from American food, 
and I expected the weather to be similar to North 
Carolina in the US-maybe even warmer! But 
when I got there, I discovered how wrong I was. 
2 ______ _ 

It was summer, and it was warm, but not 
hot. In fact. the temperature was about 70 
degrees Fahrenheit. My first impression was 
that Mexico City was more beautiful than I 
expected. I spent a lot of time looking at the 
incredible ah:hitectu;re, The city was so colorful l 
and had a wonderful at.IJlQSphere. I saw pink, 
yellow, and red houses. The trees were colorful 
too with pink and purple flowers. 

3 ·---------
Mexican people are very friendly. A lot of 
Mexicans can speak a little English, and some 
speak it very well. I speak Spanish pretty well, 
but when I make a mistake, my Mexican friends 
don't mind. Mexican people are very Msp~tabl~ 
and they love to socialize -get together, eat, 
sing and play music. At parties. there is often 
a lot of delicious, homemade food to eat. And 
there is often very loud music which makes it 
hard to hear people! 
4 _ _____ _ 

Mexico is a great place to live. It has everything
friendly people, great public transportation, and 
uelkious food. In Mexico City. the summers are 1 

warm, and the winters are cool. It's great weather I 
for long walks in the nearby canyons. Mexico ~ 
has mountains, lakes. beaches, and rivers. It has J 
many beautiful cities and a fascinating culture. I 
still love the US, but Mexico feels like home now. 

. ·-·-··-~'··~·--- -

b Complete the sentences with words in the box. 

atmosphere 
hospitality 

culture 
architecture 

socializing fascinating 
expect 

------------------------··-··----
Before she went to Mexico City, Christina didn't know much 
about Mexican-------

2 She didn't the city co be so beautiful. 

3 She was very impressed by the in Mexico City. 

4 She liked the colors and the wonderful of 
the city. 

5 The of the Mexican people is warm and 
welcoming. 

6 Mexican people like with their friends 
and family. 

7 Christina finds the Mexican culture ______ _ 

c Guess the meaning of the highlighted words. Check with 
your dictionary. 

5 LISTENING 
~~.~~: Listen to two people talking about where they 
live. Answer the questions. 

Speaker 1 Toronto, Canada 
1 Where don't people usually go 

on the weekends? 

2 How do people normally dress 
during the week? 

3 Why is Toronto's nickname 
"Hollywood North?" 

Speaker 2 Reykjavik, Iceland 
4 When do people go to 

swimming pools and hot tubs? 
5 What are there very few of in 

the Icelandic countryside? 

6 How many people are there ... ? 
in Reykjavik 
in the second-biggest city 

7 What kind of things do 
Icelandic people make? 

USEfUL WORDS AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases. 

a foreigner '1 .n:1"'r. 

myth .;;.;q 

subtitles · ,\:,t:J11J; 

incredible H• k;;;.J.~t::. 

incredibly wk:· .d:Jb!i 

dress (well) · 'r• • 

astrongaccent '.:111_1 '.Lb,:1;t 

first impressions .:,~·:·l ..... , !!': .. :1~1·: 

get dark . ::~ : :fo: h 

in general ·, ,, ,! ;;.11,):·.~L 

lock (your) doors · :o}: d~;-z: 
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4 LISTENING 

a ~~ Listen to a TV host interviewing three 
people about things they want to do with their lives. 
What are their ambitions? 

I Dave 

2 Carolina 

3 Eddie 

b . ~lf~ Listen again and write T (true) or F (false). 

1 Dave bad a bicycle when he was younger. 

2 Dave isn't a father. 

3 Carolina is planning to visit Canada with her sister. 

4 Carolina enjoys flying. 

5 Eddie has tickets to see his favorite band in concert. 

6 Kings of Leon isn't touring this year. 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 

Learn these words and phrases. 

ambitions ''.t:rn'!nJnz: 

recipes rr.,.~p17,' 

preferably :·pn:bi .)hli' 

serious · ~!ri:--,, 

translate !rn:nsbt, 

be yourself · ;-,, \ ;1.-\•ff· 

bite your nails 'h<::: y.•r ·nc;l;

(see a hand) live !,>t\ 

stay awake ''u .~\Y·.~•1'' 

5 READING 

a Read the text. Answer the questions with J (Julio), 
K (Kimberley), Y (Yusuke), or G (Greg). 

Things I want to do 
Julio, 25, Brazil 

I'd love to be in Times Square in New York City at 
midnight on New Year's Eve! And I'd like it to be 
snowing, too - that's more romantic. People say that 
the atmospllere there is amazing. I think it would be 
a great experience. 

Kimberl , 31, Canada 

I want to visit the Amazon rainforest. It's such 
a unique and fascinating place, and I'm really 
interested in the wildl1fe that lives there. I'd like to 

do a trek and go camping there for three weeks or 
so. I've seen a lot of movies about explorers, and 
now I'd like to do something really exciting myself. 

Yusuke, 26, Ja an 

What I want to do is go on a road trip across Europe 
with my two best friends. I've been to the US and 
Canada, but I've never been to Europe. I want to see 
all the famous tourist sites like the Eiffel Tower, 
Big Ben, and the Leaning Tower of Pisa. I read about 
them in books when I was a chi ld - it would be a 
dream come true for me to see them in real life. 

Greg, 34, the US 

It's not very original, but I'd like to drive a really 
expensive sports car up the coast of California with 
my wife next to me in the passenger seat. However, 
right now I own a Toyota Corolla, so I may have to 
wait a few years before I can achieve my dream! 

t3:i:i==:::z:;: ........ _. ......... ,. .·: ...... . , •• ·:· •••• il"'lt ... ~.-~·-=mi~ 

1 Which person became interested in his or her 
dream when he or she was very young? 

2 Who wants to be part of a traditional celebration? 

3 Who needs to buy something before he or she can 
acbieve his or her dream? 

4 Which person would like some adventure? 

D 
D 

D 
D 

b Guess the meaning of the ;highlighted words. Check 
the meaning and pronunciation in your dictionary. 
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1 GRAMMAR articles 

a 

b 

Correct the mistake in each answer (B). 

1 A Where are the children? B They're at the schoo 
2 A What do you do? B I'm engineer. 
3 A Where's the juice? B In a refrigerator. 
4 A What's that? B AID card. 
5 A How often do you go? B Twice the week. 

6 A What animals do you like? B I like the dogs. 
7 A How did you travel? 8 By a train. 
8 A Where did you gee that? B On Internet. 

Complete the text with the, a / an, or-. 

M ost people think that 1 _JbL_ Internet is a 

good thing. At 3 work, employees 

can use it to search for ' ___ _ 

information and to send and receive• __ _ 

emails. At 5 home, ' people 

can use it for entertainment. You can watch 

___ music videos, Listen to 8 music, 

' or, play 9 Latest computer games online. 

It is also useful for 10 shopping, and you 

don't have to go to 11 ___ bank if you have 
12 ___ online banking service. However, 

there are some dangers because there is 13 __ _ 

problem with security. 1• ___ computer virus 

can break your computer and 1• computer 

hackers can steal your identity. 

I had a life once ... now I have a computer. 

2 VOCABULARY The Internet 

Unscramble the words to complete the sentences. 

All our hotel rooms have wi-fi (IW-IF) access. 

2 It's cheaper to (PKSEY) than to 
make a phone call. 

3 Do you ever shop (NONELI)? 
4 You only need your username and your password to 

(GOLNI). 

5 Do you want to------ (DLWODNAO) 
this file? 

6 r sometimes forget to include the------
(TATHCANEMT) in my emails. 

7 I need to (RASHEC ROF) some 
information before I write my report. 

8 You can (OGLEGO) the name of 
the restaurant to find out the address. 

9 They're going to _______ (POLUDA) their 
vacation pictures tonight. 

3 PRONUNCIATION word stress 

a !.!llderline the stressed syllable in these words. 

I email network website 
2 address online results 

3 document Internet username 
4 attachment computer directions 

b ·~it_~ Listen and check. Then listen and 
repeat the words. 

-
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4 READING 
a Read the article. When did the World Wide Web begin? 

b Read the article again and number the events in the order 
they happened. 

0 Tim Berners-Lce developed a new computer language. 

0 Americans opened an agency to develop new technology. 

0 They put the new language on the Internet. 

OJ The Russians sent a satellite into space. 
0 The World Wide Web made the Internet available to all 

computer users. 

0 The network changed its name to the Internet. 

0 The agency developed a network to connect computers. 
0 Berners-Lee and a colleague used the new language to write 

a new program. 

5 LISTENING 
a 1~·!.~~:U- Listen to four speakers talking about how 

b 

they use the Internet. Match speakers 1-4 to the thing they 
do most often. 

Speaker 0 uses a social network. 

Speaker D plays games. 
Speaker D does a job. 

Speaker D talks to family and friends. 
'':I» . ~ ,..·. Listen again and match the speakers to the 

sentences A-0. 

Speaker 1 D 
Speaker2 D 

Speaker 3 D 
Speaker4 D 

A This person often puts photos on the Internet. 

B This person likes his/ her job. 
C This person uses the Internet to relax. 
D This person saves money because of the Internet. 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases. 

advice . _ 

both 'c • 

password (".: · '· 'r~• 
username .'1 ... 1n-
book (tickets/ hotels) •:,11-'. 

lose weight 1,, ... 
make transfers "c'tl • •«t·::-..»,. 

onlineshopping u:l!'-"I .:npin 
payhill~ .·. ~.ii 

··ro find out when the World Wide Web began, 
we first need to look at the Internet. The 

origins of the Internet go back to the space race 
of the 1950s. After the Russians sent the satellite 
Sputnik into space, Americans wanted to develop 

. . .their ow~. technology further, so they set up ARPA · · · · 
.. :- the Advanced Research Projects Agency. Thfs . 
:agency found a way of connecting computers, ":·;: 
which they called ARPANET. In 1974, they ch!'l~ged 
its name to the internetwork or Jnternet for short: 

In 1980, a scientist at CERN, tfte European .: 
Organization for Nuclear Research, wrote a'. · 
computer program so that he and his colleagues ·: 
could share their research, The scientist's name .. 
was Tim Berners-lee, and his software was called .. :: · 
ENQUIRE, At first, only scientists at CERN could · 
use the program, whkh contained a new c.ompt.tter ·· : . " 
language called hypertext. Then, in 1991, he and 
a c:olleague wrote a more advanced version of thE! 

·"::: program which made hypertext avail~ble over the 
· Internet. This was the beginning of the World Wide 
Web, as we know it. Th~ first website and web 

: : server was info.cern.ch. Today. there are more : ': :,·: ' 

than 227 million websites cantaini11g over .· ... 
65 billion web pages. 

Over two billion people now use the Internet, 
which is nearly a third of the world's population. ·: 

I lllollllt 

,: . /' / .· ... ·: . :· :::: .. ·:::::.%··::.i:(:::::::: ... · .. '. // "' . • ··1 ..... :.f.o:.-.;. '»'.···:-·:·-.··· .·· ' ~ 
.~· . ~ ~ .. ·:: .. ;f.::: . : . : :.:·: "· ;.y . . .. 
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l VOCABULARY Public 
transportation 

Complete the paragraphs. 

I You can get a taxi or a 1 call at a taxi 
2 s . People usually give 
the driver a 3 t ___ _ 

2 Before you get a plane, you have to 
•ch __ in online or at the airport. 
Then you go through security to the 
s d__ _ .. area. Finally, you 
go to your 6 _ ____ _ 

3 You get a subway at a subway 7 st. ____ _ 
First, you get a 8 t , and then 
you find the right 9 pl. _____ _ 

4 You get a 10 b at a station 
or a stop. You can buy a ticket in advance 
or sometimes you can pay 
the 11 dr _____ _ 

2 GETTING TO THE AIRPORT 
Complete the conversations with a sentence in 
the box. 

Can I pay by credit card? 
Cootd-yottt:eU me a text, please? 
Could I have a ticket to O'Hare Airport, please? 
How much is it? And could I have a receipt? 
Now, please. One-way, please. 
Coach, please. To Union Station. 

·· l A ~~J;Q1d.J..)w.rn/l.1ne a taxi, pleas('? :: B Yes, of course Where to? 

. A • .,.;."'""'"'"······ - - - -t ... 8),f:ld·'l!'hen would you like 1t for? 
:: 

2 A:·~· .. ... . ~· ......... . 
C That's $18.50, please. 
A Make it $20.) ----
C Ye~. ~f course. Thank you very much. sir. 

::3 A6_ .. •· :; : 

0 On~ay or round· trip? 

A 1 -·····-··-·· .•.• · .... o Coach or first class? 
,._~ 

D That's $18.SO. 

A.. ~---· : : ... ..;..:..;..;"'-'-"'--~:· ... 
" Yes,t.)f~r;turse. 

3 SOCIAL ENGLISH 
Match the words to make phrases. 

1 I can't 0 a to accept. 

2 Thank you D b good trip. 

3 I'd love D c in Rio de Janeiro. 

4 l'mso 

5 Havea 

6 See you 

4 READING 

0 d somuch. 

0 e belie•eit! 
D f happy. 

a Read the text about O'Hare International Airport. 

O'Hare International Airport 

[±] O'Hare International Airport 1s the second:busiesttmemaii&iafalii>Oii~ 
in the us. and more than 32 million pas~ers pass thrOugh itevefY.·: 
year Below you can find different ways-0f getting to tl'le alfP(>ft :·:-: .... . - - . .... . .... . 

BY CAR 

If you're planning to drive to O'Hare Airport; }iou need to take tntel'State t-190 and 
turn off on Bessie Coleman Dnve. The airport iS 19 miles from ~own Chicago 
and cakes about 35 minutes during quiet times. :.::. . . • . . . . . . . . . • . 
BY BIKE 

Ride your bike to O'Hare Airport's Parking lot E. You can leaw yoorbil<e in a soeaat 
bike parking area in this parkmg lot. Then take the AirnOct Transit SyStem (ATS) to 
the terminal buildings. · : : ;:~:, 
BY TRAIN 

Chicago Transit Authority's Blue Line runs e~ry ten rilUW~. {t ta~atx>utan ::: 
hour to go from Forest Park to O'Hare Airport A one.way ~t cost$ $2:25. ::'::::!·~·;:~ 
Students and senior citizens can ride tor a reduced price. .,: =·! 

BY BUS 

Several different bus companies around Chicago operate seMCesto-01Hatt! ::::::;:;: 
Airport These buses run 24 hours a day and drop you offin front ofthetermi~l :·::· 
buildings. The price for a one way ticket can be as tow as Justa few dollars. :::::'.":'. .. . .... 
BY TAXI 

There are more than 15 dltterent taxi companies to call fur a fide to O'Hare~ 
The cost of a taxi from downtown Chicago to me aifp-Ort fS about $45, and the trip·: 
takes about 30 to 45 mmures depending on traffic. ·~......... ·": 

0 I I.:~·: ::•::;:;;:-·:·;·.·=·=:~:;:;:::::::::::::::::::;:;~;~;:;:.~:; ..... :· 

b How did the following people get to O'Hare Airport? 

I Diego made a phone call. 

2 Vanessa paid $2.25. 

3 Samantha went from Forest Park. 

4 Pete went on the Jntcr:state. 

5 Yoshi cxcrci!>cd. 

By ___ t..,ax""1L· __ _ 

By ____ _ 

By _____ _ 

BY -----
By ---------

c Underline five words or phrases you don't know. Use your dictionary 
tu look up their meaning and pronunciation. -
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1 GRAMMAR present perfect 

a Write the sentences with contractions. 

I have not read The Pillars of the Earth. 
I haven't read The Pillars of the Earth. 

2 James has not seen this movie before. 

3 They have gone to the movie theater tonight. 

4 She has cried at a lot of movies. 

5 I have bought all the Harry Potter movies. 

6 They have not taken any photos. 

7 He has interviewed a famous actor. 

8 We have not appeared in a movie. 

b Write sentences with the present perfect. 

1 she / read / The Help 
She's read The Help 

2 we / not see / this show 
We haven't seen this show 

3 my parents / fall asleep 

4 Adam / appear / in a movie 

5 I f not speak to an actor 

6 you / break/ the camera 

7 Dawn / not cry / at a movie 

8 we / not forget / the tickets 

c Complete the dialogue. 

·. A :{,..,Ba~19ou ~ard (you I hear) of John le Carre? 

::ii~::~;:,,~~1il~'.~ks 3 (read) some of ~~~~~or::d) 
i:i:i:i:lt. .l 4 · ··~·:::::::::::::::::·:· :·:· .(read) The Constant Gardener 
·:··:· ..... .... ~;m::~r:;;-95 reatl 
. ., ... :::!:OOW~::::::.... g . 
.... ;.;:~;:;:;t,:•>:•:•::::::::::·'° · · · · (you / see) the movie? 
······-~············ ... ·.•,•,•,•,•, 

Films should have a beginning, a middle, and an end 
- but not necessarily in that order. 

B No, but my brother~--·--·---- (see) it. He 
loves John le Carre. 

A 7 (he I read) Tinker; Tailor; Soldier; Spy? 
.e YQS, and he e =::;::· (see) the movie. 

·:·~::· ··~. 

2 VOCABULARY irregular past participles 

a Write the simple past forms and past participles of 
these irregular verbs in the chart. 

-~ ·-' 
tnfinitive .: . :~ Simple past Past participle •.. . · . 

1 be was f were been 

2 break 
-

3 do 

4 eat 

5 fall 

6 forget 
I -

7 go 

8 leave ! 
' 

9 sing 

10 speak 

11 take 

12 wear 

b Use past participles from the chart in a to complete 
the sentences. 

I Have you ever ~Uf1B karaoke? 

2 We've never the movie theater 
before the end of a movie. 

3 My sister has never octopus before. 

4 Has your brother ever your 
birthday? 

5 Have you ever glasses? 

6 I've never my leg. 

7 My friend hasn't the homework. 
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3 PRONUNCIATION sentence stress 
a .. ~· Listen and underline the stressed words. 

b &.~~ Listen again and repeat the sentences. 
".cQpy the rll.xthm. 

4 READING 

a Read the article about a movie adaptation of a book. 
Did fans prefer the ending in the book or the movie? 

At the end of the book1 Anna wins her case so that in 
the future she tan make her own decisions about her 
body. Unfortunately, the same day as she wins the 
case, she is in her lawyer's car when they have a serious 
accident. Anna is brain-dead after the crash, and the 
lawyer gives the doctors permission to use Anna's 
kidney. So in the end, Anna dies and Kate lives. 

At the end of the movie, before they know the result 
of the court case, Kate and Anna's brother, Jesse, 
tells the family that Kate doesn't want to have any 
more operations. Kate dies and then Anna's lawyer 
visits the house to tell Anna she has won the case. 
So, in the movie Kate dies and Anna lives. 

A website asked the people who 
have read the book and seen the movie 
to vote on the two different endings. 
770/o said that they hated the new 
ending while 13% said they preferred 
1t to the ending in the book. Ten percent 
said that they enjoyed both the book 
and the movie and that the ending 
made no difference to them. 

b Read the article again and choose a, b, or c. 

1 Jodi Picoult is ... 
a alawyer. 

b a writer. 
c a doctor. 

2 Anna's parents had Anna because ... 

a they wanted another child. 

b they wanted to save their daughter. 
c they wanted another girl. 

3 ... dies at the end of the book. 

a The healthy sister 
b The sister who was sick 

c The brother 

4 ... dies at the end of the movie. 

a The healthy sister 
b The sister who was sick 
c The brother 

S ... of the people who voted didn't think the ending was important. 

a 77% 
b 133 
c 103 

5 LISTENING 
a 

b 

~~ Listen to a radio program. Who wrote the 
·tWObOoks? 

~~ Listen again. Write T (true) or F (false). 

1 Great Expectations was made in 1956. £.. 
2 The movie critic is going to talk about two movies. 

3 Great Expectations is a black and white movie. 
4 The main character in Great Expectations is a girl. 

S The movie is more frightening than the book. 

6 The host has read the book The En8lish Patient. 
7 The author of The EnBlish Patient isn't American. 
8 The main character in The EnBlish Patient had a car crash. 

9 The critic says that the best thing about the movie is the 
love story. 

10 Both the book and the movie have won important prizes. 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases. 

blood h \J 
appear ;,'pir 

atleast ·:i\ 'list: 

fall asleep 1.:1 , .!1p. 

How about ... ? i:w Jbaor· 

Order pizza ;' •,~.If rut,~~: 

-
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I want to go somewhere I have never been, and I'd like to go there with you. 

From The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy by Douglas Adams, British writer 

1 GRAMMAR present perfect or simple past? 

a Complete the dialogues with the correct form of the verbs 
in parentheses. 

1 A. - HAY~ )(PU b~en (you I be) on vacation recently? 

B \tes, we have. We ···-··------------- (go) to the beach in July. 

Z A When - (your brother I buy) his motorcyle? 

B .last w~el<. My parents (pay) for it. 

'3 ::A ......... :-:..,.,.,.. ........... ~-- (you I meet) your sister's new roommate? 

B ·Y<:!s,t :::·:· ..... -. (meet) her at a party last month. 

4 ). "-'-.. "·-----_:_'.~~:_:=:~, :~--~ .. _ (you I be) to New York? 

l! Yes; l ,:;::·:·:-. · (go) there last year. 
·.· . ?· .... 

S A --~ .. -- .. ·_::: _ (your parents I ever I give) you an expensive present? 

.. : $ Yes, 1. ...... - .......... ----- (get} a car for my last birthday. 
... 

~. ·A ·why_-: ___ -: __ -~~ (he I send) his wife some flowers yesterday? 

:· B' aecl'lvse he (forget) their anniversary. 

b Complete the sentences with Bone or been. 

l Has Clare gone home? She isn't at her desk. 

2 Have you ever to Disneyland? 

3 My sister isn't here because she's for a walk. 

4 My neighbors are away because they've on vacation. 

5 You look tan. Have you to the beach? 

6 It's late so the children have _ to bed. 

7 The refrigerator is full because we've shopping. 

8 Have you ever to an Indian restaurant? 

9 My best friend has never abroad. 

IO Jane's parents are out. They've to the supermarket. 

2 PRONUNCIATION irregular past participles 

a ~the word with a different vowel sound. 

1 12 '3 E 4 5 6 I . ~·· l I i:°"A.":l ,, 

Q~ 
.\ 

!J: .. _, ~ i 
·-~f;;~ :· : :;::~:~j I; 11 I ! .. :.. ....... ' .-..~~t L- -·~-~I \ ... ~.;_ . . ~-· \:::::::.; ! 

fish saw \ egg up train phone : ' -
given walk i left come taken broken . 

I 

written call I heard done made known I 
seen ball i said drunk read lost 

I driven last I sent got paid spoken 
! ___, 

b ;.~~'.tll. Listen and check. Then listen and repeat the words. 

-

3 VOCABULARY more irregular 
past participles 

a Write the simple past forms and past 
participles of these irregular verbs in 
the chart. 

---·-
Infinitive Simple past Past partidpl~ 

1 buy bou8ht bouBht 

2 drink 

3 find 

4 give 

5 have 

6 hear 

7 know I 
8 lose 

9 make 

10 meet 
-·~·····-

11 pay 

12 send 
-

13 spend 

14 think 

--

··-· ·--·----
15 win 

b Complete the sentences with past 
participles from the chart in a. 

1 I'm going to be late. I've lost the car 
keys. 

2 Have you ever long hair? 

3 Debbie and Fernando have a 
new house. 

4 Kenji can't go out because he's __ _ 
all his money . 

5 My parents have never ____ of 
Maroon 5. 

6 You've ___ a lot of mistakes. 

7 She's some money in the street. 

8 He's a lot of water today 
because it's so hot. 
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4 READING 

a Read the email. Check U) the places Jessica has been to. 

_ _____ Arizona 

------California 

·-----Colorado 
______ New Mexico 
________ Oklahoma 

______ Texas 

From Jessica 
· To: Brianna 

Subject Hi from the US Southwest! 
~----------

Dear Brianna, 

Thanks for your email telling me all the news from home. I'm 
glad everyone is well and that you're not missing me too much! 

:-: 

We're more than half way through our trip around the US ;: 
Southwest, and we're having a great time. We've stayed in f 
four states so far, and now we're in Colorado. We spent three :: 

;> 
days in San Diego, California where we walked on the 3-mile ;:: 
long Mission Beach Boardwalk along the ocean. From San :: 
Diego, we drove to Las Vegas, Nevada where we spent two ~: 
days seeing the sights. We even saw a show by Cirque du . 

;. 
Soleil-an amazing live music, performing, and circus show-in 
one of Las Vegas's many theaters. Our next stop was Phoenix, 
Arizona, which we found too hot-it was over 100 degrees ;: 
Fahrenheit during the day. The best part of our visit was the ~· ,. 
Musical Instrument Museum, which has musical instruments ,: 

' :::· 
from all over the wor1d. From Phoenix we drove to Santa Fe, , •· 
New Mexico, where we decided to relax and enjoy a spa. i r 
The weather was hot in Santa Fe, but not as hot as Phoenix! ;;: 
We wanted to stay longer, but it was time for us to drive to :; 
Colorado. And now here we are in Denver. Denver is a beautiful ;: ;: 
place with a lot of tall, modern buidlings. We've been to the ~ 

Denver Zoo today, but unfortunately, it rained-just our luck. 

We have one more day in Denver, and then we're going to 
drive to Tulsa. We haven't been to Oklahoma or Texas yet, 
so we're looking forward to the last part of our trip. 

·:· I'll write again when we get to Austin. Until then, take care 
·< and give my love to Mom and Dad. 

Love, 

i 
•. ~:· 

. t~ 
1;~, 

;j I Joanna j: 
::_'":7-'•·!W"";<.>X@~::'.:0::7-"""'''''''"~'"'""'"....-.::::'.;'.~:;·A.'1~:•.'°.~W;;.=.~~~~=-~.,_.,;._,·~;,..;:;J: 

b Read the email again. Where did Jessica . . . ? 

I see performers ________ _ 
2 visit a museum ________ _ 

3 have a relaxing time---------
4 take a long walk _______ _ 

5 see animals ______ _ 

5 LISTENING 
a .~f;t~~ Listen to four speakers talking about 

different places they have been to. Where did 
they go? When? 

Where? When? 
Speaker I 
Speaker 2 
Speaker 3 
Speaker 4 

b .t!i[~j~. Listen again. Who . . . ? 

l did an extreme sport 
2 was in a dangerous situation 

3 took part in a local celebration 

4 wasn't on vacation 

Speaker 0 
Speaker 0 
Speaker 0 
Speaker CJ 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 
Learn these words and phrases. 

recently ;t>r.t!! 

romantic ·rec 111:tnlri-.· 

Let's forget it. ·: c:c- iz.r't1ft ;: 

TV series :n \: <,;!··;,: 

win (a cup or medal) · . ., ··•.' 

-
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. ·:-·· 

1 GRAMMAR review 

a Correct the mistakes in the second sentence. 

1 Those are her children. They is very young. 
They are very young 

2 Jim lives in the city center. Your apartment is big. 

3 I went shopping yesterday. I bought a shirt new. 

4 That's Sophie. She's the sister of Ryan. 

5 We love the summer. We go on vacation on August. 

6 Tanya is going to lose her job. She always is late. 

7 I don't like karaoke. I can't to sing. 

8 My brother is late. I'm waiting for he. 

9 We're doing the housework. We don't mind clean. 

10 Our yard is small. There aren't some plants. 

11 The hotel was full. There was a lot of guests. 

-

12 They're very healthy. They don't eat many sugar. 

13 I'm 21. I'm more older than you. 

14 I don't like crocodiles. They're the more dangerous animals. 

15 Hannah likes languages. She speaks Chinese good. 

16 My sister has a good job. She's engineer. 

b Look at the time expressions and complete the sentences 
with the correct form of the verbs. Use the simple present, 
present continuous, simple past, present perfect, or 
be8oin8 to. 

1 We never have pizza for dinner. (have) 

2 Caitlin the dog for a walk twice a day. (take) 
3 you yourfriendslastweekend?(see) 
4 They tomor.-ow because Jack is sick. (not come) 
5 ------- you ever ---------- to South America? (be) 
6 ____ your son to drive next year? (learn) 
7 We meat every day. (not eat) 
8 We _____ a movie next Saturday. (see) 

One Ring to rule them all, One Ring to find them, 
One Ring to bring them all and in the darkness bind them. 
From The Fellowship of the Ring by J. R. R. Tolkien, British author 

9 you ever a famous person? (meet) 
J 0 Last night my husband dinner. (cook) 

11 I think it tonight. (rain) 
12 What time you usually ____ to bed 

on the weekend? (go) 
13 My brother ____ soccer right now. (play) 
14 We to work yesterday. (not walk) 
15 What ____ yourdaughter today?(do) 
16 I never that book, but I'd like to. 

(read) 

2 VOCABULARY review: word groups 

a ~the word that is different. 

1 Canada cI2> 
2 Iran Vietnam 

3 tall expensive 

4 lawyer teacher 

5 aunt daughter 

6 spring cloudy 

7 fireplace cupboard 

8 mushroom strawberries 

9 pharmacy department store 

b Continue the series. 

1 one, two, three, fQur , 
2 ten, twenty, 

3 Monday, Tuesday, 

4 first, second, 

5 morning, afternoon, 

6 once, twice, 

7 summer, fall, 

8 June, July, 
9 second, minute, 

10 day, week, 

Turkey 

Asia 

dark 

shower 

niece 

snowy 

sofa 

onion 

bridge 

China 

Mexico 

slim 

waiter 

brother 

windy 

kitchen 

peas 

shopping mall 

c Complete the phrases with verbs. 

I listen to music 6 t ___ photos 

2 d homework 7 h a noise 
3 s __________ hello 8 g dressed 

4 t a shower 9 h two children 

5 g shopping 10 u .. __ ..... a<.:omput~r 
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3 PRONUNCIATION review: 
sounds 

a @the word with a different sound. 

[ r."11 rich dirty big 

fish , ----- ! . 
I 2 bread peas meat 

tree 

I re 3 safe black fat 

' cat 

cl,r 4 dark day far 

car 

a 5 money model doctor 

clock 
-
- J 6 mall more met 

saw 

}J 
( •t.~ 7 cook food good 

bull 

u· 
who do 8 go - . 

boot 
>--·-

~JO! 9 tired thirsty nurse 

bird 
i 

--
E 
( 

10 eat healthy breakfast ·~ .. 
: ··\..-! 

egg 

! 
e1 jn paid steak said 

train I 

-· 
ar 12 buy nice ring 

bike 

b q~i\1'.n: Listen and check. 
.- . . . ~ _.. 

c Underline the stressed syllable. 

I hospital 7 Italian 

2 ex pensive 8 August 
1 magazine 9 diffi cult 

4 headphones 10 mu sician 

5 ad mini stra tor 11 garage 

6 engineer 12 bananas 

d ;~ Listen and check. 

! 
' 

4 READING 
Read the article and answer the questions. 

~...?Xot;!·····-=·=:-:- .•. • .... '.'·'.·":·.·~-·I I . • ... ;-....-.*)-Jx -;. 

T
HE MOVIES in The Lord of the Rings trilogy have had a big impact on 

· New Zealand. The country has become "Middle Earth" to many of the 
people who have seen the movies. This comes as no surprise to the 

movie director Peter Jackson, who is in fact a New Zealander. He chose 
his home country because he knew that the variety of different landscapes 
made New Zealand the best place to shoot the movies. 

' Jackson and his team looked over the whole country for the most beautiful 
and most appropriate areas. The rolling hills of Matamata became Hobbiton, 
the village where Bilbo Baggins lives, and the volcanic region of Mount 
Ruapehu transformed into the fiery Mount Doom, where Sauron first 
made the fling. In total, the team used 150 different locations all over · M··~;·.·.·:~·z 

··'·'·:i:!"v. New Zealand, and they spent 274 days filming. <:M~~=~J.;: .. ... 
Thirty of tti k>cations Jackson used are national parks or conservation ·,A#W:=: :::··:.:.'.. "······.t.•: ... ·.·--.. ·.· . 
sites, so he neilded to get special permission to film here. fn some cas~ '".;::::~?~ · ·:~=::'.:::::;,: 
a special tee~ up the protected plants and took them to special ~;&t~~1t .. :.:./:i:i:~;~;~~:i:~ 
nurseries, whei'&i~:~ until filming finished. Then the team t~ ~~·;:~!{ii:U@1@1l 
back to the park and~ them again. In Queenstown, ~if used ·.::;;:;:;:~:;:;:;:};:;:;;::::: 

.. _ ........ ·.·.~s - • . ,..;,i •. :-··:·:-:-:.: ..... ·;·:·:·:·:·:·:·:········:·:·:.: 

enormous red rugs to prot~tthe plants m the battle ~;l;ecause there .::::·::: ::;:;:;:f. . 110 'ij •••••. ' .. - ••••• ''·"" , ........... ·,·,······ were up to , O people on set·evetY:day,.. ·::..; · ·"" · · · ···. ::::::::-:;:;:;:;:;:;:; . .... . ... , .. ,. 
The Lord of the Rings movie$ !:lave been so p(>pular ttl~t the tourist indUstrr =:;·~;~·: · · ! .;!:{!.!.: .. 
in New Zealand has grown dramatically. Today, tour companies offer .:::·:. · -~·:·:: ... ::t:)i~(:·: 
a wide range of tours to differentlocatlons of the movie, · " · · ·,··":ff) 
including Hobbiton, Mount Doom. and Edoras. ~~:~)~f. 

•·· ••.. ·.=:·:::-.. : . :-:·.· •. ·.~:·.=.=::::::;::: ::~~~~~~~~~~:; 

1 Who directed The Lord of the Rinas movies? 

2 Where is the director from? 
3 Why did he choose New Zealand? 
4 Which area did they use to create Mount Doorn? 

5 How many different locations did they use in total? 
6 What was the problem with some of the locations? 

7 How did they solve the problem? 
8 Which locations from the movies can tourists visit today? 

5 LISTENING 
~~' Listen to an advertisement for a day trip and complete 
the notes. 

. L~rd of the fl.ln9s fAiorasJQur 

Departure time lhrtst(.hJJrffl-----2.aJ11 

fZttum time. lhnstchur~h_?~ 

.. Transportation. by J 

Lunch luxury 5 ___ _ 

Pru~e 

.. Adults .. '~$. ____ ...... . 
OeMination f.llount ~ (6doras) C.h1ldrt11.. 1_$ __ 

-
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······· V:. 

"· 

1 Al)) 

Nick Hello. 
Sophie Hi, Nick. 
Nick Hi. Sophie. 
Sophie Nick, what's Sara.h's phone number? 
Nick Um ... it's 917-555-6542. 
Sophie Thank you! 
2 
Receptionist OK ... your class on Tuesday is 

with Paul, and it's in room two. Your class on 
Thursday is with Kate, and it's in room five. 

Student OK, so Thursday is in room three, 
and Tuesday in room five? 

Receptionist No it'~ Tuesday in room two, 
and Thursday in room five. 

3 
Liz A cheese sandwid1 and a coffee, please. 
Barista That's five dollars and twenty cents, 

please. Thank you. 
Liz Thank you. 
Barista Have a nice day! 

1 B>)) 
A Arc you Ru~sian? 
B No, I'm Turkish. I'm from Istanbul. 

2 A Where arc you from? 
8 We're American. We're from California. 

We're on vacation in South America. 
3 A Where's he from? Is he Spai=h? 

8 No, he isn't. He's from Muico. He's from 
Cancun. 

4 A Mm mm, delicious.hit French? 
8 No, it isn't. It's Italian. 

l Cl)) 
R =Receptionist, E =Erik 
R Good morning. Can I help you? 
E Oh, yes. Hello. I have a reservation. 
R OK. What's your name> 
E Erik. 
R Is that Eric with a C? 
E No, it's wirh a K. E-R-1-K. 

-

R OK. And how do you spell your last name? 
E T-A-Y-L-0-R 
R Can you repeat that please? 
E Yes,ofcoursc. Sorry. T-A-Y-L-0-R. 
R Thanh. Now JUSt a few questions, Mr. Taylor. 

Where arc you from? 
E I'm from Florida in the United Stares. 
R Where in Florida? 
E Miami 
R Miami OK And what's your address? 
E h's 15AtkinsonRoad 
R What'~yourzipcode? 
E Sorry? 
R The zip code You know, a number? 
E Ah, yes. Ir's 33156 
R 33156. Great. What's your email address? 
I! It's cr1kuylor(lllma11.com. 
R And whar's your phoot> 01101ber? 
E My phone numher in Miami is 305-rhat's the 

code for l'lorida - SS 'i ~f>92. 
R 305-555-'\()92. 

E Yes, that's right. And my cell phone number is 
305-555-5701. 

R 305-555-5701. OK, thanks Mr. Taylor Herc's 
your keycard. You're in room 503 on the third 
floor. Enjoy your stay. 

E Thank you very much. 

2 A>)) 
Speaker 1 My bag is very important to me 

because I have my laptop in it! I also have some 
files and a pen. Um, I have my cell phone, 
my wallet, and my keys in my pocket, and I 
sometimes have a newspaper in my bag. 

Speaker 2 Well, in my bag I have, uh, my books 
for the day, um, some pens and pencils to write 
with, and a file with lots of paper. Oh, and I 
have my iPod and my headphones too, so I can 
listen to music. 

Speaker 3 What's in my bag? Well, yeah, I 
have my sunglasses and my camera. And I 
have a guidebook wirh a map. Oh, and I have 
a Spanish-English dictionary, too, co help me 
understand the people. 

Speaker 4 I have a different bag every day, 
sometimes it's red, sometimes it's whire, it 
depends. But I always have the same things: some 
tissues, um, the keys to my desk, uh, my wallet of 
course, and, uh, sometimes a magazine to read. 

2 B>)) 
1 He's a Hollywood scar, but he isn't American 

He's very tall and slim. He's about 54 or SS, I 
think, but he's still very attractive. He has short 
brown hair and brown eyes. He's an actor. 

2 She's young and she isn't very tall. She's 
usually slim, but it depends. Her hair is really 
brown, but ir's blond in her music videos. She's 
American and she's a singer. 

3 This actor isn't very tall, but he's very stro11g. 
He has short dark hair and dark eyes. He's 
American and I think he's 70 years old. 

4 She's about 54 or 55 now and she's very tall and 
slim. She has blond hair, sometimes long and 
sometimes short, and green eyes. She's a British 
actress and she's in some of the Harry Potter 
movies. 

5 He'saBritishsingCTand musician. He's about62 
or 63 now, l think. He's really slim. He has shore 
blond hair, and blue eyes. He is also an acror. 

2 C>)) 
A l'mbored. 
B Me,roo. 
A I know! Let's watch a DVD 
B Goodidea. 
A We can watch the new Barman movie. 
B OK. 
A Turn on the TV. OK, now ... where's the movie? 

2 A I'm hungry. 
B Arcyuu? 
A Yes. I am. Is the restaurant open? 
B No, it isn't. !e's only five o'clock. 
A Oh. 
B Let's call reception. We can ask for some 

sandwiches. 
A Great idea! Give me the phone. 

3 A l'mhor. 
B Turn on the air conditioning, then. 
A It's already on. 
B ls it? OK, then let's open the windows. 
A Are we there yet? 
8 Yes, we are. Don't worry. It's only another 

4miles. 
4 B I'm nor hungry. 

A Whynot? 
B I'm stressed. l have a lot of problems at work. 
A Relax! It's the weekend. Let's go for a long 

walk and you can tell me all about it. 
8 Great. 
A Finish your salad and we can go. 
8 OK. Let's pay the bill. 

5 A I'm tired. 
8 I know. It's very late. 
A What time is our plane? 
8 At I 1:15 p.m. That's another hour to wait. 
A Anhour! 
8 Yes. Come on. Let's have a coffee. It might 

wake us up. 

3 A>)) 
Hannah I like the parks in Brirain, especially 

Hyde Park in London. The parks are clean and 
some are really big, and it's great to go for a 
walk and sec so many trees and plants in the 
middle of a city. There is always something 
interesting to see or do, too. Sometimes there 
are festivals where you can hear music or 
watch a movie. But I can also relax, and read a 
newspaper on a Sunday morning. 

But, I don't like the food here- it's very 
expensive, and I can't find good Korean food! 

Lina In Britain, I chink that people are very 
friendly and polite. At work, it's relaxed, and 
my colleagues always help me when I have a 
question or a problem. I also really like the 
buildings in Britain; the old buildings are very 
beautiful. 
What don't I like abour Britain? There are a lot 

of people and there's a lot of traffic, especially 
in London. It's difficult to relax. 

Julianna Whar I really like about Britain is that 
it's really ea.<y to meet people from all over the 
world . It's very inremarional, and I think rhat 
most people are friendly to people from other 
countries. I also really like eating food from 
different parts of the world- in Britain you can 
try food from every country! 
I think it's difficult to make friends in Britain. 

People like to help and are very politl', but it can 
take a long time to become friends with British 
people. 

3 B>)) 
H = Host, J =James. M =Maria, F= Frank 
H Good evening and welcome to What's Your Job? 

And our te.im torught is Mana. who's a law~ ... 
M Good evening. 
H ... and frank, who's an actor. 
F Good evening. 
H And our first guest tonight is ... 
J James. 
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H Hello. Jame~. OK team, you have one minute to 
ask Jame; questions about his job, starting now. 
Let's have your first question. 

M James, do you mile things? 
J No. No, I don't. 
F James, do you have a college degree? 
J Yes, I do. 
M Do you speak any foreign languages? 
J No, I don't need any foreign languages. 
F Do you wear a uniform? 
J Well, it's nor really a uniform, but l wear a 

white coat, yes. 
M Do you travel? 
} Uh, I don't goto different countries, but I dnve 

to people's houses sometimes. 
F Do you earn a lot of money? 
J Do I earn a lot of money? Well, I think the 

money is very good, yes. 
H You only have rime for one more question, team. 
M Do you work with other people? 
J Well, I work with one other person, but my job 

isn't really about people ... 
H Time is up. OK, team. So, what's James's job? 

3 C>)) 
J =Jessica, M =Max 
J Hi Are you Max? 
M Yes. Are you Jessica? 
J Yes.lam. 
M Nice to meet you. Well, lee's go in and sir down. 

Do you like sushi? 
J Yes. I love Japanese food. It's my favorite. 
M Good. So, Jessica, what do you do? 
J I'm a flight attendant. 
M Really? That's incredible? 
J Why? 
M Because I'm a pilot! 
J Oh! You're right. That is incredible! Which 

airline do you work for? 
M United. And you? 
J Jet Blue. I love my job. 
M Me too. Whatdoyoudoontheweekends,Jess1ca? 
J I meet my friends. We go co the movies or co a 

restaurant. How about you? 
M I like che movies, too. What kind of movies do 

you like? 
J I like comedies more than anyching. 
M Me too. Who's your favorite accor? 
J Johnny Depp. I love him! 
M Yes, he's good, isn't he? Do you live near the 

movie theater? 
J Yes, there's a movie theater near my house. 
M When do you go there? 
J I go on Saturday evenings. 
M Let's go together nexc Saturday. 
J Oi... What do you want to see? 

4 A>)) 
A= Angie, J =Jessie 
A Who's that? 
J That's my nephew. 
A Is that your sister's son or your brother's son? 
J My brother's. 
A How old is your nephew? He looks young. 
J He's 13. The photo is from his birthday last week. 
A Let'& see the next one. Is that your family, too? 
J Yes, it is. That's my sister. 
A Wow! She's really tall. 
J Yes, she plar ha.,kethall. She'> ~ery guuJ. 
A That'~ 3 l>eaunful beach. Where il> it? 
J It's a beach in California -I can't rt'mcmbf-r tht' 

name I love 1t there! 
A Is this California, coo? 
J No, it isn't. It's a music festival in Canad.i. 

A Are those girls in your family? 
J No, they aren't. They're friends from college. 
A Who's the blond one? 
J That's Rosie. We live in the same apartment. 
A Who's the boy? 
J He's Rosie's friend. I don't like him very 

much, but she doesn't see him often. 
A Are there any more? 
J Yes. Look at this one. 
A You look great! And who'sthatsittingnext to you? 
J He's my friend, Pete. It's the office party 

from last year. 
A He's good-looking. Does he work with you? 
J Well, sort of...He's the manager! 

4 8 >)) 
I= Interviewer, M =Mark 
I What do you do, Mark? 
M I'm a taxi driver. 
I Do you work at night or during the day? 
M I work at night. 
I What time do you start work? 
M At about seven o'clock in the evening. I stop 

for a break at about two o'clock and I have 
something to eat. 
What do you have? 

M A hamburger or a pina and a soda. I'm really 
hungry at that time. 

I What time do you finish work, Marie? 
M l go home at about six o'clock m the morning 

and I go to bed immediately I sleep for about 
eight hours and then I get up and have breakfast. 
What do you do in the afternoon? 

M I go to the gym for an hour or so, and then l take 
a shower. After that, I watch TV or check my 
emails until I have dinner. 
What time is that? 

M At six o'clock. Then I get into my car and stare 
work again. 

I Do you like your job? 
M Yes, llove it. 
I Thank you for your time, Mark. 
M You'rewelcome. 

4 C l)) 
H = Host, M =Marge, 
R =Robbie, D =Dr. Atkins 
H Hello, and welcome to Who's Healthy? Today we 

have Marge Wil~on and her son, Robbie, with 
us. Marge, do you think you're healthy? 

M Um, yes. !think so. 
H And what about you, Robbie? Are you healthy? 
R Of course? 
H Well, I'm going co ask you some questions and 

we're going co find our Who's h11althy? First of 
alt, Marge. How old are you, Marge? 

M l'm48. 
H OK. So, how often do you eat fast food, Marge? 
M Never. I don't like it. 
H OK. And how often do you have breakfast? 
M I always have breakfast. I have a cup of tea and 

some cereal. 
H Good. And how often do you do exercise? 
M I go to the gym three times a week. 
H OK, and how many hours do you usually sleep? 
M Well, I get up early, and I always go to bed early, 

too. I usually sleep for about eight hours. 
H Thar's great, Marge. And now it's Robbie's 

tun\. Robbie, how old ue youf 
R fwency. 
H And how often do you eat fut food? 
R Well, I love pizza and hamburgers. and l 

sometimes have French fries, so yeah, I eat fast 
food about five ti mes a week. 

H What about breakfast? How often do you have 
breakfast? 

R I don't have rime because I always get up late, 
so ... I hardly ever have breakfast. 

H OK, and how often do you exercise? 
R Oh, I do a lot of exercise. I play soccer four 

times a week. 
H Good. That's better. And how many hours do 

you usually sleep? 
R I'm not sure. I go to bed late because I'm on my 

computer, so I guess I sleep for about six hours. 
H OK. Thank you, Robbie. And now it's time ro 

see what the doctor thinks. Dr. Atkins, Who's 
healthy? Marge? Robbie? Or both of them? 

D Well, Marge always has breufast and she never 
eats fast food. She often exercises and she gets a 
lot of sleep. So, Marge, you're right. You're very 
healthy! 

H And what about Robbie? 
D Well, Robbie exercises four times a week, 

but he often eats fast food and he never has 
breakfast. He doesn't sleep enough either. So 
Robbie, you're wrong. You aren't very healthy. 

H So, there you have it everyone. A healthy mom 
and an unhealthy son! And that's all we have 
time for today. Join us again oomorrow at the 
same time for Who's healthy? 

5 A l)) 
A Let's go to the swimming pool on the weekend .. 
B OK. Can we go on Saturday? I'm busy on 

Sunday. 
A Yes, but I always play tennis in the morning. 

Let's go in the afternoon. 
B OK. See you there. 

2 A I want to have lunch in this restaurant. Can I 
park here? 

B No, sir, you can't. 
A What about outside the movie theater? 
B No parking spaces there. A lot of people 

leave their cars outside the hospital. You can 
park there. 

A Thanks. 
3 A Can you help me with my homework? 

B Not now, sorry. 
A Can you help me after lunch? 
B No l 'm busy. 
A When can you help me? 
B After dinner. I don't have any plans ronight. 

4 A Let's wme a postcard to Chris. Do you have 
a pen? 

B Yes. Here you are. 
A What about a stamp? 
B We can buy a stamp in the store. 
A OK. Do you know her address? 
B No. Do you? 
A No, I don't! 

5 A OK. Let's go in. 
B Sorry. We can't. 
A Why not? Is your boss here? 
B No, I can't hear him. Bue it isn't that. It's the 

door! 
A Oh, now I understand. You can't open it. 
B No! I don't know where my keys are! 

5 B>)) 
Speaker 1 They both work, so ic starts when 

they leave home in the morning. I don't know 
bow many they have three, four, f1ve hur 
the) make a terrible noise. They take them our 
for a walk in rhe evening. so it's nice and quiet 
then, but they ~ornetimes go our at nighc and 
che nois" starts again. I don'c know why people 
have animals wh"n they're never at home. 

-
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Speaker 2 It's really bad. They do it every Friday 
and Saturday night. The music starts at about 
eight o'clock and then we hear the cars. They 
park oursidc my house and soon rhe street is 
full of ca rs. The problem is that rhey don't stay 
in the house-they go out in the yard to dance, 
too. They don't leave until about six in the 
morning, so we don't sleep all night. 

Speaker 3 They're really nice people, actually. 
He's a lawyer and she's a doctor. The problem 
is what they do in their free time. They both 
finish work early, so they're borne by five o'clock. 
We can't watch TV or listen to our own music 
because we can't hear it. They play the piano 
and violin all evening. It's so noisy! 

Speaker -4 I'm so tired right now. Every time I go 
to sleep, he starts ... I know my neighbors love 
their son, and he's only three months old, but I 
wish be wouldn't wake up all the time. I thought 
babies sleep and eat all the time. He's changed my 
neighbors' lives, and he's changed mine, too! 

5 Cl)) 
Tour 1: Butchart Gardens 
These gardens were planted in 190'4 by Jennie 
Butchan. Walk around the gardens or take a boat 
ride to see the beautiful flowers. You can also 
listen to bands play many different types of music. 
Tour 2: Emily Carr House 
This is the home of famous Canadian writer and 
arrist, Emily Carr. Take a tour of the house and 
sec Emily's paintings and other beautiful works 
of art. Listen to stories about the artist's life in the 
bte 1800's. 
Tour 3: Beacon Hill Park 
The park is the biggest in Victoria. It's a very nice 
place to visit with your family. It has a zoo where 
children can touch animals aod a lot of places to 
play sports like tennis and soccer. 
Tour 4: The Victoria Bug Zoo 
This zoo only has two rooms. It's small because it 
only has insects! Walk around with a tour guide 
and see how very small insects like ants live! 
Tour 5: The University ofVlctoria 
The university was built in 1902. Famous students 
include artists and politicians. The library has over 
2 million books. 
Tour 6: Hatley Castle 
This castle is a beautiful old building with an 
interesting history. The casde is now part of a 
college. It's also famous because it's Professor 
Xavier's school in rhe X-Men movies. 
Tour 7: The Empress Hotel 
This hotel is near the water and has ,.77 rooms,,. 
restaurants, and an indoor swimming pool. It is 
famous for its afternoon tea service. 
Tour 8: Art Gallery of Greater Victoria 
This gallery has many paintings and drawings by 
Canadian artists It also ha.~ a lot of important art 
like a Chine~e bell from 16-41. 

6 Al)) 
H =Holly, B =Beth, E a Emily 
H Hello, Emily. It's Holly. 
B lt il>n't Emily It's Beth. I'm Emily's sister. 
H Oh. Hello. Um, is Emily there? 
B No, I'm sorry. She's taking the dog for a walk. 
H Oh. Well Can you give her a message? 
B Ye<. of ronr~I' 
H Can you tf'll her my bag t~ m her c.1r and J need it? 
B Oh. Your bag OK. Does she have your number? 
H I don't know. 

B OK. Wait a minute. J need a pen. OK. What's 
your number? 

H It's 606-555--4923. 
B Thar's 606-555--4923. 
H Yes, that's right. 
B Wait a minute, Holly. Don't go, I think Emily is 

opening the door. Emily? It's for you. 
E What? Oh, the phone. Hello? 
H Hi, Emily. It's Holly. 
E Oh, bi, Holly. How are you? 
H I'm fme. List.en. My bag's in your car. 
E lsit? 
H Yes. And my keys are in the bag, and !can't 

open the door of my apartment. My cell 
phone's in my bag too, so l'm calling from the 
apart.meat next door. Can you give me my bag? 

E Ob, right. Yes. Yes, of course. 
H Let's meet in the cafe near my house. 
E OK. 
H Thanks, Emily. 
E No problem. See you in a minute. 
H Bye. 

6 Bl)) 
Speaker 1 My favotite day of the year is New 

Year's Day. I always feel positive when I wake 
up, and I love staying in bed for an hour or so, 
thinking about my plans for the next year. I like 
knowing that I can forget the disasters of the 
year before and just stare again. 

Speaker 2 I love waking up on the first day of 
my summer vacation. It's wonderful going 
somewhere new and you don't know anything 
about it. I don't like packing, though, so I always 
get my bags ready the night before. Then I can 
enjoy every second of my trip. 

Speaker 3 My birthday is in the fall, which is 
probably why I love this suson.1 try to go to a 
park or the countryside at lease once a week in 
the fall to see the beautiful colors of the crces. Bw: 
I bate it when it rains and the leaves get wet and 
slippery! 

Speaker 4 I hate being inside in the winter, 
especially when it gets dark at four o'clock, so 
I'm always waiting for spring to come. I love 
seeing the new spring flowers on one of those 
typical spring days, when it's cold but sunny. I 
love photography, and I often go out and cake 
pictures of trees and flowers. 

6 C>)) 
A What kind of music do you like, Raul? 
B I don't know. I like all kinds, really. 
A Well, do you like heavy music? 
B Ob, no! That's too loud for me. 
A What about ska? 
B No. ska's too slow. 
A Well, what di:! you like? 
B I usually listen to folk, so that's probably my 

favorite. 
2 A Do you have a favorite CD? 

B Yes. Yes, I do. I always listen to it in the car. 
A Which group is it by? 
B Well, it's not really by a group. It's sung by 

actors. 
A Oh. ls it from a movie? 
B Yes. Ir's the soundtrack from Mam11U1 Mia' I 

love it! 
A Isn't rhar ahout ARRA? 
B Yes and no .. .lt's a musical, with the songs 

hy ARRA, hut the actors in the movie sing 
them. 

A lsee ... 

3 A How do you usually listen to music, Wendy? 
B Well, I don't listen to the radio, that's one 

thing for sure. I want to hear music. not the 
voices of the announcers. 

A What about CDs? 
B Well, I have a lot of those, but they're in a 

box in the garage somewhere. I usually listen 
to music on my laptop. I have a good Internet 
connection at home and at work, and I can 
listen to whar I want. 

4 A Do you want to go to a concert with me next 
month? 

B OK. Who's playing? I hope it isn't Justin 
Bieber. You know I don't lilce him. 

A No, don't worry. This singer is nothing like 
him. Anyway, it's a woman. 

B Rihanna! Great! I'd love to come. 
A No, sorry, it isn't Rihanna. lt's Beyonce. 
B Ob. Right. Beyonce. OK. How much are the 

tickets? 
S A What do you think of this song, John? 

B I don't know. It's very different from her 
other songs. 

A I love it! It's really new and original. 
B Yes, but it's slow, and it isn't easy.to dance ro. 
A So you don'tlike it? 
B No, it's OK. But I prefer her other songs. 

7 A >)) 
H " Host, T" Tom 
H Hello, and welcome to what is a very special 

show, because we're going to find our the 
results of our poll. Tom Brewer from the 
Discovery Channel is here to tell us who the 
greatest American of all time is. Hello, Tom. 

T Hi,there. 
H So, let's look at the Top 5, Tom. 
T All right. Well, number 5 on the list is, in fact, 

Ben Franklin. 
H OK. I'm not surprised. 
T I'm not either. Did you know that he was 

the owner of a newspaper, The Pennsylvania 
Gazette, at the age of22? Or that he was an 
expert swimmer? 

H No, I didn't know that! Very interesting! But 
whoisnumber-4? 

T WeU,nwnber'4isGeorgeWashington. 
H Ah, yes ... George Washington. Tell us 

something about him. 
T Well, he was born in Virginia on February 22, 

1732. He was the first president of the US. He 
died in 1779 attheageof67. 

H OK. Who's next? 
T Number 3 on the list is Martin Luther King, Jr. 
H Yes, be was an amazing person. 
T That's right. So let me tell you about him. He 

was born on January I Sch, 1929 in Atlanta, 
Georgia. He was famous because be was one 
of the leaders of the US civil rights movement 
He was killed on April '4th, 1968. He was only 
39 years old. 

H Yes, that was tragic. So, Number 2? 
T Number 2 is Abraham Lincoln, the 12th 

president of the US. 
H Really? Tell us about him. 
T Well, be was born on February 12th in 1809. 

He was president during the American Civil 
War, and he was killed on April I 5th, 1865. He 
wasn't very old when he died, only 56. 

H OK ... and now for the moment we've been 
waiting for. Who is the greatest American of all 
time? Who is at the top of the list? 
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T Well, I'll give you a due. h's a man ... he was 
born on February 6th, 1911 and died in 2004, 
He was an actor and a US president! 

H l knew it! It's Ronald Reagan! 
T Thar's right. Ronald Reagan is the greatest 

American of all time. Americans voted for 
Reagan because jobs were good and salaries 
were high when he was president. 

H Tom Brewer, thank you so much for joining us. 
T My pleasure. 

7 B>)) 
Speaker 1 l had a bad trip one vacation when I 

wanted to visit my family back home in Chicago. 
About twenty minutes after leaving the airport, 
there was a problem with our plane. We returned 
to the airport again and waited five hours for 
another plane. Finally, I arrived in Chicago 
eight hours later than I planned. 

Speaker 2 We tried to go on vacation to Toronto 
one year, but it was a disaster. We started our 
trip late and stopped for lunch in a town on the 
way. When we were on the road after lunch, 
our car started making a strange noise and 
finally, it stopped altogether. The car ended up 
in a garage, and we called a taxi to take us home 
again. 

Speaker 3 My bad trip happened when I was in 
college. I wanted to go home for the weekend, 
so I was on a train. The trip was very long -
about seven hours-and I was almost home. We 
~topped at the last station before mine, bur then 
we didn't start again. The train was broken. In the 
end, my dad picked me up in bis car. 

Speaker 4 I had a bad experience with a bus 
company once. I booked a ticket from the Port 
Authority Bus Terminal in New York City to 
Newark Airport, but there were a lot of people 
at the bus station when 1 arrived, and it was 
impossible to get on the bus. In the end, I traveled 
to the airport with a businessman in a taxi. He 
didn't ask me for any money, which was nice. 

7 C>)) 
I= Interviewer, M =Melissa 
I Can you tell us about a memorable night, Melissa? 
M Well, let me see. There are a 10t of them, 

ac1ually. But yes, there was one particular night 
this year that was memorable. 
When was it? 

M It was February 14th. 
I Valentine's Day? 
M Yes. That's why I remember the date. It was 

Valentine's Day, but 1 didn't have a friend at 
the rime. In fact, I was with two friends. 
Where were you? 

MI was in Miami. There was a concert that night 
by my favorite singer, Drake, so I traveled to 

Miami to see it. 
When did you arrive in Miami? 

M The night before the concert. 
I So, what did you do before the concert? 
M We had a coffee at an interesting coffee shop near 

the beach. Then we tried to find the concert. We 
didn't know exactly where the theater was, so we 
drove around for a very long time. In the end, we 
got there five minutes before the concert started. 
Was the concert good? 

M Yes, it was fantastic. Drake sang all our 
favorite songs, and we performed and sang for 
about two hours. 
Did you go home after the concert? 

M No, we didn't go home right away. We didn't 
have dinner before it ~-rarte<l, so we were hungry. 

We went to a fast-food restaurant and had a 
hamburger. It was delicious! After that, we 
drove home. 
What time did you get home? 

M We didn't get home that late. It was two o'clock 
in the morning, more or less. But we had a great 
time. That was the important thing. 

S Al)) 
H = Host, D = Detective 
H Hello and welcome to What Next?, the program 

that looks at today's career opportunities. 1 n 
the studio with us is Detective Jeremy Downs 
from the Metropnlitan Police. He's here to 
tell us about his job and bow he got it. Hello, 
Jeremy. 

D Good morning, Peter. 
H So, tell us, why did you decide to join the police? 
D Well, it runs in my family, really. My dad was a 

detective, and so was his father. I always knew 
that this was what I wanted to do. 

H What did you need to become a detective? 
D First, I got a college degree in criminal justice. 

Then I had to get experience as a regular police 
officer. So I worked as a police officer for 
two years. Then I took two tests - one to test 
my knowledge of the law and one to test my 
physical fitness for the job. 

H Detective, what do you like most about your job? 
D Well, you feel great when you solve a mystery 

and find a murderer. That's the best thing about 
it. And also, I'm usually outside or talking to 
people, so I don't spend much time in an office. 
I'm never bored when I'm working. 

H And what don't you like about it? 
D It's a very stressful job. I'm usually working on 

more than one case at a rime, and sometimes 
it's difficult to know what to do first. And going 
to the scene of a murder can be terrible. But 
apart from that, I love my job and I recommend 
it to anyone who likes finding answers and 
solving problems. 

H Detective Downs, thank you for joining us. 

8 B>)) 
M =Mrs. Goodings, J =Joanna, B =Bradley 
M Hello. Good morning. I'm Mrs. Goodings. 
J Hi. 1 'm Joanna, and this is Bradley. 
8 Hi. 
M Hello. Please come in. So .. .let's start, OK?This 

is the kitchen, as you can see. 
B It's very big. 
M Yes. There isn't a dining room, so we eat in here. 
J Oh look! The walls are big windows! You can 

see the yard- it's beautiful! 
B Can I ask you a question, Mrs. Goodings? Why 

did we come in the back door? 
M We always use the back door. There isn't a rug 

in the kitchen so there aren't any problems with 
dirty shoes. 

B Oh.'Right. 
J Where's the washing machine? 
M It's in the corner over there. 
J Oh, yes. l see it. Why is there a hole in the ceiling? 
M Well, upstairs is the bathroom. The hole is 

for when you take a shower. You take off your 
clothes and put them down the hole. They land 
on the floor next to the washing machine. 

J Oh. That's inreresting! 
M Yes .. .ll was my idea ... Now ... this way please .. .I 

want to show you the living room. There. What 
do you think? 

J Oh! There are big windows here. too. I love it! 
B Mrs. Goodings, is there a television? 

M No, there isn't. My husband and I don't watch 
TV. We prefer listening to music. Now ... lee's go 
upstairs. 

J There are four bedrooms upstairs, is that right? 
M Yes. Pour bedrooms and a bathroom. 
B Is this the bathroom? 
M Yes, it is. Be careful with the ... 
B Aargh!!! 
J Bradley? Bradley? Where is he? 
M Don't worry. He's in the kitchen. 
J What? 
M Do you remember the hole in the ceiling? 
J Oh, no! Bradley? Bradley? Are you all right? 

SC>)) 
Speaker 1 When I was in Costa Rica, 1 stayed in 

a bed-and-breakfast hotel with a difference. It 
was in the middle of the jungle and we could see 
monkeys and birds from our window. As well 
as an air-conditioned bedroom, there was a full 
bathroom with a warm-water shower. We had a 
small refrigerator and a coffeemaker, too. 

Speaker 2 I spent the night in an ice hotel when I 
was in the north of Sweden. The temperature in 
the room was 23°F and the only furniture was 
a bed made ofice and snow. I slept in a special 
sleeping bag with all my clothes on - 1 even wore 
a hat! It wasn't very comfortable, really, because 
there wasn't even a bathroom! 

Speaker 3 I once stayed in a very artsy hotel 
when I was in Berlin. All of the roo.ay in the 
hotel were completely different. In the middle 
of my room there was a diamond-shaped bed 
and when I lay down, I could see hundreds of 
people who looked just like me. There weren't 
any cupboards, so I put my bags under the bed. 

Speaker 4 I went to Fiji with my husband after 
we got married and we stayed in a really special 
hotel. A special elevator took us down to our 
room, which was surrounded by fish and other 
sea animals. There was a large, comfortable 
bed in the bedroom and a library and personal 
office in the living room. We loved it there! 

9 Al)) 
Speaker I My favorite meal is roast beef. lt 

sounds boring really- just a piece of meat, but 
you need to cook it for the right amount of time. 
My mom cooks it perfectly and she always 
serves it with roasted potatoes and a lot of other . 
vegetables - peas, carrots, broccoli, and beans. 
Then she pours a sauce called gravy all over it. 
Delicious! 

Speaker 2 Indian food is really popular these 
days, and I absolutely love it! We're lucky 
because we have a great Indian restaurant down 
the street. My favorite dish is chicken tikka 
masala, which is chicken in a sauce made with 
tomaioes, cream, and spices. I always order 
special Indian bread to eat with it. 

Speaker 3 You probably think I'm crazy, but one 
of my favorite meals is a hot dog and French fries. 
Yes, I know it's not very healthy, but I only have 
it about twice a month. I always buy it from the 
same street vendor, and if the weather's nice, I sit 
outside in the park to eat it. I put a lot of mustard 
and relish on the hot dog. Yum!!! 

Speaker 4 My favorite food is Chinese food, and 
I always order the same dish - sweet and sour 
tofu and vegetables. This is pieces of tofu in a 
sauce made of sugar. tomatoes, white vinegar, 
and soy sauce. The sauce also has pineapple, 
green peppers, and onion in it. J always eat 
it with rice. I have it at the restaurant, and 
sometimes I get it to go and eat it at home. -
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9 B>)) 
H =Host, M =Miriam 
H Hello and welcome to the program. Our first 

guest today is nutritionist Miriam Shepherd 
She's here to give us some advice about heakhy 
eating. \>tiriam, wha1 do we need to eat to be 
healthy' 

M Well, basically. we all need a balanced diet. 
H And what exacclv is a balanced diet? 
M It's when you ea( the right amount of food from 

each of the five different food groups. 
H Can you tell us more about those groups, 

Miriam' 
M Yes, of course. Let's start with carbohydrates. 

These arc things like bread, pasta, rice, and 
potatoes. We need to cat a lot of carbohydrates 
because they give us energy. 

H OK. What's next? 

M The next group is fruit and vegetables. Things 
like apples and oranges, and peas and carrots. 
These contain important vitamins, so you need 
co eat something from this group at every meal. 

H OK. What's the third group? 
M The third group is protein, which is in food like 

meat and eggs. We need it ro grow and to repair 
the body. You need co eat a lot offoods from this 
group. but not ncccssarily with every meal 

H Interesting. What's the next group, Miriam? 
M Milk and dairy. Dairy foods are things like 

cheese and yogurt. This group contains 
calcium, which is important for our bones and 
teeth. BUf you have to be a little careful because 
they someumes contain a lot off at. You need to 

eat something from this group every day, but 
not necessarily every meal. 

H And which is the last group, Miriam? 
M The last group is fats and sugars. These are 

found in snacks, like cake, cookies, candy, and 
chips. Fars and sugars aren't very good for you, 
so only cm a little food from tlus group - maybe 
once or twice a week. 

H Thank you, Miriam. That was very helpful. 
M My pleasure. 

9 C>)) 
M =Michael, R" Rachel 
M Rachel, did you know that there are two cities 

called Birmingham? 
R Really? I know the one in the state of Alabama 

in the US, but where's the other one? 
M lr'sintheUK. 
R OK. Are theciricsverysmali> 
M ~or really. One big difference 1s the population. 

There arc only 243,000 people living in 
Birmingham in the US, whereas there are over 
a million in Birmingham in the UK. 

R So, Birmingham in the UK is bigger then? 
M Well, no. The area of Birmingham in the UK is 

63 square miles while Birmingham in rhe US 
covers 93.8 square miles 

R Oh, that's big. 
M Yes, but there aren't as many people. 

Birmingham in the UK isn't very green. 
R And the American Birmingham is really green. 
M Yes. And there's also a big difference in age. 

Birmingham in rhe UK wa~ already a small 
village as early as the seventh century while 
Birmingham in the US didn't exist until 1871. 

R OK. Whar ahout the wuthcr? It's always 
raining over here so the weaiher h probably 
better in Birmmgham in the U K 

M You'u right! There are 26 inc he~ of rain in 
Birmingham in the UK. There i~ cwice a.s muLh 
in Birmingham in tbe US-5 .~ mchcs. 

-

R Interesting! 
M Yes, but it 's colder over there. The average 

temperature in Birmingham In the US is 73• 
Fwhereas in Birmingham in the UK it's 55• F. 
That's ten degrees colder. 

R So, why are you telling me all this anyway? 
M I 'm reading an article in the newspaper. It's 

about a mistake that they made in Birmingham. 
Thar's Birmingham in the UK, not ours. 

R What happened? 
M They made an advertisement for Birmingham 

in the UK, but they used the wrong photo. They 
put a photo of Birmingham m the US on the 
advertisement instead ofBirmingham in the UK. 

R No! How funny! 
M Yes, I thought so, too! 

lOA>)) 
H = Host, M = Max 
H Hello, and welcome to the travel section of the 

program. Our gu~< today is travel writer Max 
Miller, whose book Superlative Siehis came out 
yesterday. Max, welcome to the program. 

M Thank you, Gloria. 
H So what exactly is your book about? 
M Well, it's basically about the biggest, the best, 

and the most beautiful places in the world. 
H Can you give us some examples? 
M Yes, of course. Let's start with Ayers Rock in 

Australia. Its other name is Uluru, and it's the 
world's largest rock. It's almost 12,000 feet 
long, 7,920 feet wide, and 1,141 feet high
enormous! 

H Yes, I see what you mean. What else? 
M How about the world's highest waterfall? Angel 

Falls in Venezuela is 3,212 feet high. A lot of 
the water evaporates before it hits the ground. 

H Wow! Arc there only narural places in your book, 
or do you have any man-made ~'trucrures? 

M Yes, we include man-made structures, too. For 
example, do you koow what the talle~'t building 
is right now? 

H No ... tell us more. 
M Well, it'~ Burj Khalifa in Dubai in the United 

Arab Emirates. It stands 2,717 feet high. 
H Incredible! 
M What about the oldest city in the world? 
H I'm not sure. Um ... somewhere in Egypt? 
M Almost, but noc quite. It's Aleppo, in Syria. The 

city daces back to 600 B.C. and it's the oldest 
continuously in habited city in the world. 

H Really? l didn' t know that. 
M There are also some interest mg facts about 

cransporauon. For instance, do you know 
anything about the longest train trip? 

H Well, I suppose it's in Russia. 
M That's right. The Trans-Siberian Railway from 

Moscow co Vladivostok is 5,771 miles long and 
crosses seven different time zones. 

H That 's one long train ride! 
M That'~ right. And how about plane trips? 

What's the &hortest runway in the world? 
H Runway? You mean where the planes land at 

the airport? 
M That'Hight. 
H I have no idea. 
M Well, it 's on the beautiful island of Saba in the 

Caribbean. The runway is only 1,300 feet long 
and it ends tn a 196-foot drop into the ocean. 

H This 1.s fascmatmg ~tu ff, Max. I can't wait to 

read your book! 

10 8 >)) 
Speaker 1 I had my first experience 

Cou,bSurfing in China. I wanted to spend a 

few days in a city called Guilin, so 1 made 
contact with a Chinese guy named Leo. Leo 
was the perfect host: he gave me a bed, he 
organized a dinner that other CouchSurfers 
came 10, and he showed me around the city. I 
loved it , and I'd recommend it to anyooc! 

Speaker 2 My first CouchSurfing experience 
did not go well. I was in Boston - in the state 
of Massachusetts in the US, and I found a 
college student who agreed to host me. First, 
he was late and then he didn't stop talking 
about himself all night. In the end, I said I was 
tired and went to bed. The next morning. I left 
Boston and took the train to New York City, 
where my host was an older woman, and I had a 
much better time. 

Speaker J I'm Canadian, and my first 
CouchSurfing experience was in New Orleans 
in the State ofL<>Wsiana in the US. I wanted to do 
some research for a novel I'm wnting, so I needed 
to meet as many people as possible. My sister rold 
me about the website, so I decided to try it out. In 
the end, l stayed with someone different every 
night, and I got a lot ofideas for my book! 

Speaker 4 l was in Australia working when I 
found out about the CouchSurfing website. 
I wanted to travel around the country on 
weekend.~. but 1 didn't know anyone. A friend 
s"Uggested looking at the CouchSurfing 
website, and I'm very happy that I did. I now 
have friends all over Australia, and some of 
them are going to visit me in the US when I go 
back next monrb. 

lOC>)) 
P=Pete,A • Amy 
P Amy, do you remember Uri Geller? 
A No, I don't . Who is he? 
P He is a kind of psychic. He was on TV a lot in 

the past and he became famous. 
A What kind of tricks did he do? 
P Well, his most famous trick was bending spoons. 

There's a photo here -come and take a look. 
A Oh, there's a video here, too, on YouTube. Let's 

watch it. 

P You see? At first, the spoon looks normal. 
Here, he's touching it with his finger ... and now, 
it's bent. 

A That's amazing! 
P Actually ... it isn't. 
A What? 
P It's a trick. 
A So bow does he do it? 
P The spoon is bent before he shows it co us. He's 

hiding the bent part in his hand, so that you think 
it's a normal spoon. You don't have much time 
to look at the spoon at all bec.ause he's talking so 
much. What he's doing is distracting you while 
he's pulling the bent spoon slowly out of his hand. 
You think h6 bending it but, in fact, he isn't. 

A So, the guy is a cheater! 
P Yes, but he's a very famous cheater. 
A Does he still do his trick in public? 
P Yes, he does. And the most incredible thing is 

chat people ~till believe it. 

llA>)) 
Speaker 1: Toronto, Canada 
On the weekend, the city is pretty busy. It's very 
similar to New York City or Washington, D.C. 
The streets are c ruwded with <:<1rs and people. 
There are interesting neighborhoods to visit, great 
restauranrs t0 cat at, and a lot of place) to hear 
music. J think most people stay in the city because 
there isn't much to do outside of the c1ry. 
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People dress nicely here, especially at work. In big 
companies, it's normal for men to wear suits and 
women to wear business clothes. On the weekend, 
people dress more casually. They wear jeans or 
shons and T-shirts, depending on the weather. 

An interesting thing is that Toronto's nickname 
is "Hollywood North." A lot offV and movie 
companies film their shows in Toronto. The city is 
also home co the Toronto International Film Festival. 
Ooly the Cannes Film Festival in France is bigger! 
Speaker 2: Reykjavik, Iceland 
In Iceland, a very important partoflife is swimming 
and going to a hot tub, which is like a small 
swimming pool with hot water. People go before 
work or on the weekend to meet with their friends, 
or sometimes even to have business meetings! 
The countryside in Iceland is incredible. There 

are almost no trees, and there are volcanoes and 
fields oflava, which are the incredibly hoc stones 
that come out of the volcanoes. You can walk for 
days and not see another person, because there 
aren't many people in Iceland. In Reykjavik, there 
are less than 250,000 people, and the second
biggest city has only 15,000. 
Icelandic people are very creative. It's normal for 

many people co make music, paint or draw, and 
even write books. Also, many people make their 
own clothes, and chey look really fashionable! 

llBl)) 
H =Host, D "Dave, C =Carolina, E =Eddie 
H Hello. I'm Jenny Richards, and I'm on the 

streets of New York City asking people what 
thev want to do with their lives. Let's start with 
chi; man over here. Hello. 

D Hi. 
H I'm Jenny Richards from TV NYC. What's your 

name? 
D I'm Dave. 
H OK, Dave, we'd like to ask you about your 

ambitions for the future. What do you want to 
do with your life? 

D Well, uh, what I'd really like, um, is .. . 
H Yes? 
D I'd really like to buy a motorcyle. I had a little 

dirt bike when I was younger, but I stopped 
riding it when I got married and had kids. Now, 
I'd like to start again. 

H Well, good luck with your ambition, Dave. 
Lee's talk co someone else now. Hello. What's 
your name? 

C Carolina. 
H So, what do you wane to do with your life, 

Carolina? 
C Well, I'd love to go traveling to different places. 
H Oh really? Any particular place? 
C Yes. I'd really like to go co Australia with 

my sister. I have friends there, and it's a very 
exciting country. 

H Why don't you, then? 
C I can't. 
H Why not? 
C My sister hates flying, and it's a 22-hour flight. 
H Well, maybe one day you can go there on your 

own. Good luck with your ambition, Carolina. 
Now, what about you? What's your name? 

E l'mEddie. 
H Do you have any ambitions, Eddie? 
E I'd like co see Kings of Leon live. 
H WhyKingsofLeon~ 
E They're my favorite band. 
H Why don't you get a ticket for their next concert? 
E Yeah, I want to, but they aren't touring this 

year. They're making a new album. 

H Well, maybe next year. Now, let's talk to this 
woman over here ... 

1ic>)) 
Speaker I I really couldn't live without the 

Internet. Every evening after dinner, I spend a few 
hours on my laptop playing games online. My 
job is very stressful, so it helps me relax. I forget 
about my problems and focus on something 
different. I think it's really good for me. 

Speaker 2 The Internet is really important for 
me because I live abroad. A II of my family and 
friends live in the US, and I'm living in the UK. 
Phone calls are really expensive, but with the 
Internet I can Skype them whenever I wane to. 
With Skype I can even see their faces, so it's 
much better than a phone call. 

Speaker 3 Well, um, I'm a webmaster, so the 
Internet is very important for my job. I work 
with different websites, first of all creating 
them and then making sure that everyone can 
use them. I also cry to make existing websites 
work faster. I enjoy my job because I love 
computers and solving problems. 

Speaker4 Yeah, I spend a lot of time on the 
Internet every day. It's a great way to keep in 
touch with friends and also to meet new people. 
There's one site I use a lot to talk co my friends, 
upload photos, and post videos that I find 
funny. I also like looking at my friends' profiles 
to see what they're doing. 

12A>)) 
H = Host, C = Christopher 
H Hello, and welcome to Movie Madness. In the 

studio with us today is movie critic Christopher 
Phillips. We've asked him to choose his 
two favorite movie adaptations of books. 
Christopher, where are you going to start? 

C Well, it's been a difficult choice but I'm going to 
start with a very early movie, the 1946 adaptation 
of Great Expectations by Charles Dickens. 

H 1946? That is early. 
C Yes, and as you can imagine, the movie is in 

black and white. It tells the story of a poor 
young boy named Pip who with the help of a 
mysterious person, becomes a gentleman. The 
story doesn't change much in the movie, but the 
photography makes the atmosphere darker and 
more frightening. It's an excellent adaptation. 

H Great Expectations. OK. I haven't seen the 
movie, but I've read the book. of course. What's 
your ocher movie, Christopher? 

C Well, my other choice is more recent. It's The 
Enelish Patient. 

H Yes, I've seen that one a few times. But I don't 
know anything about the book. Tell us more. 

C Well, the author is a Sri Lankan-Canadian 
writer named Michael Ondaatje, and his novel 
won an important prize - the Booker Prize. The 
movie came out in 1996, and it's a wonderful 
adaptation of the book. It tells the story of a 
man in a military hospital who has been in a 
plane crash. We also learn something about 
the life and loves of his nurse. Again, there are 
a few changes to the story, but the best thing 
about the movie is the choice of actors, who are 
perfect for their parts. The movie won a tot.al of 
nine Oscars, which shows just how good it is. 

H Christopher PhiUips, thank you for joining us. 
C Thank you for having me. I've enjoyed it. 

l?B>)) 
Speaker 1 I: Interviewer, S" Speaker I 

Have you ever been to Africa? 

S Yes, I have. I've been to Kenya. 
I When did you go? 
S I went in 2010. We stayed with some friends who 

are living in Nairobi. While we were there, we 
went on a trip to Tsavo East, which is an enormous 
national park. Unfortunately, our car broke 
down in the park, and the guards took six hours co 
rescue us. It was really scary! 

Speaker 2 I"' Interviewer, S =Speaker 2 
I Have you ever been to South America? 
S Yes, I have. I've been to Brazil. 
I When did you go? 
S I went there in 2006 on a business trip. In fact, 

we were at a conference, so it wasn't very hard 
work. We stayed in a five-~-car hotel, and the 
company paid for everything. 

Speaker 3 I= Interviewer, S"' Speaker 3 
I Have you ever been to Australia? 
S Well, I haven't been to Australia, but I've been 

to New Zealand. 
I When did you go? 
S I went with my wife when we got married in 2011. 

We stayed in a luxury apartment on the banks of 
Lake Wakatipu. and we had a great time doing a 
lot of different water spores. The best moment for 
me, though, was when we did a bungee jump from 
the Kawarau Bridge. It was really exciting! 

Speaker 4 I= Interviewer, S =Speaker 4 
I Have you ever been to Asia? 
S Yes, I have. I've been to Thailand. 
I When did you go? 
S I went with my family in 2006. We stayed in 

a special hotel in the jungle, and we slept in a 
treehouse. But the most amazing part of our trip 
happened when we visited Bangkok_ We were 
luc.ky enough co be there for Songkran, che Thai 
New Year, so we saw the water festival. You 
know, the one where everybody throws water at 
ea.ch other in tbe street! 

12C>)) 
New Zealand. Home of Middle Earth. And the 
best way to experience it is on our Lord of the 
Rines Edoras tour. The tour leaves Christchurch 
at 9 a.m. and returns at 6 p.m., but we can pick 
you up at other central city locations, too. The 
groups are small, and the guides are friendly and 
informative. You don't need co be a Lord of the 
Rings fan to enjoy the tour because the scenery is 
fantastic. Transportation is in a Land Rover, and 
we cake you through the spectacular mountains 
of the Souchern Alps where you can see clear 
lakes and blue rivers, and you can breathe fresh 
mountain air. Our destination is Mount Sunday, 
the real-life mountain that in the movie is Edo;as, 
the capital city of the Rohan people. While you're 
there, vou can use some the most famous items 
from the movie: Aragorn's sword, Gimli's axe, 
and the flag of Rohan. For lunch, there is a luxury 
picnic. which we eat outside in the open air. Visit 
our store at the end of your trip and buy exclusive 
Lord of the Rings souvenirs for your family and 
friends back home. 
The tour runs daily throughout che year, and you 

can buy tickets on line. The price includes your 
pick up and drop off, your trip in the Land Rover, 
your guided walk to the very cop ofEdoras, and your 
delicious lunch. Tickets cost $135 for adults, per 
person, and $94 for children aged I 4 and under. 
So, what are you waiting for? Book your tickets 

now before you miss your chance to see one of the 
most beautiful Lord of rhe Rines locations. It's an 
experience you'll never forget. 
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